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1.
$75
Black Forest carved case holding a French clock, a
thermometer, and a Holosteric Barometer by
“Radiguet A Paris”. The clock is an 8-day lever
movement, striking half hours and hours on a coil
gong. I did not run this clock. I chose not to take it
apart to check the movement. The porcelain dial is
unsigned but did not check the movement for signature. Beveled glass in the French hinged sash,
nice one piece porcelain dial and pair of old hands.
The thermometer registers the typical Centigrade
temperature. The carved case is 30” tall and wonderfully carved in the Black Forest fashion of vines,
leaves, and other objects. $100-$300.

5.
$400
Seth Thomas metal mantel clock, “Roselle”, ca
1906. Very similar to #4 as it was originally part of a
3 piece set. The finish is also very similar, Art Nouveau, and is 15 inches tall, complete and original
including the pendulum, decorated porcelain dial,
and hands. The movement runs 15 days and strikes
half hours on a Cathedral bell. These decorator
metal clocks are difficult to find if you are a collector of them. Ly-Seth Thomas, #2059. $500-$750.
6.
$350
Seth Thomas metal mantel clock, “Artful”, ca 1905.
Another clock similar to #4 and #5. This model originally was part of a 3 piece set, its side pieces were
candelabras. This bronze clock is 16 inches tall and
originally had a nice clean Art Nouveau finish, now
of course, aged and dull, probably nothing a good
cleaning would not fix. It also has a 15 day fine polished movement that is running and striking half
hours on a Cathedral bell. It has a decorated and
signed porcelain dial, correct hands, and a special
long pendulum visible in the case opening. Ly-Seth Thomas #1935.
$400-$750.

2.
$300
New Haven Clock Co. with a running 8-day movement by New Haven and a chime movement by
Wilcock of Canada, patented 1896, copied from the
chime movement of this large mantel clock. Like the
Seth Thomas chime clocks, this one has two movements, the 8-day running movement has one hammer that strikes the hours on the largest of five coil
gongs, and the chiming movement has one spring
(wound from the side of the case) that plays Westminster Chimes,
four hammers on four coil gongs. Also on the side is a chime/silent
lever. Beveled glass in the brass sash, signed dial, and the hands are
correct. Flat fluted columns on the sides with wood capitals and
bases. There is a large piece of carved decoration on the front and
metal feet. Large wood back door with a complete paper label stating in part, “Patented in United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland”. The mahogany case is 17” tall, in very good condition, complete, and original. Pendulum and key included. $400-$600.

7.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Carson”, a City Series clock, ca 1884. The
back door has the factory stamp indicating the clock was made August 1884. The company description of the case
was, “sheet brass case, nickeled body, gold gilt
ornaments at head and base, and bronze alligator
panel”. There is some wear on the brass, but the
nickel and gold ornaments are good except for
some minor grunge. The case is 14.5” high, free of
any damage or repairs and has the original wood
back door with a key lock. French sash with beveled glass over the one piece porcelain dial and
original hands. The dial is signed, is clean and free
of any problems. The 8-day brass movement is
signed, running, and striking half hours on a cup bell and hours on a
cathedral bell (gong). A pendulum bob and key are inside. We have
been a collector of City Series for over 40 years and have owned less
than a half dozen of this model. The Carson, Dallas, and Austin, are
considered by collectors to be rarer than most City Series clocks
because of the metal and/or metal ornaments that adorn them. LySeth Thomas #517. $400-$600.

3.
$650
Waterbury Clock Co. hanging, “Calendar No.36”, ca 1891. As far as I
can tell I have never sold a No.36 wall model. Except for the bases it
is identical to the shelf model No. 40. This good
original oak case is 28” high, has barley twist columns each side of the door, mushroom finials on
top, and other nice etched, grooved, and sawn
parts both applied and attached. The calendar dial
has some paint loss but is original, and the top dial
is original with very little paint loss. The dial pans,
dial board, hands, pendulum, door latch, and gong,
all appear to be original Waterbury stock. On the
back are most of two paper labels. The 8-day
movement is running, striking and changing the
calendar. Ly-Waterbury, page 104; Ly-Calendar,
page 104. $750-$1000.

8.
$275
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of their City Series clocks, “Dallas”, ca
1889. Not an easy model to find in good condition because it is one
of a handful in the series that has some metal on the case, in this
example the base has metal ornaments. Other parts
of the case are walnut and the flat section around the
dial is burl walnut. Incised lines on the front are gold
filled, buttons, finials, and the four feet, are all turned.
Beveled glass in the sash, signed porcelain dial, and
correct hands. Full back door has a key lock and a
knob. Signed 8-day brass movement, outside count
wheel, strikes half hours on a brass cup bell and hours
on a standing gong and is running. Factory stamp on
the back door, “5881K”, is their code for November
1885, the date the clock was made. Ly-Seth Thomas #536. $400$600.

4.
$350
Seth Thomas bronze mantel clock, “Dorothy”, with
an Art Nouveau finish, ca 1905. I cannot imagine that
anyone has collected and sold more Seth Thomas
clocks than me and I have had fewer than 5 of these
metal clocks in over 40 years of selling, none of this
model. Most of the metal clocks came with matching
side pieces but I have never seen a complete set. This
clock is 16 inches tall, original finish has darkened over
time but is complete and all original. The 15 day movement is running and it strikes half hours on a Cathedral bell and has
the correct pendulum. It has a 3 ½” decorated porcelain dial. LySeth Thomas #1972. $400-$750.
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you will find anywhere. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 148-149. $400-$750.

9.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, one of their
nicer City Series models, “Utica”, ca 1886. Handsomely designed walnut case is 22” high, prolific
carvings on the top, dentil moldings around the
door glass, and wings on each side. This model is
one of 10-15
I would call their top of the line
City Series models, one sought by many folks, not
just clock collectors, because of its inherent beauty
as a “living room” mantel clock. The wood has
aged and darkened thru natural as well as unnatural causes, has been “rubbed out” with polish and
soft rag, until it fits right in with other fine living
room furniture. Nickel / silver accessories include the damascened
pendulum bob, pendulum hanger, gong base, gong hammer, alarm
ring, and dial rings. The paper dial is a modern replacement. The
movement is signed, running briskly, and strikes hourly on a Cathedral bell (coil gong). The super door glass is original and retains all
its paint. Ly-Seth Thomas #612. $350-$550.

13.
$250
Seth Thomas eight-day steeple clock, “Sharp Gothic”, ca 1879, with
a special alarm system, “Winward’s New Eight-Day
Railway Alarm Clock”, as copied from a paste over
label inside on the backboard. This identical clock is
the subject of an article in the NAWCC Bulletin, February 2000, page 85. It is an original Seth Thomas
made clock with their 8-day time and striking movement, their label and gong. The extra alarm on-off
levers can be seen on the top of the case. The 21 inch
mahogany veneered case is all original and in very
nice condition with a couple of small problems, such
as paint chips on the original dial. Otherwise the glasses, bell and
gong, pendulum bob, and movements are all original and are running. We have sold at least one other Seth Thomas steeple clock
with this special alarm. Ly-Seth Thomas #2296. $300-$500.
14.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Regulator A”, with simple calendar, ca
1906. A very popular model for Ansonia during the early 1900’s.This
clock has been cleaned of all the smoke, revealing the pleasant polished black walnut veneer. Part of the bezel is painted black for
accent. Original “Regulator A” bottom glass, and
according to the previous owner it may have a replaced upper glass. There are no footprints where
someone has soldered the tabs. If in fact the glass
is a replacement someone did a fine job. I believe
they added some new putty because the old putty
or the tabs were not holding properly. Pendulum
bob, hands, and both door latches are original. Inside the case is a complete black and gold label,
“Ansonia Clock Co., New York”. Case is 32” high, all
original, very clean, and with no problems apparent. Movement is 8-day, running, and striking a
gong on the hours. Ly-Ansonia #660. Booked for $650 four years
ago. $400-$600.

10.
$300
E. Ingraham & Co. hanging clock, “Ducat”, ca 1891.
They made this model as a shelf and hanging a clock,
identical except for the bases. The oak case is 28
inches tall, complete and all original, is very clean and
polished. It came to us with a large collection of extremely nice wall and mantel clocks. The 8-day movement runs and strikes and strikes half hours on a
Cathedral gong. They (Ingraham) would sell you
what they called a “slow strike movement” for an
additional $.60. The dial has been repainted; hands
were replaced, but otherwise it is correct and original. This clock has
an alarm movement that rings on a brass bell and a level on the
base. Ly-Ingraham #948. $300-$500.
11.
$150
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. bell top clock, “Curfew”, ca 1900. Gilt feet,
gilt bezel and dial, and gilt dome top with Curfew bell. The dial is a replacement. The wood
case has a black enamel finish and Scotch granite marbleized sides. The case is 17.5” high, fitted
with an 8-day movement, hour and half hour
strike on the heavy chime bell. The case is gilt
engraved. The 8-day movement is signed, running, and striking. Pendulum and key are inside.
Complete paper label underneath, original wood
back door, and correct hands. All original and very nice except for
the dial. Ly-Gilbert, page 180. $200-$400.

15.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging clock, “Flora”, ca
1883. This clock is not as common as many of their
early models and is especially rare because it was
made of oak. It is a great looking clock, oak aged
sufficiently that it is now between a medium and
dark oak. There are carved designs on the case
sides, the top, and around the door. I did not hang
the brass weights in the clock for the picture but
they are polished and match the brass pulleys, brass
damascened pendulum, brass beat scale, brass
Cathedral bell, and the brass dial rings. Other nice
brass pieces are the hinges, door lock, the winding
key, and of course the 8-day brass movement, all
original to the clock except the winding key. Inside
is a nice black label, an original painted dial and hands. The dial is
slightly faded and has a couple of small paint chips. The coil gong
and one weight cable came unhooked in transport to me. Should be
easy fix. Remember when this model sold for around $5000? Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 327. $1750-$2500.

12.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Chime Clock No. 1 Special”, ca 1911. The 13”
high case has a mahogany adamantine finish, gold plated sash, mat,
and feet. The one piece dial is unusual for the Sonora Chime clocks.
This dial is silver with normal wear, heavy
painted numerals, and original hands. The
chime winding arbor is in the edge of the gold
plated mat, the slow-fast adjuster is just below the hand arbor, and the chime-silent adjuster is just above the numeral 6. The 8-day
movement is running and is signed by Seth
Thomas and is numbered, “89M”, while the
Sonora Chime movement is numbered, “90”. It has the correct
wooden back cover, 4 Sonora Bells, a chime-silent lever on the side,
and all other original clock parts. The adamantine case is as nice as

16.
$1100
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Reflector”, ca 1883. This is the earlier of
this model, slight changes in later editions. Cherry case is 35” tall,
gold stenciled designs around the top and base, and grooves filled
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Railroad. Inside the door is a plate attached that says, “PRR”. We
never know if these movements are 15 days or 30 days without running them until they quit. We are always pleasantly surprised when
we find they run 30 days. A complete label is inside as well as labels
on the back of the case. On the back are three old Jeweler repair
labels, late 1800’s, 1910, etc Next to the Seth Thomas No.2 Regulators, we consider this long drop model to be one of the company’s
crowning achievements in clock making. They are extremely reliable
and a good size for any room in your home. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
323. $500-$750.

with gold to highlight. There are four beveled glass
mirrors on the sides and a wonderful glass in the door
showing a young maiden picking fruit from a tree.
Spindles top and bottom, small turned finials top and
bottom, and a drawer in the base to keep your valuables. The movement is 8-day, striking a Cathedral
gong on the hours. Brass dial rings, correct hands, old
dial, brass gong base, brass pendulum bob, wood
stick, and a winding key. The 8-day movement is
clean, signed, and original to the clock. Case is clean
inside and out, a very attractive clock. We have sold
these for $4000 when they were in excellent condition, especially
the cherry cases. This one is very close. Ly-Ansonia, page 177. $1200$1500.

21.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. adamantine cased mantel clock, “Huron”, ca
1915. This clock is all original and very nice as it
has been cleaned and polished. It has a flat
glass in the sash, the dial is original, and the
movement is clean and bright, and is running
fine. All the onyx columns are intact as are all
metal ornaments. The 8-day movement is
signed and strikes a Cathedral gong on half
hour and hours, and it has the correct back cover, pendulum, and
key. This Huron model is not pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas. When
cleaned and polished we have seen this style adamantine sell for
over $750. Ly-Seth Thomas #1568 is very similar to the Huron. $250$400.

17.
$150
Seth Thomas mantel clock, “Sterling”, ca
1905. Adamantine covered case is 17 inches
wide and 10 inches tall, complete and original.
The black adamantine is dull, metal not polished, perforated gilt dial over the paper numerals, good hands, metal back cover, and
correct pendulum bob. The 8-day movement is running and striking
half hours on a cup bell and hours on a Cathedral gong. This identical clock is not pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas but I have seen a great
many Seth Thomas clocks not pictured in any books. $150-$300.

22.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Signet V.P.”, ca 1880. We see so few of this
model we forget it is an early wall clock. At first glance it has a modern or art deco appearance. This may be the
second Signet I have ever sold. I sold the first
one in the January 2001 auction for $717. He had
the dial repainted to be identical to the Signet
pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #1027. The 23” walnut case is excellent and all trim pieces are original as is the nice finish. Inside is a complete
black label and original brass pendulum bob.
Very good glasses and black trim in strategic
places for effect. The movement is 8-day, spring
driven, striking on the hours, and running briskly. This rare model had a short production cycle,
1880-1885. $400-$600.

18.
$800
Large English mantel clock with a double fusee movement, ca 1880.
Dial is signed, “Smith and Sons / Clerkenwell / London”. Smith has
been in the clock making business in London since
1851. The beautiful mahogany case is 21 inches tall
and 19 inches wide, base is burl, has carvings and
finials all around, and the entire flat sections of the
front have pressed or etched designs all over.
Typical of early English clocks there are 4 pegs
(not your normal pegs, but fancy) to hold the
movement box to the front. The double chain
fusee movement is running and striking on a
bell.$900-$1200.
19.
$300
E. Ingraham Company, Bristol, Conn. This is one of their Commerce
and Industry series, ca 1880’s. Part of the complete label reads,
“Manufactured Expressly for the C. F. Adams Co. Erie, Penn. and
Branches, by the E. Ingraham Company, Bristol,
Conn. U.S.A.”. This is the only hanging model of the
series, others were shelf clocks. The oak case is 26
inches long, has pressed designs all over the case
depicting men and their various occupations. It is
entirely original including the door glass, dial, hands,
pendulum, gong, and the 8-day movement. It is running and striking on a coil gong. The only thing missing is the little door hook. $300-$500.

23.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock with adamantine finish, ca
1904. The columns are adamantine onyx, adamantine blocks above
and below the columns and on the top, otherwise the case is black
with incised designs over the front. Gilt metal ornaments, bowed
glass, signed dial, correct hands and back cover. Incised dial with
paper dial on the back. The movement is 8-day,
striking a cathedral gong on the hours and a
cup bell on half hours. The case is 18” wide,
complete and original, and there is a complete
label on the back. There are a couple of adamantine cases in Ly-Seth Thomas that look a lot
like this one. $200-$400.

20.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “World”, ca 1891.
Cherry (or burl walnut) veneer case is 32” long, clean
and polished revealing a beautifully grained wood.
Brass bob, wood stick, glasses, hands, dial, two door
latches, and the movement, are all original to this
case and in excellent condition. The dial is signed,
“P.R.R. 43 :16”. Based on experience with many railroad clocks we know this one to be Pennsylvania

24.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Ogden”, ca 1885. The
factory date is stamped on the case back. This is another of their
fine parlor clocks, great style and quality, carved ornaments on the
sides and top, dentil molding above the door, and other exceptional
trim around the walnut case. It is 21 ½” high, complete and all original. It has a very nice glass in the door, push button door latch, good
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good black and gold paint, very little paint loss. The
upper glass is original, so are the brass bob, wood
stick, brass weight, brass beat scale, door lock, and
the dial pan. The dial has some small flakes mostly in
the 9-12 area. There are three original hands, and an
old winding crank. The 8-day, time only weight
movement, is identical to those in the No.2 Regulators, and it is signed and running well. This is only our
3rd Keyhole model we have ever had. We sold one in
the January 1996 auction for $4500, and one in the
July 2009 auction for $8300. I cannot find any other
sales at other auctions but surely there have been a few. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 271. $3500-$4000.

black label inside, repainted two piece dial, and
correct hands. Another fine ST bob, nickeled with
damascened circles all over. Nickeled dial rings and
nickel gong base. 8-day lyre movement is signed
“ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co.”, running, and
striking the large Cathedral gong on the hours.
Every time I list a group of very nice City Series
clocks in the catalogs, I get a hankering to collect
them again. Selling my collection of 90 City Series
clocks got me started in this clock business. First
big mistake. Ly-Seth Thomas #575. $400-$600.
25.
$650
Waterbury Clock Company hanging clock, Calendar No.33”, ca 1908.
Nice 39” high oak case, apparently has the original
finish but undoubtedly has been cleaned and polished
at some time. This case is complete and all original
with the possible exception of the glass. Both dials
have the original paint, with no flaking, showing a
little wear, and both are signed. Original pendulum
bob, signed porcelain beat scale, and three correct
hands. The calendar rolls are so dark but certainly
acceptable. You will never again find a clock this old
with two perfect paper labels. Ly-Waterbury #277.
This clock has booked for over $2000 for several
years. That was before Dodd-Frank. $750-$1000.

29.
$3000
Seth Thomas hanging clock, early “Regulator No.2”,
ca 1865. During this time period Seth Thomas was
experimenting with cases and configurations trying
to find the best sellers. Remember he made No.2’s
with weight descending down the left side, the right
side, weight descending the center behind the pendulum and in front of the pendulum. The best seller
turned out to be the weight in front of the pendulum. He must have made a million of them. This case
is 38 inches, 2 inches longer than other No.2’s which
were 34 or 36 inches long. It is mahogany veneered,
very clean, polished, and protected by all previous
owners because it is so unusual and collectable. The
glasses in this model were also different than other models and the
weight is certainly different. The 8-day movement with rectangular
plates is near identical to the movements used in most all later
No.2’s. The original painted dial is signed, hands are original, as are
the pendulum, stick and other accessories. The complete black label
is inside on the base, pulley, beat scaled, and door lock are also original stock. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 274 pictures the movement,
weight, and case. $3500-$4000.

26.
$300
Seth Thomas hanging clock, “Office No.2”, ca 1884.
An uncommon model specializing in female portraits
in the bottom glass. Seth Thomas used female portraits more than any clockmaker. The good portraits,
like this one, have always been sought after by collectors. I have had collectors to tell me, “if you ever
sell that clock please call me”. Otherwise it is more or
less just a short drop clock with some brass decorations around the outside of the case. It is a walnut
case, 26 inches high, clean, complete, and all original. The brass
buttons are dull, glasses are good, pendulum is correct, and inside is
a complete black label. The 8-day movement is running and striking
on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 333-334. $300-$500.

30.
$500
“No.1 Time-Piece Regulator / Made By / New Haven
Clock Co. / New Haven, Conn. U.S.A.”, ca 1880. This
is a very rare model of their early clock production.
On the back of the large long drop case is a complete label from which the first line was copied. It is
a spring driven timepiece in a 38 inch high walnut
case. The movement runs 30 days powered by two
springs. It has a brass pendulum on a wood stick
painted black and the inside of the case is also painted black. There is a beat scale, door latch, bezel
latch, and very possibly two replaced glasses. The
painted zinc dial has original paint and is signed. The
hands and all other parts of the clock are original. $600-$900.

27.
$1100
Seth Thomas “Chime Clock No.58”, ca 1913. It looks small in the
picture but I had to find a new table to
photograph the clock. It is 32 ½ inches
wide and 14 inches high. Yes, almost 3
feet wide. The case is made of mahogany and it is clean, polished, complete,
and all original. Not only does it have
elaborate hand carvings on each end but it has other fine patters of
swirls and grooves. The 8 inch convex beveled glass is in a brass
sash. The 8 inch convex silvered dial has large raised bronze numerals and cut serpentine hands. The large 8-day movement is clean
and running. There is a Sonora Chime 5 bell movement playing
Westminster chimes on the quarter hour. This clock is about as
good as it gets. Not a toy. Ly-Seth Thomas #439. $1200-$1500.

31.

$2000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No.25”, ca 1907.
Flemish oak case is 37” high, stained many times,
now dark. The painted glass is still very bright, no
fading or paint loss. Inside the case everything resembles the Seth Thomas No.2 regulators, i.e. 8-day
signed movement is time only, one weight. The
hands, nickel and damascened pendulum ball, wood
stick, and beat scale, are typical of those seen in the
No.2 cases. The brass weight is of the Seth Thomas
style. Zinc dial pan has original paint and signed Seth
Thomas. The case inside and outside is clean and the

28.
$3500
Seth Thomas hanging clock, “Keyhole”, ca 1913. This is a rare derivative of their “Regulator No.1”. Very few of this model were made
and they seem to rarely come on the market. The “old oak fine cabinet case” is 34” tall, and has a wonderful aged finish. As it darkened
it began to resemble walnut rather than oak. The painted glass has
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movement has been cleaned, serviced, and is running as expected.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 305, states that the No.25 model was made
for the Harvey Houses on the Santa Fe Railroad route. There were
only 47 Harvey Houses. It may not be as attractive as some of the
Seth Thomas Regulators, but it is very rare, for we almost never see
them. Anyone trying to collect the St Regulators will want to consider this one. $2000-$2500.

painted sometime in the past and is near mint. Brass trim throughout including the dial ring, beat scale, and a near perfect damascened pendulum bob. The movement has been cleaned, serviced,
tested, and runs as it should, takes “D” cell flashlight batteries. The
outstanding and all original walnut case is 48” tall, 16” wide, and 7”
deep. The identical case is found in the Seth Thomas books as their
Regulator No. 9. $1250-$1500.

32.
$500
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. hanging clock,
“Tampico”, ca 1907. The oak case is 43 inches high, now
in a medium dark and aged color. Some light carvings
on the top and base, otherwise a plain case. Glasses are
possibly replacements, key lock on the door, the paper
dial with recessed seconds dial and the three hands are
original as are the brass pendulum, wood stick, and beat
scale. The movement runs 30 days. This clock is very
uncommon, in fact, I have only seen and sold one other
in over 40 years. Ly-New Haven #542. $500-$750.

36.
$1000
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Standard Time
No.2”, ca 1883. This is an extremely and rare clock that
I have never seen or heard of. I did find evidence
where a spring driven No.2 sold many years ago, but
none weight driven like this one. The company listed
many uses for this clock and they can be read in LyNew Haven, page 151. The first group listed is,
“Commercial and public service, including the dropping of time balls, the operation of flash signals, the
firing of time guns, and the control of time clocks”. Do
I understand any of that? No. The 45 inch high walnut
case is so nice and clean it looks new. It uses a single
round weight resembling those used in a Seth Thomas No.2. It has a
brass pendulum bob on a wood stick, original glass with gold leaf
painted “Standard Time”, repainted dial signed, “Standard Clock
Co. / New Haven”, correct hands, and a fancy metal beat scale. The
8-day movement is clean and running. For more information see LyNew Haven, page 151. $1250-$1750.

33.

$350

Bundy Time Recording Co., Binghampton, NY, ca
1903. Their time recorders used Seth Thomas movements and I cannot find information as to who made
the cases but I will say that they certainly resemble
other cases made by Seth Thomas for other companies. All of the time recording mechanisms are missing from the lower section of the case as well as part
of the door which has been replaced with glass. The
top and base of the 56 inch oak case are original and
have carved sections that are very attractive. The dial
is signed “ST”, is original as are the hands, beat scale,
and pendulum. There is a key lock on the door. The
movement is running, is extra large and takes a large
key to wind the springs. It may well be a 15 day or 30
day running movement. It is a very nice looking case
and you would not be ashamed to hang it in your home as a time
only regulator. $400-$750.

37.
$400
LeCoultre Atmospheric clock commonly referred to
as an Atmos clock. The serial number on this one is,
309985. It is a fairly early Atmos, made about 1968.
Most we get were made in the 1970’s. This early
model has a door in front that lifts out to access
the dial. The movement release lever is below the
door. The movement is running strong, clean
throughout, and has no tarnish that we normally see on the Atmos
brass cases. It is about 9 ½ inches high and 8 ½ inches wide. On the
X rated show “Pawn Stars” last night they bought an Atmos clock
not as nice as this one for $1100. Maybe I should take this one to Las
Vegas. $500-$750.

34.
$700
Bundy Time Recording Co., Binghampton, NY, ca 1903. This is another great clock and case without the time recording
movements. The case is 45 inches tall and is a great
looking clock. The oak has aged gracefully, now darker resembling walnut more than oak. Note the carvings on the top and bottom and on the dial board. The
original, now dark, dial is complete and signed, “Made
By Bundy Manufacturing Co. Binghampton, N.Y.”. The
silver pendulum is signed, “BMCo”. Everything is original including the pendulum, beat scale, dial and
hands, silver tag label on the dial board, glass, and
door lock with key. The silver tag label says among
other things, “Patented in Great Britain 1890”. The
movement takes a special very large key and I would imagine the
movement runs 15 or 30 days for it is also very large.
$750-$1000.

38.
$750
“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Ct.”, ca 1840’s.
There are very few full ripple front steeple clocks
around, especially in near perfect condition. This
clock is clean inside and outside, has had no repairs
or alterations but I would assume the dial was repainted at some time. There is a turn latch on the
door and a complete paper label inside. This mahogany rippled case is 20” tall. The large Gothic case is
clean and polished and is like fine furniture. Everything is original including the very nice dial and
hands, and the 30-hour signed brass movement. The original tablet
is a scene that is called, “Pirates Church Scene”. An identical clock
and movement are pictured in the book, “From Rags To Riches, To
Rags: the Story Of Chauncey Jerome”, by Chris Bailey, Bulletin Supplement #15, Spring 1986. $1500-$2000.

35.
$1200
Self Winding Clock Co. Regulator No.16, an uncommon
walnut case with a rotary style “A” movement. Original
finish has been polished, rubbed out, and ready to hang
and enjoy. Old wavy glass, two door locks on the side,
excellent carvings and a very attractively designed
case, top to bottom. Original 10 inch dial pan was re-

39.
$1200
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. Winsted, Conn. U.S.A.”, hanging calendar
clock, “Lenox”, ca 1901.This model has the T.W.R. McCabe calendar
clock mechanism. Directions for the calendar operations are on the
back of the door. The calendar is not perpetual and consists of three
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three good hands, old brass pendulum bob, and a key inside. The 8day brass movement is running and striking a coil gong. Ly-Gilbert,
pages 81-82. $750-$1000.

discs. The 8-day movement has a lift arm that changes
the day of the week and date. The month is moved
manually. The oak case has been cleaned and polished, now resembling the color of walnut more than
oak. It is 35 ½ inches tall and is complete and has all
original parts. The dial, hands, pendulum, gong, and
glasses are all original. I spent considerable time researching this clock and found that I had never sold
one, nor had any of the big northeast auction houses,
and was not shown in the Price Guide website as one
being sold anywhere. I did not find where one had
sold on EBay so I am guessing this is a very rare model. Ly-Gilbert #167 and page 82. $1250-$1500.

43.
$200
Seth Thomas city series clock, “Cincinnati”, ca 1875. One of the earliest of this series. If you will notice the very first City Series clocks,
the Cincinnati and Chicago, are very similar in style. On the Cincinnati they just added columns on each side and finials on top. A few
years later they began making the more ornate and carved City Series clocks. This clock is 16 inches tall, walnut veneered, black paint on top and base, and gold columns and finials. Original glasses, dial, hands, great
label, alarm movement, bell and coil gong, and
pendulum. The dial is pretty good for Seth Thomas
dials for they have a history of flaking, some very
bad. The 8-day movement is running and striking
on the coil gong, the alarm rings on the bell. One
finial tip was broken and glued. Living near Cincinnati I think of this model as being a common model but actually I
have only had five in 45 years. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 189. $250-$400.

40.
$1000
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No.32”, ca 1891. Unusual oak
case is 38” high, spindles top and bottom, etched designs, and applied wood ornaments all over. I have not seen this model before
and I researched auction all over the country and
could not fine one sale. I assume it must be a rare
model. The finish is very nice, perhaps rubbed a little
or polished occasionally for there is very little build
up of smoke, etc. This clock hung in a jeweler’s shop
for eons and his advertising is still there, “C. L.
Birchard, Jeweler, Cambridgeboro, PA.” The glass
and dials appear to be original. The top ornament
was replaced. They did a decent job of copying from
a picture but it is not identical to those pictured in
books. In the bottom is a signed porcelain beat scale,
correct pendulum bob and dial rings. All hands are
right, and there are labels everywhere on the back of
the case. The movement is 8-day, time and strike,
and all parts are functioning properly. Ly-Waterbury, page 111. The
clock has always had a high book value, $2500 and more, probably
because it is so rare. $1250-$1500.

44.
$1000
Vienna one weight hanging clock, ca 1880. Rare and
unusual walnut case unlike any I have seen, but close
to a Serpentine style. Full turned columns on the sides
have the appearance of circling the entire case. It is 39
inches tall, one glass in the door and two round peephole glasses on the sides, finial on the base and a
carved top ornament. Two door latches, neither working, wall levelers and porcelain beat scale. Base, top,
and several other area are painted black. The movement runs 8-day and is time only. Period weight,
hands, porcelain dial, brass bezel, large brass pendulum ball, and wood stick all appear to be original to
the case. The movement is signed on the back but I
cannot read the logo insignia. Part of it resembles
Gustav Becker, part doesn’t. The dial is also signed and
I cannot be sure of it for it is faint. The last name sure looks like
“Freres”. I know one thing for sure, it is a great looking Vienna.
$1000-$1500.

41.
$450
Ansonia Clock Co. “Monarch”, ca 1880. This is one
of their high-end mantel clocks, has a wood urn on
top, a drawer in the base, it is doubled on the sides
meaning two ornaments in duplicate on each side, a
Minerva bust on top, and some intricately carved
pieces all over. The 24.5” case is made of black walnut and has bronze ornaments and a French sash.
This clock has the original clean finish, and has darkened over time. The case has the original dial, fancy
bezel, a special two-barrel pendulum, and a signed
8-day movement with the alarm movement in the bottom. The 8day running movement and the alarm movement strike the same
nickel bell. About half of the label is on the back.
Ly-Ansonia
#1780. $500-$750.

45.
$750
J. C. Brown, Bristol, Conn / Forestville Manufacturing Co.”, ca 1842.
This is a mahogany veneered, plain steeple case except there is ripple moulding on the door. It is standing 20” high, is all original and
exceptionally clean and nice. The finials are near perfect, no broken
tips. The veneer is in excellent condition. Original
tablet has some small chips on white paint at the
top. The top glass is old. On the door is their typical
door latch. There is a good painted original zinc dial
that has faded some, and a couple of paint chips
around the screws. It has a good pair of early hands
and old pendulum bob. The blue label is complete,
the coil gong and brass bob are polished, and the 8day brass movement is signed with the Forestville
name. It is a good example of a J.C. Brown early
clock with some rare ripple. $750-$1000.

42.
$750
Gilbert Manf’g Co. / Winsted, Conn”, hanging “Octagon Drop Calendar”, ca 1861-1866. Gilbert made this clock using
the complete calendar dial, patented by Galusha
Maranville. The movement was for a dial which
had moving discs that had to be adjusted manually once per month with a winding key. This mahogany veneered slant bottom case is 24 inches
high. It has excellent carved side ornaments, original glasses, a very nice complete label and a repainted dial. The wood is clean and polished retaining the nice mahogany wood grain. It has

46.
$250
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, cottage clock, ca 1876. Case is
16.5 inches high, base is rosewood veneer, top is mahogany veneer.
Case is near perfect and has no veneer issues, two original glasses,
door knob, complete paper label on the back of the door, inside
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steeple clock, ca 1844. It does not look as clean and
shining as most clocks in this collection, but it is by
far the most original. First the negatives; the finial
tips are broken, the 20-inch mahogany veneered
case is almost black with 175 years of accumulated
dirtiness, and original painted zinc dial is dirty but
has very little paint loss. Second the positives; It is all
original, it is running, the large 8-day brass springs
are original-175 years old and still functioning, it has a
complete label-that in itself is a miracle, it has a rippled door-another unusual thing on an early clock,
apparently original glasses. Now if you want a pretty clock, pass on
this one, if you want an original clock dating back to the early clockmaking days in the US, you should buy this one. $750-$1000.

backboard is paper covered. The dial has been repainted, hands are probably replacements, and
alarm ring is correct. The 8-day movement is running and striking a coil gong and the alarm movement is operational and strikes the same coil gong.
The 140-year-old clock could not be any better. $250
-$400.
47.
$400
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”,
hanging regulator, ca 1882. I have never sold this
model. It is identical to the Welch mantel clock,
“Donita” except for the base of course. The walnut ? case looks like new, clean and polished, complete with no replaced or repaired parts. The glass
is perfect, polished brass dial rings, all metal parts
are clean and polished, has two labels on the back,
one near complete the other not, the painted dial
is original as are the hands and alarm ring. The 8day time, strike and alarm movement is running and striking a Cathedral gong and ringing the alarm on a brass bell. The clock is exceptionally nice. Ly-Welch, page 218. $400-$600.

51.
$150
German steeple clock, in a nicely finished pine case
with slant bottom and latching door. It is 15 inches
tall, all original and has no repairs or additions. There
is no label, pendulum, nickel bell, dial and hands are
all original. The click is not holding the spring and I
was too lazy to pull the dial and move it. The 30-hour
movement strikes a nickel bell. $150-$200.

48.
$150
E. Ingraham & Co. mantel clock/cabinet, ca 1889. Ingraham made a
series of this style clock all with minor differences. They reported
they made this clock of “light wood”, whatever
that is. It looks oak to me but could be something
else. Now darkened with original crust aged finish
still intact. It is16 ½ inches tall, complete and original. Metal back access to movement. Pendulum
best hung from underneath. Movement is 8-day,
running and striking a Cathedral gong on half
hours. Ly-Ingraham #462. $200-$350.

52.
$1000
Waterbury Clock Company, hanging “Calendar No.33”, ca 1908. The
oak case is 39” high and appears to be all original
and in nice clean condition with exception of the
bottom finials. It is a difficult clock to hang with the
two finials in place. Others have tried and broke the
pegs on the finials so they have to be repeatedly
glued in place, then handled delicately. The finish is
old, retaining some smoke and varnish, polished and
rubbed recently so it does give a good appearance.
The glass is old, both dials are original and both are
signed. It has the original pendulum bob, a signed
porcelain beat scale, and three correct hands. The 8day movement is running, striking a Cathedral gong
on half hours, and the calendar is changing as intended. The calendar rolls the same color as the dials
meaning dials and calendar rolls were replaced or
the clock has been pampered for a hundred years. There is most of a
black label inside on the base and another on the back of the case.
Ly-Waterbury #277. This clock has had a high book value, over $2000
for several years. $1000-$1250.

49.
$1500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Small Iron Case”, ca 1866. Some of the
earliest clocks made by this company were installed
in iron front cases cast by a local foundry. Henry B.
Horton held the patent to both the calendar movements and the iron cases. The factory, with all their
wood cases, was destroyed by fire, and while rebuilding they had these iron cases cast locally. This
“small” iron case is 19” high and the “large” iron
cases are 21” high. The case apparently has the original black paint. The dials, hands, bezels, and movements, are correct, but remember the paper dials
are easy to get and easy to install and are usually
changed every few years. The large calendar dial is
signed all over by Ithaca and Horton. The painted metal cover between the two dials has good paint and appears also to be original.
The movement is an 8-day, single spring, and Hubbell lever movement. Those movements were not signed but are original to the
iron cases. There are no labels on the wood back and no evidence
there ever were. The original wood back has seen better days. It
needs some TLC and new screws to reattach to the back of the iron
case. This model is the rarest of all the Ithaca iron cases and it is not
pictured in Ly-Calendar. The iron cased Ithaca’s have always had
high book values, around $4500 for the small and $3500 for the
large. The last iron case we sold brought just under $5000. LyCalendar Clocks, pages 150-152. $2000-$3000.

53.
$300
“J. C. Brown, Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”, copied from
the complete paper label inside this case, ca 1844.
The beehive clock is only 13 inches high, very nice,
covered with rosewood veneer and very little wear
and tear. No repairs to veneer showing. There are
no wood problems and it has had no repairs. Both
glasses are very nice, the top glass is held with wood
strips, the bottom has been in the door a long long
time and may be original also, but if original it definitely has been rebacked with black paint. The painted zinc dial has been repainted and shows his name above the alarm
ring. The hands and pendulum are period and correct for this model
clock. A complete label is inside on the backboard. On the door is
Brown’s trademark porcelain door knob. The movement is one day
and strikes on a coil gong. The clock also has an alarm movement
down in the base and it also rings on the coil gong. Reference:
“Jonathan Clark Brown and the Forestville Manufacturing Compa-

50.
$700
“Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol”, signed on the label in this early
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the glass repainted or bought a new one, and replaced the calendar dial. Otherwise all the pieces
and parts look to be original. The walnut case is 28”
high, all original wood parts, and looks fantastic.
Old signed time dial, aged of course but still very
good. The movement is 8-day, running properly and
striking. The calendar movement is functioning
correctly. In addition to being a calendar clock it is a
striking model. There are two labels on the back, it
has the correct pendulum bob, and a winding key.
This is an excellent example of the No.43. LyWaterbury #238. $750-$1000.

ny”, by Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor. $300-$500.
54.
$1000
“Seth Thomas Clock Company. Thomaston, Conn.”,
wall clock, “Suez” model, ca 1883. In an ebonized
case 44 inches high with unusual features on top and
bottom. Apparently you could sit a flower pot on top
and empty your pockets at night and put them on a
shelf on the bottom. The clock is original, no repairs
evident, and just shows 130 years of consistent use.
The original dial has some paint flakes but so do all
Seth Thomas dials this age. They made some of the
finest clocks but used crappy paint on their dials. It
has an 8-day spring driven movement that is running
and it strikes a Cathedral gong on the hours. The dial
ring, gong, and damascened pendulum ball are brass
and the beat scale is nickel. Below the beat scale is a complete black
label from which the first line above was copied. The glass is possibly a replacement. I could not believe when checked back thru tens
of thousands of clock sales and say that I had only sold one Suez in
45 years. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 328. $1000-$1500.

58.
$1100
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No.3”, ca 1878. Very similar
to the No.4 Fashion except for the pendulum bob and seconds dial.
Most collectors agree that the No.3 came with a Texas Star pendulum and the seconds dial was flush with the time
dial, whereas, the No.4 seconds dial was recessed
slightly and they had a plain pendulum bob. This
walnut case is 32” high, and is very dark with some
lighter tones showing thru the smoky darkness. I
doubt it has ever been cleaned. The finials are factory type with correct marks on the base but the tips
are broken off. You can have the finials retipped or
order new finials from our auction. Check in the catalog 900’s. Good gold FASHION lettering on the glass
and the gold in the incised designs on the dial board
is still bright and in fact the smoke did not get inside
the case so everything is clean. The dial pans are original but I cannot swear the dial paint is original. It is old but practically every
Fashion I have seen has some paint loss on the dials, this one does
not. Everything else about the clock is typical of all Fashions, 8-day
movement, hourly strike, perpetual calendar, correct star bob, original hands, and a complete black and gold label inside the case. The
movements and case were made by Seth Thomas and some of the
best ever made by the clock industry. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 118.
$1300-$1500.

55.
$450
Seth Thomas Clock Co., “Parlor Calendar No.3”, ca
1876. The 8-day upper movement is running and
strikes a brass bell each hour. The lower calendar
movement is functioning as intended. The dials are
original, better than most ST dials we see and are
slightly faded and the calendar dial has a couple of
small chips that have been painted over. Walnut case
is 27” high, all the rounded bezels are very nice but
have the accumulation of years of pollutants on
them. On the inside of the door is a full black paper
label. The glasses are good as are the dials, hands, and all other
hardware. This clock closely resembles the Southern Calendar Clock
Fashion No.1, cases which Seth Thomas supplied them. The two
glasses are good, key lock on the side is complete and working
properly. Over the years we have sold a bushel of this model, some
good, some bad, but his one is about as good as we ever see them.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 105. $500-$750.

59.
$400
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. unusual and very rare majolica porcelain
clock, ca 1898. This clock would be very nice if it were just porcelain,
but being majolica makes it very special. For those
who don’t know what majolica is I will explain. The
clock case is made of damp clay then fired in a kiln.
The second process is dipping the case in a bath of
fast drying liquid glaze. When dry it is hand painted
and fired again. This clock is 14 inches high, all original and has no chips, cracks, or repairs evident. The
nickel 8-day movement is running and striking. The
porcelain dial ring also has painted flowers and a brass inner dial.
The hands, dial, flat beveled glass and brass sash are all in excellent
condition. In fact the clock is beautiful and perfect. A few collectors
would kill for this fine clock. $500-$750.

56.
$500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 4 Hanging Office”, perpetual calendar clock, ca 1880. The 30 day movement is signed,
“Manfd For / Ithaca Cal Clock Co. / E. N. Welch /
Forestville, Conn. / U.S.A. / Pat’d Aug. 30, 1870”. Both
dials look original to me, somewhat dirty and soiled,
if not original they certainly have been there a long
time. Don’t forget Ithaca paper dials are easy to get
and install and most collectors want their dials to
look new and clean so they get changed with each
new owner. Calendar roller papers are very dark. The
one thing that impresses me about this clock and I
know it is probably meaningless, is that every screw
holding both dials is original. The hands appear to be correct, and
the 28” walnut case is very nice, so I must assume the wood has at
least been cleaned/polished. A very good looking rare calendar
clock and it ran all the time I was researching and examining the
clock. . Ly-Calendar Clocks, page 136. $750-$1000.

60.
$600
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1880. Oak
cased wall regulator is 36” high, is very clean, has no
veneer problems and has had no repairs. The case is
very nice as it is. Maybe a little furniture polish to keep
the wood from drying. There is no problem with the
bezel and that is where you normally see problems on
these rounded bezel clocks. The bezels of this type
clock all have chipped veneer unless they were pam-

57.
$550
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No. 43”, ca 1912. This clock is
near perfect, and to be 100 years old it is amazing. Of course some
energetic soul completely refinished the case, inside and out, had
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64.
$350
French black marble clock, ca 1880. The case is 12
inches wide and 18 inches high and has several
pieces of inlaid marble, light in color, in the tan
tones. Incised designs on every piece of marble
on the front, a lot of gold filling that is still bright
and clear. This case, unlike all the other marble
clocks from this collection, has a good many attached pieces of marble, several on the top, and
others on the sides, which give the case some
oomph. It has a French sash, beveled glass, brass dial with incised
numerals black filled and lately enhanced, a mottled brass inner dial,
Brocot escapement, and a great pair of French hands. Round French
8-day movement is running and striking a large standing gong on
the half hours and hours. It is not signed on the movement or dial.
Brass back door is hinged, correct pendulum as the serial number on
the pendulum is the same as on the movement. This clock had a
price tag of $1000 on it but I managed to get it for some less. $500$750.

pered. The dial paint has darkened slightly and has a paint chip
around the winding arbor and at 5 o’clock . The three hands look
correct. Good brass pendulum bob, wood pendulum stick, weight,
pulley, beat scale, bezel, and door lock. There is a complete black
label inside the case. Of course the 8-day time only movement is
also brass, very clean, and has been recently serviced and is running.
Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 276-277. $750-$1000.
61.
$175
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Oregon”, ca1884. This is one of the more
rare models in their City Series of more than 100 models. Fortunately or unfortunately collecting City Series clocks got me to where I
am today, nearly broke selling clocks. Two times I
amassed over 85 models and couldn’t find the
really scarce models so I sold out. But, I would
keep buying and collecting them. Even now I find
I may have 20-30 around. This particular model
may be my favorite because my Grandfather
bought one for my Grandmother in the late
1800’s, and it eventually came down the family
tree to my sister. This clock is only the fifth Oregon I have owned. It is not perfect but clocks 130
years old, rarely are. It has all the original ST parts
including the two piece painted dial which is a
little soiled but has no paint flakes. It has a
swirled brass pendulum that is cruddy and needs to be cleaned,
Cathedral gong, correct hands, and an 8-day signed movement that
is running. Very little of the black label remains inside on the base.
The cherry case is 19 ½ inches high, marquetry top, original finish,
and minor wood aging. It is a nice clock but sure needs cleaning. LySeth Thomas #576. $300-$500.
62.

65.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No.4”, ca
1863. Excellent rosewood case is 28” high, and overall is an exceptional case with the original finish but
clean and polished regularly. Both dials are original,
old paint holding very well for ST dials, some touch
up done to paint chips, chipping is hardly noticeable.
All three hands and the bob are correct and we
would assume original to the clock. Paper on the
calendar rolls has darkened, but that is always the
case. The black label on the back of the door is complete, and this model did not have a white label inside on the backboard reminding you not to oil the calendar movement. The 8-day
time only movement is signed, in running condition, and identical to
the movement shown in Ly-Seth Thomas, page 93. $600-$750.

$425

Waterbury Clock Co. “Calendar No. 44”, ca 1891.
Original walnut case is 24” high, smoky dark in
the corners and grooves. It was probably polished from time to time and that cleaned the
smoke from the easy parts. All parts are original,
no repairs or broken wood. Waterbury must have
spent more on paper labels than they did their
clocks. I have seen four on some clocks; this one
only has one large and perfect one, on the back.
Glass is old and original and has a few small paint
chips. Paper dials are original, and signed, and the
hands are original. Brass dial rings, brass gong
base, and a brass pendulum bob are all original. 8-day movement is
signed, strikes a Cathedral gong on half hours and hours. Calendar
movement and rollers are original. Ly-Waterbury #284. $750-$1000.

66.

$1100

Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Index”, ca 1875. Packaged
in a 31 ½” high walnut case, polished and rubbed out
to get the nice finish it now has. The dials are very
old, soiled somewhat, and may well be original to
the clock. There are three correct hands, and an old
glass with very good gold painted INDEX, and a correct nickel pendulum bob, nickel bell, and nickel dial
rings. Printed on the calendar dial is, “Manufactured
for Lynch Brothers / Patented Apr 18, 1865 & Aug 26,
1866”. On the back is a small label that says,
“Manufactured for Lynch Brothers / Patented” same
dates as on the dial. The 8-day time and strike movement was recently serviced. Ly-Calendar #363, Millers Calendar
Clocks, page 51. $1500-$2000.

63.
$200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. Winsted, Conn. crystal regulator, “Thalia”,
ca 1906. The 11 ½ inch high case is gold plated and highly polished
originally, actually not bad after 110 years. The company catalogs
say that this model has, “Heavy Raised Decorations in Rich Ormolu Gold Plate Finish”. Those are
a lot of words to say, “applied ornaments”.
There are four very nice beveled glasses, 4 ½ inch
signed porcelain dial with visible escapement and
original hands. It has an 8-day movement and
strikes hours on a Cathedral gong and half hours
on a separate cup bell. Apparently the click is not
engaged on the time side, OR the spring is broken. I believe it to be the former. Nice clock for
this minimum. Ly-Gilbert #298. $300-$500.

67.
$400
Lenzkirch bracket clock with brass decorations, ca 1890. Signed,
solid plate 8-day brass movement, inscribed with serial number
779,806. Company records show that serial number recorded in 1880. The movement strikes on
quarter hours, and hours, on two large coil gongs.
The brass dial plate has cupids on the corners, silver dial ring, and mottled brass inner dial. Numerals and other designs are etched and black filled.
The pair of hands are original. Square brass sash
with a beveled glass is hinged and has a door knob.
Fancy walnut case is 23” tall, three brass figures on
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they always sold to selective collectors for unusual amounts. This
being by far the most original and pristine Cabinet Antique I have
seen, it should also inspire some brisk bidding. Ly-Ansonia, pages
241-242. $1000-$1500.

the front, many applied wood and brass ornaments, various moldings and a rounded top. Turned finials on the corners and brass finial in the center. Hinged back door is same size as on the front, brass
mesh and cloth covering. Inside are the correct brass bob and winding key. Similar clocks with same movements, dials, and decorations, can be viewed in the book, “Lenzkirch Clocks / The Unsigned
Story”, by George A. Everett. $500-$750.

72.
$800
Ansonia Clock Co. “Cabinet Antique No.1”, ca
1894. Like #71, this wonderful example is near
pristine, and matching it in quality. It is more rare
than #71, and always fetches a higher price, hence
the starting minimum bid. It is also the identical
clock pictured in Ly-Ansonia, page 241-242, and the
two clocks have been in the same collection for a
great many years. Hopefully the same collector
will buy both and keep them together. The case is
a very unusual oak quarter sawn grain, stands
almost 19” high, and has antique brass trimmings all over the case,
top to bottom. These earlier models had cartouche numerals on the
dial. The movement is like #71, 8-day, time and striking on a gong. It
was recently serviced and should give another one hundred years of
great satisfaction to the lucky winner. Ly-Ansonia, pages 241-242.
$1200-$1750.

68.
$300
Waterbury Clock Co. crystal regulator. Dial and
movement signed, “Waterbury Clock Co., U.S.A.”.
The brass and wood case is 11 ½ inches high. All
brass except for a piece of wood trim around the
top ands the base. There are four perfect beveled
glasses with brass columns on the sides. The curved
designs of the wood top and base along with the
columns give the appearance that the clock has
rounded glasses. Two-piece porcelain dial, original
hands, and open escapement. Hinged front and back doors with
knobs. Round 8-day movement is running and striking a hanging
gong on half hours and hours. I do not know the age of this clock. It
is close to perfect. $300-$500.

73.
$650
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No.4” ca
1880. According to most “experts”, the finest
movements and cases Seth Thomas ever made
were the Fashion clocks 1 thru 8 that they made
under contract to the Culver Brothers of St. Louis,
Missouri. They made the cases No. 3 thru 8 of solid
walnut, 32 inches high, with three finials on top.
There were slight variations in the dials, glasses,
pendulums, gongs, and movements. The No. 4 was
the last of the short pendulum models and the last
one striking on a bell. Overall, this case is nice and in
near original condition. The finials although “almost” showing the
original factory chuck marks on the base, are good reproductions,
turned exactly as originals, and stained to match the other case
wood. One of the three may be original. The dial papers are replacements and leave a little to be desired. The Fashion glass has a chip
on top and the word Fashion is a decal, not painted with gold leaf.
The pendulum bob and stick, large brass bell, and complete black
label, all appear to be correct. The dial rings are nickel. The 8-day
movement is running, the calendar is changing, and both are clean
and have proper signatures. If you have the dials painted and fix the
glass you can double your investment. Ly-Calendar, page 286; and
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 119. $750-$1000.

69.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. porcelain case with a Majolica
finish, ca 1904. This case is similar to other porcelain cases but it is hand painted and fired a second time in the kiln. This case is 13 inches tall,
painted in brown and green tints showing a German farm scene. The bowed glass is in a brass
sash. One piece porcelain dial is signed two places by Ansonia. There is a hinged metal cover on the back. Inside is
the signed 8-day movement that is running and striking a standing
Cathedral gong on half hours and hours. Correct pendulum and a
key are inside. $400-$600.
70.
$300
E. Ingraham Clock Co. “Admiral Dewey” one of their
commemorative clocks, ca 1899. Bust of Admiral
Dewey and other shipboard objects were pressed
into the oak case. It is 23” high, complete and original including the glass, dial, and pendulum. The
smoke on the case was cleaned off but there are
places deep in the grooves where black remains,
note the base and the door. The hands, signed gong
base, coil gong, dial rings, etc. all appear to be original. The movement is 8-day, running and striking properly. Ly-Ingraham, page 305.
$300-$500.

74.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Column Shell Large”, ca 1863. The 32” high
rosewood veneered case is stunning, but you may find a tiny veneer
repair if you check close and perhaps a chip on the bottom and top
boards. The shell graining on the columns is very good and the gilt
capitals and bases still have most of the gold. An impressive clock
that has been in the collectors home for many
years but you may want to look it over before putting on your mantel. I carried it all over my house
searching for a place to leave it, but to no avail.
Hopefully you have a place for it. A paper label
covers the backboard and is near perfect and
signed, “Seth Thomas, / Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”.
All three glasses, two door latches, painted dial,
iron weights, brass bob, coil gong, pulleys, and
pulley covers on top are all original to the clock.

71.
$800
Ansonia Clock Co. “Cabinet Antique”, ca 1894. They do not get any
nicer than this one, for it is a pristine example. It has been on the
mantel for many years alongside the Ansonia Cabinet No.1, No. 72
below, and both are pictured on page 241-242 of
Tran Duy Ly’s Ansonia Clock book published in
1998. The polished mahogany case is 20” high, and
covered with a massive amount of brass trimmings
from the top to the bottom. On the back is a large
wood door with knob and latch. The Ansonia 8-day
movement is signed, was recently serviced, is running briskly and striking hours and half hours on a
gong. It has a correct pendulum bob and winding
key. This model booked for $3000 in 1998. We have
sold very few of this rare model over the years, but
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word, it is very dark. The movements are correct and functioning
properly. The 8-day movement is running and striking a coil gong.
Inside is a complete paper label about the “B.B. Lewis Perpetual
Calendar” movement. Pendulum is not original. Ly-Calendar, page
200. $600-$750.

The original glasses are very nice and have minimal flaking. I doubt if
you see any in the pictures. I do not see any repairs, change, or additions to the clock except some paint touchup on the four corners of
the dial. 8-day brass lyre movement is stamped with their eagle
trademark and signed, “S.Thomas / Plymouth, Conn. / U.S.A.”. We
do not get them any nicer than this one. When I started collecting
clocks in the 1970’s if I could have found a clock like this I would
have thought I had died and gone to Heaven. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 512-516. $300-$500.

78.
$500
Elaborately decorated porcelain clock made in China
for the German market but some gravitated to the
American market. The large case (22 inches high) was
first fired with a white glaze then gold paint and painted flower petals were applied and fired a second time.
The brass sash and hands also look like the gold paint
on the case. The porcelain dial has an hour ring and a
minute ring. The German 8-day lever movement is
running and striking bim-bam on the half hours and
the number of hours. It is a very impressive and attractive clock. $500-$1000.

75.
$300
New Haven Clock Co. 30-day calendar clock made for the American
Wringer Co. around 1900. It is very obvious it is a New Haven made
clock for their name is on it, but like all the other clocks that New
Haven and other clock companies made for the American Wringer Co. and the other washing machine company’s, none were pictured in their trade catalogs,
hence not in any of Tran Duy Ly’s books. An American
Wringer Co. label is on the back, New Haven not mentioned on the label. The dials are paper and original.
and have the New Haven name and logo on the calendar dial. The 30-day time only movement is clean and
running. The brass pendulum ball is polished, correct
wood stick, beat scale, door latch, and four correct
hands. The oak case is 48” tall, has been cleaned and
polished, has all the original applied wood ornaments,
other wood parts. The calendar mechanisms in all these New Haven
calendar clocks are simple calendars and were made by New Haven.
As I said in the beginning this clock is not in Ly-New Haven, but is
pictured in Millers Calendar Clocks, page 128. $500-$1000.

79.
$150
Ansonia Clock Company plush mantel clock, “Florentine, No.1”, ca
1886. They made a series of 6 plush mantel clocks and a series of
wall hanging plush clocks. These are very rarely found in original
condition because the velvet/plush deteriorated and
fell off. We have sold at least one that had been recovered with velvet. This one surprisingly is in pretty
decent original condition. There is maroon plus on
front and sides and the full label on the back.
Adorned on the front, top, bottom and four corners
with brass decorations. In the brass sash is a beveled
glass. The dial feels like cardboard and is painted
with the company name, and has recessed numerals.
Notice below the dial the artist’s easel, it has a painting on it. The movement is 8-day, running and striking half hours on
a gong. Underneath the case is a sliding door to store or hang the
pendulum. Ly-Ansonia #2411. $250-$500.

76.
$300
Austrian 30 day Vienna Regulator, Serpentine style, ca
1850. The two-piece porcelain dial and the 8-day 3
weight movement are both unsigned. The dial appears to be a little spotty like oil stains, otherwise
good, hands and brass rings are clean and polished,
and all are in very good condition. The 8-day movement is mounted on a wood seat board that slides
into wood mounts. The brass pulleys, brass weights,
unusual large brass pendulum bob, wood stick, old
winding crank, and the beat scale, are all of that period and we feel original to this clock. The 53-inch-high
case has an exceptionally nice finish, no doubt over
mahogany. It is dark but not ebonized. There are finials in an unusual place, low on the sides, and on the
bottom, some applied trim over the top, three good glasses, and a
side door latch. There is a key lock on the door, but no key. I suspect
that is why someone installed a hook latch. We do not get many 3
weight Serpentine clocks. The biggest negative is a missing finial on
the top which would make the case exceptionally tall, around 57
inches. This is a great investment if you have the space for this very
large clock. $500-$1000.

80.
$350
French marble clock, ca about 1885. Petite and
well made with primarily black marble, trimmed
with strips of multicolored marble, standing 12
inches high and is 13 inches wide. On the front
are etched designs that are gold filled. No
breaks or reglued sections evident. This piece is
so heavy I would bet there has been some regluing has taken place
somewhere. There is a tiny chip in the black marble piece on the
top. Nice two-piece porcelain dial, Brocot escapement, good original hands, and a flat beveled glass in a brass sash. The perforated
brass back door and pendulum bob are correct. Round French, eight
-day movement is running, striking a Cathedral gong on the half
hours and hours and is unsigned. $350-$500.
81.
$250
French marble clock, ca 1880. Finally we can
offer you a clock that will run silently and not
ding ding and wake you up. It has an 8-day
time only movement, unsigned, and running
with a correct type pendulum. The black
marble case is 16 inches wide and 10 inches
high, has some colored marble sparsely inlaid on the case front, and
has gold filled incised designs on the front. There is a small chip on
the base, back right corner. Beveled glass in a brass sash over the
one-piece porcelain dial and nice French hands. There is no cover
over the round opening on the back. $300-$400.

77.
$600
Jerome & Co. New Haven, Conn. shelf calendar
clock, “Register Mantel Calendar”, ca 1880. New
Haven Clock Co. acquired the Jerome company and
began using Jerome trademarks on their clocks as
early as 1880. The walnut case is 28 inches high,
has a good finish, not smoky or dirty, and complete
except for two top finials. There is a door latch on
the side, old glass but not sure if it is original. On
the back is half of a label but I cannot read one
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alarm in a finely engraved case with center seconds
hand. The alarm hand is off, now taped to the top
glass. The 6 ¾ inch high case is loose. I am guessing
one or more new beveled glasses were installed and
case was not tightened by screws underneath the
base. Neither the dial nor 8-day movement is signed.
The movement is sluggish, runs a bit and stops. All five
beveled glasses are perfect, top of case is full beveled
glass. The hinged back door is not tight, probably because case not tightened from underneath. $1000-$1500.

THE FOLLOWING COLLECTION OF FINE CARRIAGE CLOCKS CAME
FROM A LONG TIME KNOWLEDGABLE COLLECTOR OF EARLY EUROPEAN CLOCKS. HE RELUCTANTLY PARTED WITH THESE. WE
HAVE SOLD OTHER FINE CLOCKS FROM HIS COLLECTION AND
HOPE TO OFFER MORE IN THE FUTURE.
82.
$2000
“Bolviller a Paris”, signed on the porcelain dial and movement of
this unusual and early brass carriage clock, ca 1848-1858. Bolviller
had some connection with Japy Freres in the early clockmaking
years. Brass case is 7 inches high with gilt castings and heavily engraved back door and dial plate. Both the front and
back doors are hinged, with original pull knobs. Back
door also has a movable plate inside the door accessible from the outside allowing access to winding arbors
and hand set, without opening the door. The 8-day
movement runs and strikes. Strikes one time on both
half hours and hours. Most unusual and probably earliest of this group of rare carriage clocks. $2500-$5000.

87.
$3500
“Welch, Spring & Co. Gale Drop Calendar Model No.1”, ca 1871. The
case is 30” high, hand grained rosewood finish is exceptionally nice
looking. Original knobs and latches, wood bezel holding the old
glass retains the old putty. It has an original and very nice lower
glass and a near perfect label behind the back of the glass. Some
labels on the No.1 models were on the backboard. The old paper dial is pretty much all
there, a few light rub marks, but nothing that
should concern anyone. The hands all look to be
correct and we would assume original except for
the large calendar hand on the center shaft. The
brass movement is 8-day with a gong strike. The
movement, dial, and all accessories are original
to this case. The old brass bob is inside the bottom door. This is a rather complicated calendar
movement, tells the time, day of the month, day
of the week, the month, and time of sunrise and
sunset. It can be regulated to make leap year
changes. This model regularly sold for $7500 and
more for many years but in recent years we have not seen them at
auctions. This is our first in several years. Ly-Calendar, See the Gale
Section, and the Welch, Spring Section. $3500-$5000.

83.
$1000
Japy Freres & Cie., France, ca 1870, carriage clock with sweep seconds, ornamented case with figures forming the handle and embossed decorations on the top, corners, and base. Case
is 8 inches high to top of handle. Roman numeral white
enamel dial with Arabic alarm chapter, week going
brass movement with sweep seconds and lever platform, striking on a gong half hours and hours. The dial
and four hands are perfect and original, front and side
beveled glasses are good, back beveled glass has a chip
at upper left corner. Movement is running, striking, and
repeating correctly, alarm train functional. Movement is signed,
“Japy Freres & Cie / Exposition 1855 Grand Med. / D’Honneur”.
$1500-$3000.

88.
$600
“L.F. & W.W. Carter / Bristol, Conn.”, 8-day, weight
driven wall time piece with Lewis’ Perpetual Calendar, ca 1863. The 31-inch rosewood case retains its
original graining, is clean and polished, all original
and complete. Note the two wonderful complete
paper labels, one inside the case, and the Lewis label
over the calendar movement on the back of the
lower door. The two iron weights, five hands, lower
dial, are all original. The upper dial was repainted on
the original dial pan. The upper bezel is held in place
with a wood latch, the bottom held by a key lock,
but no key. The eight-day time only movement by Welch, and it and
the pendulum are correct. Always a popular model it has recently
been selling at prerecession prices. Ly-Calendar, page 41. $750-$1000

84.
$1100
French brass and glass carriage clock with an 8-day time and bell
striking movement, also with two calendar dials, day of the month
and day of the week. It is running and striking half
hours and hours on a nickel bell and the calendars
are functioning correctly. All the hands appear to
be original to the case. It is 5 ½ inches wide and
high. Black marble base, brass case, glass only on
the front and entire top, back and sides are brass.
Both glasses are beveled and very good. The
brass has scratches and shows wear on the back hinged door. Front
door has a knob, back door does not. Not signed anywhere, movement and case are numbered, “1861”. $1500-$2500.
85.
$1000
“Bolviller a Paris”, signed on the movement and dial of
this early French carriage clock, ca 1850’s. See write up
in No.82 above another Bolviller carriage clock. This
one also has a solid brass door with moving piece on
the back side allowing access to winding and hand
arbors. The side, front, and top glass are all beveled
and have no chips. The top glass covers the entire top.
The case is 7 inches tall and all pieces looks to be case,
nothing is etched like No.82. The porcelain dial is very good, all
hands are original. The movement is running but it is very dirty. It
strikes a nickel bell one time on half hours and hours. $1500-$2500.

89.
$750
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, shelf calendar clock, “Index”,
ca 1870. Lower dial says, “Manufactured For / Lynch
Brothers”. Movement is 8-day time and strike spring
driven with perpetual calendar. I stuffed a paper
towel behind the suspension to keep it from running. I could not make it stop otherwise. The walnut
case retains the original finish, is a little dark but I
sure would not remove what is there. It is complete
and original, has good gold “Index” on the door,
side door lock, three original hands and an original
pendulum. The original paper dials are not bad for
their age. I sure would not put on new paper dials.

86.
$1000
French brass cased carriage clock, ca 1870, time, strike, repeat, and
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would look very nice displayed anywhere in your home. It is very
attractive and inexpensive. $150-$300.

This model has sold all over the ball park, from $2500 and more prerecession to $1500 and lower, and now back up well over $2000. LyCalendar, pages 146-147. $1000-$1500.

94.
$125
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Connecticut”, column and splat shelf
clock with a 30-hour wood movement, ca 1830. Eli
Terry held the patent for this clock but Seth Thomas
paid Terry $1000 up front for the rights to market
them. The mahogany veneered case is 35 inches tall,
dark with the original finish, stenciling very legible on
the half columns and splat. The paper label is deteriorating but important names are still legible. The
movement is in running condition, has brass bob and
key, pair of iron weights, iron bell, and a very nice
wood dial and a pair of old hands. The top glass is
held in place by the original putty and the mirror is a
later replacement. $150-$300.

90.
$200
German Granddaughter clock, made by “Lumbers – Leicester”, for export to England and the USA, ca 1930. The movement is 8-day, running and striking Westminster chimes on
nine (9) rods on the quarter hours and hours. The movement
is signed with a logo that I cannot decipher, and, “Made in
Wurttemberg”. The pendulum is correct and it has a winding
key. The dial, hands, sash, and bowed glass, are original and
nice. The oak case is 56” high, has small pieces of trim applied down the front, four large wood feet, and overall in
excellent condition. $300-$400.
91.
$200
“George Marsh & Co., / Farmington, Conn.”, column and splat case
with an 8-day wood movement, ca 1833. Shortly after making this
clock he moved to Ohio where he remained until his death. The
mahogany veneered case is 38” tall and in generally good condition
top to bottom. If you look close you may find a small
veneer chip or two somewhere. The case retains its
original finish, clean but dark, but a dark you will like.
The chimneys, caps and returns are all in place and
original. It has very nice half columns and two doors.
Both doors have key locks, and keys, ivory escutcheon on the top door, missing on the bottom door.
The top glass is original but the mirror is new. The
only shortcoming I find with the clock is that part of
the label is missing, thankfully an insignificant part.
The 8-day movement is a Terry type and original to
the clock. There are unusually large, almost square
weights, weighing 9 pounds and 10 pounds. The wood dial is very
nice but does have some paint loss on the 9 o’clock side, and it has
old hands, pendulum, crank, and iron bell. The rollers on top are in
place and apparently the weights are compounded for at the end of
the weight cords are pulleys. $300-$500.

95.
$4750
German Black Forest cuckoo clock, ca 1890. The
linden wood heavily carved case is approx. 48" tall
including antlers. (45" with antlers removed), 24"
wide and 10" deep. The moose deer head on top
is quality carved with good detail as is the other
carvings. 8.5" dial, good numbers and fancy original bone hands. Old pine cone weights and old 21"
long pendulum with two carved leaves for the
pendulum bob. Good old hand carved bird. The
nicely hand carved wood antlers are not old but
were made correctly. A few small cracks repaired with some leaf
tips repaired. The overall condition is very good for a clock this old. 1
- day time and strike movement runs but should be oiled or serviced.
Not too often is an old quality Black Forest clock of this size offered
for sale. A good reference book is “Black Forest Clocks” by Rick
Ortenburger. $5,000 - $7,500.
96.
$3000
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, Mo. “Fashion No. 6”, ca
1885. This is one of the nicest Fashion clocks I
have ever owned. The 32” high walnut case has
been lightly cleaned of 125 years of accumulated
smoke and cooking oils. Even the three finials
have their original tips, and you will note the tips
are a little different than we are used to seeing.
The bases also have the original chuck marks,
which is a distinguishing factor. The glass, dials,
nickeled hands and rings, pendulum, movements,
we believe to be original to the clock. I know
some of you collectors will want to clean it some
more but I would hesitate to do a thing to it. The
Dial House repainted black dials are original and
very good. Both inside labels, black and white, are near perfect,
nickeled pendulum bob has good crisp damascening. The movements are clean and have been running properly for a full 8-days.
We see very few Fashions this nice and original. Ly-Calendar, page
288. $3500-$4000.

92.
$400
Swiss LeCoultre “Atmos”, or atmospheric clock. A never wind modern perpetual running clock that operates on temperature changes and atmospheric pressure. The
serial number on this clock is “176250”, which dates
it about 1962. There is a presentation plaque on the
bottom showing it was presented in 1963. The metal
and glass case is near perfect, has all the original
gold plating and is not pitted or tarnished and shining bright. The dial is perfect. The glass cover is easily removed, and
the clock is set to running by releasing the lever on the front bottom. It is signed on the dial and the movement. It is 9.25” high. I
was watching the TV show “Pawn Stars” the other night and they
paid $1000 for one, not this nice. Maybe I should take this one to a
pawn shop. $500-$750.
93.
$125
Pillar & scroll cased clock of modern vintage. Foreign
made I would assume for I know of no one carving in
the US these days. The walnut case is 28 inches tall,
with carved eagle splat, pineapple finials, carved
columns and carved paw feet. The 8-inch dial and
painted tablet are very nice and like the ones from
the 1800’s. It has an 8-day brass movement that
strikes on the half hours and hours. It runs but it

97.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 1”, ca 1879. This
is one of the first hanging regulators made by Seth
Thomas. Many of the first weight regulators contained
movements and other parts that Seth Thomas purchased from the defunct Silas B. Terry clock company.
This clock has a solid round plate movement and is iden-
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101
$4750
Howard & Davis, Boston, No. 2 Banjo, ca 1855, one of the earliest of
all Howard Banjo clocks and one of the rarest. It
appears to be original with the possible exception
of the painted glasses. The 8-day movement is time
only and has maintaining power and dead beat
escapement. The painted dial is original and has
miniscule paint loss at the screw heads. The putty
around the upper glass is original and the bottom
glasses were held with wood strips. The brass pendulum bob and gold painted wood stick, pendulum
tie down, and baffle board, are all correct and surely original. It even has a winding crank that I suspect is original. The stained rosewood or fruitwood
case is 44” tall, has the original finish, dark, but never cleaned, just
polished. There is good graining on the case body, none on the upper bezel, and probably never was. Both push button door latches
are intact and operating correctly although a little worn. The old
iron weight is correct for the No. 2 and was cast with the number 2
indented. I would bet it was original for the very early models and
were a little different than later ones. Some history of the clock was
provided by one of the more recent owners. We can find very few
recorded sales of this model but estimates put its value at $15,000 if
all original. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 2, page 132. $5000-$7500.

tical to the one pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #843-A. A few of the
early “Regulator No.1” clocks used a long iron weight that descended down the left side of the case. This long weight is not original
but is similar to the type found in a few other No. 1 cases se have
seen or sold. It would also have been proper to use a small round
brass weight. We have seen them both used in the early No.1’s. The
34” walnut case has been polished/cleaned, has a furniture sheen
finish, correct glasses, brass bob, and gold painted wood stick. We
are not sure about the gold stripes on the lower glass. We have sold
other No.1’s with various painted gold stripes, and some plain. Excellent original signed dial and hands, bezel with side lock, groove
inside the case for weight to descend. There are no extra holes
around the movement or dial, leading us to believe the clock is nearly perfect with only the weight in contention. We know of at least
two recent sales of this model, and not nearly as nice, in the $4000$5000 range. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 269-271. $2000-$3000.
98.
$760
Large French brass figural clock featuring a pair of peacocks. It is 25
inches wide and 17.5 inches high, and very heavy. The metal castings
are resting on a large slab of multi colored
marble. There are four brass feet underneath. The 8-day round movement is
signed, “Made In France”, and has a bras
bell and French pendulum. It has been
running consistently since it came to us.
The brass dial is slightly bowed and unsigned, while the brass sash is holding a
convex glass. I cannot say with certainty
that the hands, pendulum, and bell are original to the clock. One
peacock is missing its crest, otherwise there are no missing parts.
All of the metal is dark and tarnished, apparently has never been
cleaned or polished. The consignor said he purchased the clock that
was part of a huge collection of French clocks. $800-$1200.

102.
$800
Gustav Becker carved wall clock, ca 1895. The 8-day
movement is signed by Becker with their trademark circle stamp. It is running and striking a coil
gong on hours and half hours. The pendulum is
correct for the movement as it takes a special attachment for both the movement and pendulum.
The movement is clean, operating and striking
properly.
It has a one-piece dial ring and brass
inner dial, and nice original hands. The dial ring is
silver with painted numerals. There is a round glass
over the dial but no glasses on the sides. Instead
the sides are carved, same with every inch of the entire case. The
door has a side hook. The walnut case is 34 inches tall and 18 inches
wide, clean and polished, complete and original. The wood is very
dark, probably never cleaned to remove any smoke. The inside of
the case is covered with red felt. I have sold scores of Becker clocks
but this one is sure different, and very attractive. $800-$1200.

99.
$475
Oriental style Grandmother clock, black lacquered case
embellished liberally with Mother of Pearl and trimmed in
gold leaf motifs. On the case back is a hand written
“history” of the clock, dated 5-1-94, and was written by a
friend of the original owning family. The note says she was,
“a very proper lady of English birth that came to America in
the late 19th century”. He says the clock case was handmade in the Orient. I cannot confirm or dispute that statement. It stands 64 inches high, is complete and appears to
be all original. The movement runs 8-days and strikes a
large gong on the half hours and hours. It was running for
us but I would recommend having it serviced if you intend
to place it in your home. $500-$750.
100.
$350
National Time Recorder Company, London, England,
ca about 1907 and continued in business until 1972.
The nice clean oak case is 39 inches tall, has numerous
names and markings all over. The company name is
painted on the original glass and metal dial. A sticker
on the dial board says it was serviced by the company
in Glasgow, Scotland. I did not hang the brass pendulum ball/wood stick, for the picture but it is original to
the clock, clean and very nice. The door has a key lock
but no key. There is a movement key. We have sold
several time-clocks over the years and this one is as
nice as any we have sold. $400-$750.

Visit Hortonclocks.com for
updates and corrections to the
catalog, as well as additional
pictures!
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primarily what Hatch made. Weight driven 8-day banjo type movement has been serviced and is in good
operating condition. The original dial has excellent
paint. I cannot call it repainted for everything else
about the clock is near perfect also. The black and
gold glass is excellent as well. Correct wood stick and
brass bob, and the hands are of the type that were or
would have been on this clock. The iron weight
(banjo type) and the baffle board, are excellent and
original. The rosewood grained case is near perfect
with a beautiful polish finish, latches on top and bottom doors. In good condition this model generally sells for $5000
and up. This one is better than good condition so should I expect to
get $5000. $1500-$2000.

103.
$1250
New Haven Clock Co. made this very rare wall calendar,
“Rokeby”, ca 1886. The company was using the name
“Jerome & Co.” on some New Haven clocks, this being
one. It was felt that the name Jerome carried a lot of
good will and would help to sell their clocks. This double dial is signed, “Jerome & Co” on both original dials.
This large walnut case is 63 inches with finials top and
bottom, door latch, applied ornaments and grooves on
the big door. There is a hinged inner door that opens
to access the label, pendulum, and the B. B. Lewis perpetual calendar. This clock was running when I removed it from the owner’s wall in October 2016. We
are offering many of his fine clocks in this auction. The brass pendulum, wood stick, calendar hands, dials, and both movements look to
be original to this case. Note there are two labels on the backboard.
We were unable to find sales of this model, anywhere. Ly-New Haven, #236; and Ly-Calendar, #491. $1500-$2000.

107.
$10,000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Skeleton”, ca 1869. The back of the
movement is stamped; “Patent July 1869”. The movement was patented by Henry Bishop Horton who was one of the partners in the
Ithaca firm. The clock frame is nickeled, movement is 8-day time and
strike, and runs and strikes and the calendar changes properly. It
strikes a nickel bell above the movement. The silver cast iron dials
have black numerals, still with very good paint.
We have sold only three Box Skeletons previously, $23,200 in the July 2003 auction, and
$22,100 in the July 2006 auction, but this is the
first original skeleton under glass dome to
come my way. Those in the know tell us this
clock is much rarer than the box skeletons for
years ago when the original domes were broken, they built or bought from Ithaca the walnut boxes and put their skeletons in them,
therefore there are many more box skeletons.
I want to keep this clock so bad I can hardly
stand it. It was invented by a “Horton”, appears to be 100% original
including the glass dome, and is the only original one under dome I
have ever had”. Ly-Calendar, page 148; Millers “Calendar Clocks”,
page 53. $15,000-$20,000.

104.
$3000
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. “Regulator No.11”, ca 1889. This is probably my
3rd or 4th Regulator No. 11 in 45 years. I kept one in my downtown
office for 25 years. Many of you still remind me of those nice clocks
you stole out of my 12th floor office. This case is black
walnut, 60” high, long and lean, clean and polished.
All the wood parts are original, so are the inside parts,
i.e. the large beat scale, brass bob, long wood stick,
dial, three old hands, and the 30-day double spring
movement. The movement is signed, clean and running. Most all the No.11’s I have had ran 45 days or
longer. I have never had a No.11 that was not an excellent running clock, and I have never had one that had
a label or any evidence there ever was one. The large
beat scale is signed, “E. N. Welch Mfg. / Co. /
Forestville, Ct. / U.S.A.” The only thing keeping this
clock from being first class, is the dial. It is just too
nice to be paper and be 130 years old. I cannot decide
if it was repainted years ago or is old paper. It is
signed, “E. N. Welch”. This model books for over $4000. Ly-Welch –
Second Edition, #661. $3000-$3500.

108.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 6”, ca 1975. We have sold a
bushel of this model over the years and it remains one of my favorite Seth Thomas clocks. It is big at 49” tall, very simple, yet very
stylish, and will look great in any room in your home. Easy to decorate around and will blend in with any other style of furniture. We
have sold them as high as $10,000 when we were
flying high with derivatives and other spooky investments. They do not bring five figures any more but
they are still better than Wells Fargo stock. This one
is a Seth Thomas “Reissue”, made by the Seth Thomas Clock Company identical to their ca 1800 originals.
The label inside the case says it is, “Serial No. 214 of
4000”. A penciled notation says it was purchased in
1977. Case is walnut, extremely nice, clean, and has all
the trimmings that an original would have. The painted metal dial is excellent. It has original hands,
weight, pulley, pendulum, wood stick, beat scale, and
good label inside. The movement of course is 8-day,
time only, and running briskly. Compare this clock
with any of those I have sold in auctions over the many years. LySeth Thomas, page 284. $1250-$1500.

105.
$2600
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 18”, ca 1883. A clock for lovers of “big clocks”, it stands 54” high, great walnut case that is
clean and polished, and came right off the doctor’s
great room wall where it had proudly hung for many
years. I wish he would part with more clocks each
year. I may not be holding auctions long enough to
get them all. They sure are nice for he bought very
nice clocks. The case is all original, and the signed
original dial has kept its paint, the three hands look to
be original, same with the brass weight, brass pendulum bob, wood stick, brass beat scale, and the brass
pulley. Part of the old label is inside. The label was
beat up pretty well by the weight and pendulum knob
hitting it. There are no extra holes anywhere meaning
the dial and movement are original to the case. The 8day movement is signed and running. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 300.
Booked for $4500 a few years ago. That is what we got for some
sold in previous sales. $2750-$3500.
106.
$1400
George B. Hatch, Attleboro, Mass. Number 5 wall regulator in very
nice condition, ca 1870. This clock is often called a banjo for that is

109.
$500
E. Howard & Co. Boston, reproduction of their “No.5 Banjo”, ca
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in very good condition. A good starting clock for City Series collectors. Ly-Seth Thomas #508. $200-$300.

1981. It was not made by Howard but by a Tennessee
artisan. The cherry case is 29” high, all three glasses
are original, the case is clean and polished, has good
graining, no repairs or new wood parts, and has the
two original door latches. The new iron dial was professionally painted; pendulum, iron weight, weight
baffle, pulley, and 8-day movement are all original to
the case and the style Howard used in their banjos.
The dial has the original paint that is still in excellent
condition, the movement is signed “Cline”, and the
weight is the style used in this type banjo. The movement was purchased from Wayne Cline, Bowling
Green, Kentucky, hence his name on the movement. He was a renowned maker of banjo clocks.
There is no pendulum tie down;
otherwise this is a good straight reproduction No.5 in very nice
overall condition. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, page 117 pictures
the Howard No. 5. $750-$1000.

113.
$750
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Atlas”, ca 1881. This clock is a mate to the
Seth Thomas Hecla. Cases are slightly different but
the internal parts are the same. The Atlas has a
triple winding movement that strikes a Cathedral
Bell on the hours and two cup bells on the quarter
hours. The wall clock “Marcy” and the Hecla are
the only other clock ST made that used this movement. The 22 ½” high walnut case has been
cleaned/polished at some point and is user ready.
There are ¾ columns on the front and ¼ columns
on the back edges. The door has a key lock on the
side, and it has the excellent original glass in the
door. Stamped on the back is the factory “completion date” of
5881A, or January 1885. Inside on the base is a good black label. The
clock has nickeled accessories including dial rings, Cathedral gong
base, and damascened pendulum bob and hanger. The original dial
is very nice for its age. The movement as previously stated is unusual and very rare, clean and operating properly. A very special clock.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 718. $1000-$1500.

110.
$150
Sessions Clock Co. “Regulator No.4”, ca 1912. These
clocks are more commonly called shop clocks or store
regulators for that is usually where they hung in the
early days. Only in the last 30-40 years have collectors
began to appreciate their design and functionality in
home decorations. Nowadays you see at least one in
every collector’s kitchen or den and in many restaurants. This wooden clock has a mahogany finish,
stands 38 ½” high, and has a time and strike 8-day
movement in it. The brass bob, wood stick, painted
glass, dial and hands are all original to this case. The
paper dial is very clean so no doubt a replacement. The pendulum
bob is a more elaborate one than usually came with these clocks.
On the back is most of a paper label. There are two door hooks to
hold the large door in place and a winding key is included. LySessions #127. $200-$400.

114.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No.2”, ca 1976. A
reproduction clock signed inside on the case bottom
by the maker, dated 1975. It looks like it just came
from the factory. The cherry case is 36” high, and
perfect. The case is made of cherry, hand finished,
and identical to early Regulator No.2’s. Painted metal
dial is 12”, it is signed, and has three correct hands.
The accessories including the brass weight, brass bob
and wood stick, brass pulley, brass beat scale, and are
all correct. The 8-day Seth Thomas type brass movement is signed, “American Clock / Made in USA”, and
is running. The reissue clocks are pictured in Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 278. $500-$750.

111.
$300
Waterbury Clock Co. hanging “Carleton”, ca 1893.The
walnut case is 43 inches high, retains the original finish
but is very clean and polished, and retains all its numerous attachments and ornaments. There is a black
label on the inside bottom but is so dark I cannot read
it. Also inside is a porcelain beat scale, silver pendulum
bob, wood stick, silver gong base, silver dial rings, and
original signed dial. The 8-day movement is running
and strikes half hours and hours on a Cathedral gong.
There is a piece of paper label on the back and a latch
holding the door. The door glass is probably a replacement but otherwise the clock is excellent. LyWaterbury #610. $400-$600.

115.

$500

E. Howard & Co. Boston, “Regulator No. 10”, figure 8,
ca 1972. This reproduction was made by a talented
craftsman as a gift to a friend. It is a one owner clock
and although now over 45 years old, it is perfect. The
movement is 8-day, time only, and weight driven. Nothing is signed “Howard” of course but correct parts were
used so it would be identical to a Howard made clock. It
is a walnut case, 33” high, with proper door latch, glasses, dial, and hands, all identical to an original c 1880
Howard figure 8. This model made by Howard has sold
at several auctions, always bringing from $2500 to
$3500. We have seen the original No.10’s sell at northeast auctions for up to $15,000. No wonder these reproductions are so popular. They don’t come any nicer than
this one. $750-$1000.

112.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. early City Series clock, “Atlanta”, ca 1875.
There is a lot of hardware inside this 19.5” high rosewood veneered
case. Behind the original dial is a large lyre 8-day movement that is
signed and still has the Geneva stops. In is running and striking the
hours on a bright nickeled bell. The special pendulum bob is brass with the “ST” button in the center
and the hanger is silver colored. Inside, on the base,
is a good portion of the original black label but very
dark. The dial is original and in good condition. This
model and the Omaha, have some gold stripe decorations around the case edge. The gold is still holding. The case has an edge nick or two, otherwise is

116.
$400
Skeleton clock under dome, ca late 18th century,
identical to centuries old skeleton clocks made in
Europe in the 17th century. We occasionally have an
original skeleton clock that may sell for thousands
of dollars. This one will fool even clock collectors. It
stands 19 inches tall with dome in place and 17.5
inches with dome removed. The well-constructed
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ment is double spring, 15 day time only. Nice correct clock with a
heavy-duty movement that should give you a lifetime of good service. FYI – there is a brass tag on top of the case that says, “Minute
Contact”. I don’t have a clue what that means. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 320. Booked for $2000, a few years ago. $750-$1000.

movement is running and powered by a single wire fusee, and has a
passing strike on the hours. The clock rests on a wood base with
feet underneath and red felt on top where the brass cased clock
rests. It looks very formal and distinguished. $500-$750.
117.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Drop Octagon Calendar”, ca
1921. Mahogany case is 24 inches high, complete, all
original and extra nice. The paper label is complete
and intact inside on the backboard, has an old brass
bob, correct glasses, signed painted dial, correct
hands, and the original 8-day time only movement.
It is running robustly and the calendar is changing
on cue. The only thing I see that may detract at all is
the case needs some furniture polish. It is a very
good looking clock, one I used to buy for $300 to $500. You better
buy some before China finishes buying the US and prices will skyrocket. Ly-Seth Thomas #246. $150-$300.

121.
$350
Ansonia Clock Company, Royal Bonn cased clock, “La Bretagne”, ca
1895. This model was made over 20 years and was one of the company’s best-selling Royal Bonn clocks. It was one of their larger
models, standing 15 inches high and 12.5 inches
wide. I always thought it was popular because of
the shell and open bridges on top. Additionally, it
just had a great look overall and they used great
colors on their cases. This is a very nice clock, typical of scores we have sold over the years. The
inner dial is signed; the outer ring has repairs
around both winding arbors, and it is signed. New
dial rings can be purchased from Timesavers. The
hands and open escapement are original. The model name and the
Royal Bonn insignia are both signed on the back, in red. The metal
back cover is missing, and the pendulum and key are inside. The 8day movement is signed and running. Ly-Ansonia, page 616. $400$600.

118.
$550
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging clock, “Office 30-day”, ca 1907. The
old oak case is 42 inches high, aged nicely to a medium shade of oak, and is clean and polished. I removed it from the owner’s wall along with his collection of other very nice clocks. All of his clocks
were running and were well maintained. The case
has some fine carvings, turned finials, grooves and
etchings top to bottom. The case is complete and in
extra nice condition with no repairs evident. The
painted dial is near perfect, signed two places, no
chips or soiled, and has three correct hands. The
brass pendulum, wood stick, brass beat scale, and
side door lock are all original and correct for this
model. The 30-day movement is double wind, time
only, a very accurate timepiece and needs winding only once each
month. This clock may resemble a lightweight store regulator but it
is a very heavy wall clock that was selling for $1800 a few years ago.
Ly-Seth Thomas #1086. $750-$1000.

122.

$300

E. N. Welch Mfg Co. double dial calendar clock,
“Arditi”, ca 1885. This black walnut case has been
thoroughly cleaned, now polished and looks like
it just came from the factory. It stands 27” high, it
is complete and has all the wood parts and internal parts.
There is one large door over both
dials and another door inside that opens to the
calendar movement, pendulum, label, etc. The
paper label on the back of the case is gone but
the inside label is intact. The calendar is perpetual and is attached to the back of the lower door,
and not on the backboard. The calendar movement is signed by Gale
and there is a complete label of operation inside the case, also
signed by Gale. All five hands are correct, both dials are surely replacements for they are just too nice. The 8-day movement is
signed, running, and striking hours on a coil gong. I pulled the dial
off but forgot to take the picture of the nice original movement. I
thought this case was a reproduction but the more I checked it I
decided someone just overdid the restoration. It is clean as a pin.
Ly-Welch, page 62. This model always had a high book value ($1700)
but we seem to sell them around $1000. $400-$600.

119.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “Drop Octagon 12 Inch”, ca 1880.
Like their early shelf clocks, the short drop or “schoolhouse” clock
was tremendously popular in the late 1800’s. They
are simple, very reliable, easy to maintain, an accurate timekeeper, and used extensively in offices,
schools, and homes. It has always been one of my
favorite clocks because it is so simple, and well
made, that even I can keep it running. This unusually nice walnut cased clock is 24” high, clean all
over, and original throughout except for the replaced paper dial. It has a complete paper label
inside, original brass bob, original hands, two good
glasses, and a polished brass bezel. The movement
is 8-day, time only, clean and running. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 357.
$150-$300.

123.
$200
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., “Admiral
Dewey”, ca 1900. Welch made several clock series,
usually included a half dozen clocks. This series
was their Spanish American War commemorative
series, featuring five Admirals and one battleship,
the Maine. We rarely sell these clocks because
there were not many made and collectors have
them all stashed away. The pressed oak cases are
24 inches tall and in good original condition including all the wood parts, the original glass featuring
a battleship and other war items. The dial, pendulum, gong, hands,
etc. are all original. The dial has darkened slightly but after all it is 116
years old. Ly-Welch, page 384. $300-$500.

120.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “Umbria”, ca 1894.
The walnut case is 40 ½” high, has been cleaned/
polished, still remnants of black goop in the grooves
and joints. Both glasses are old, two door locks on the
side, original painted dial with some flaking, smudges,
and chips. It has three correct hands, original brass
bob, wood stick, and brass beat scale. The brass move-
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Nu-Life or other furniture polish would help. The movement is 8day, time and strike. Old dials are 6 and 8 inches, still in very acceptable condition. Bezels have not been polished, hands look to be
original as does the finial and other top ornaments. It has a proper
nickel pendulum with the extension. Of course, you cannot see it.
The case back has a half dozen wire tabs holding it. Ly-Calendar
$600-$900.

124.
$625
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. reproduction of the “Box Skeleton”, they
made in the late 1800’s. If you compare it to the clock pictured in LyCalendar, page 148, you will see there is very little
difference, if any. We have sold some original Ithaca Box Skeletons in recent years for upwards of
$20,000, so this would be a bargain for someone
that will not, or cannot, spend that kind of money.
For ever more it will be a $20,000 clock in your
home until some knowledgeable person says otherwise. This clock is inside a 24” high, medium oak
case, hinged door in front, and glasses on all four
sides. The clock itself is not attached to the case,
but is attached to a wood base that slides out of
the case. The movement is like the originals, 8-day, running, and
striking on a nickeled bell. Admittedly the case is slightly different
from the originals in that they were walnut with ebony trim, otherwise I see little if any difference in the clocks. Ly-Calendar, page 148.
$750-$1000.

128.
$500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 3 ½ Parlor”. This is
an exact copy of the original 3 ½ Parlor. As I have
said in past catalogs if you would drag this one
around on its back for a few days and make it look
old it would pass for one over 100 years old. I have
heard of guys that replaced the backs on these
new clocks with bottoms from old dresser drawers
and run them thru auctions where they would
bring $4000 to $6000. I recommend you buy your
clocks from someone who guarantees what they
sell. The glass pendulum on this clock is identical to
the originals, has the “ICCC” logo imprinted on the glass. The lower
dial has the numerals etched in the glass. The clock is running and
striking. We have sold several of these new ones over the years. We
deplorables living in mid-America can better afford these reproductions than the real ones. Ly-Calendar, pages 132-135. $550-$750.

125.
$650
French three-piece marble and bronze set, ca 1890. The typical
round French movement is signed but I cannot make it out. It is 8day, running, and striking a silver bell on
hours and half hours. The imitation mercury (I assume) pendulum is correct. You
cannot tell if there is mercury inside the
silver tubes. The clock is 13 inches high,
the side pieces 11 inches high. All three
pieces are decorated with bronze bands
and attached bronze ornaments. The
porcelain dial ring is perfect and the inner bronze dial is signed,
probably the same as the movement, but again I am not sure of the
spelling. The clock has four beveled glasses, all very nice, but I do
see one miniscule flake on the back glass, really not noticeable.
Needless to say, the marble and bronze pieces are heavy and not
apt to slide off the mantel, or be knocked off. $750-$1000.
126.

129.
$400
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 9”, ca
1889. This clock was made for Southern Calendar by
the New Haven Clock Co. to resemble earlier models sold by the company. This clock is also almost
identical to those made by New Haven for the National Calendar Clock Co. It was made of walnut and
stands 32” tall, and very similar to earlier Fashion
models. The major difference is that the calendar is
simple and not perpetual and the finials are different. The gold on the upper black dial has been worn
from fingers rubbing the dial when the hands were
turned. This case is spotless and miraculously clean, inside and out.
It has a complete paper label inside, original brass pendulum bob,
dial rings, dials, hands, Fashion glass, finials, and all other parts of
the case and movements. Ly-Calendar, page 291. $500-$750.

$400

Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., “Parlor
Calendar No.3”, ca 1863. They made this model for
several years and even made an almost identical
case to sell to the Culver Bros. in St. Louis for their
first calendar clocks they were marketing as
“Fashion No.1”. Similar labels were used on other
Seth Thomas and Fashion clocks. Most of the early
veneered clocks had issues retaining the veneer
especially on the rounded surfaces. Other than
some corner nicks and an edge chip or two the
veneer is really very nice. The dials are painted, not
necessarily at the same time and the shading is
different. We assume the calendar rolls are original, but cannot
vouch for the hands. The black label is perfect, the door lock is operational, the glasses look to be original, and inside is
an iron bell, brass pendulum bob, and both movements that are original and operating properly. LyCalendar, page 259. $500-$750.

130.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 1 Extra”, ca 1865-1880. I wish
I could tell you this is a perfect example of Seth Thomas’s early
weight clock. If I could tell you that I would be looking for a few
thousand. The wonderful 44 inch burled and rosewood veneered
case is clean, polished, and as nice as any Seth Thomas clock I have sold, and I have sold hundreds. There
has been some refurbishing on the inside of the case.
Note the weight support, replaced partially or all of
the sliding weight chute covers. Normally you would
have seen the label on those covers. The dial is possibly a good replacement, hands are of the type used
but may be replacements, and the iron weight looks
to be correct. If you can get past those things you
can have a beautiful veneered case in very nice condition. The two glasses are original but may have
been in and out of the doors when the refurbishing
was done. The bottom glass has been rebacked with
black paint but the gold is original and is the design ST started using
in the early 1870’s. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 272-273. $2000-$2500.

127.
$500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Hanging Library No. 6”,
ca 1875. This is the earlier No. 6 model, no carving,
where the 1880 model had a carved top and longer
tail. Walnut case is 28” high, complete and original.
Perhaps lightly cleaned-polished, retains old finish.
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The dial is properly signed. It is priced low because it needs some
clean-up. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 276-277. $400-$600.

131.
$550
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca mid 1920’s. The slightly
different style base is the main difference between this clock and
those made in the 1800’s. The 36.5” old oak case is
near perfect and appears to have had tender loving
care since constructed in Thomaston, Conn. The case
is clean, polished, original, and complete. After photographing this clock I started to write it up as a ST reproduction, ca 1970’s. I took the dial off to check the
movement and discovered it is old and everything
inside is very clean. Now it could have been cleaned of
any goop or someone took great care of it. Even the
dial has all its original paint with a few tiny flakes. The
hands, weight, pulley, pendulum bob, wood stick,
door lock, and beat scale, are all original stock. The
signed movement is clean and running properly. The ST #2 Regulator is by far America’s most reliable and most popular clock. I have a
half dozen hanging in my home, plus some other stuff?? PS- I discovered when I put the dial back on, it is a correct dial, but not original
to this case. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 277. $650-$950.

135.
$1000
Waterbury Clock Co. “Augusta”, ca 1893. One of their unusual, fairly
rare, and very collectable models with cast brass ornaments from top to bottom, twisted columns down
the sides and twisted brass weights. The brass is clean
and polished and the wood has not been cleaned to
the extent that any of the old finish has been removed. You can tell it has been well maintained,
cleaned, and polished when needed. In other words it
has always been in a good environment and not in a
factory. Almost all of the Augusta models we have
sold or seen were oak. This one is oak and stands 51
inches high, with glass sides and an original cabinet
finish. The brass chains, brass pendulum bob, wood
stick, dial and hands, brass bezel and rings, complete
label on the back, and all other parts of the clock, are
original. The movement runs 8-days and strikes on a gong. You rarely find one in this condition. I cannot guarantee every little ornament is on the case. I had a similar clock hanging in front of me in
my office for years and did not notice a couple of brass ornaments
were missing. I am tempted to call this one mint but it is 120 years
old so how about, near mint. Ly-Waterbury #600. $1500-$2000.

132.
$400
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf clock, “Granger”, ca 1884. I have
only sold two of this model in 44 years and I cannot find where one
has sold at any other auction anywhere. Therefore, I assume it must
be rare. The walnut case is 25 inches tall, complete,
clean and all original. I believe the clean dial is also
original as are the hands, nickel pendulum, door latch,
and all internal parts. The 8-day movement is running,
striking the coil gong and calendar is changing properly. The pendulum is questionable. It could be original,
not sure. The backboard is now held with screws and
not the L shaped clips we normally see holding the
backboards on Ithaca clocks. The inside looked a little
too nice and it concerned me. I compared the inside
to a Granger model we sold in the September 2016
auction and found them identical. I included a picture
of the Sept clock, picture #132B. Ly-Calendar #352-A. 500-$750.

136.
$750
Early Black Forest 8-day fusee movement Cuckoo
clock, pre-1900. It has wood plates, double fusee
movement, single bird and a nice carved case. It is
23 inches tall and 15 inches wide. I assumed, falsely, that this was a 30 hour movement cuckoo,
wrong, it runs 8-days. I am always afraid to wind a
fusee movement as far as it will go but I finally got
up nerve to wind it enough to run over 7 days so I
know it will run 8-days or more. The cuckoo/maple
leaf top is not original to the rest of the case. It should have a more
gothic motif and probably a gable that probably ran the entire width
of the top. The ”Camerer and Kuss” label on the back identifies the
clock dealer in Britain that was their largest dealer of Black Forest
Cuckoo clocks. They changed the spelling of their name to “Camerer
and Cuss” around 1900 so we know the clock dates prior to 1900.
The interior of the clock is in excellent condition and operates
properly. The outside of the case has been heavily varnished or lacquered over the years. It looks good with the dark lacquer finish.
The movement is not signed. $1000-$2000.

133.
$400
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 4 Hanging Office”, ca
1880. This clock has a 30-day time only movement.
Most No. 4’s are 8-day. The movement is brass, very
clean and in good running condition. Ithaca made this
model in several different configurations; this is only
one of them. Both dial pans are original and the papers
show wear but I would not replace them. The dial papers may well be original, no way to know for sure. The
hands and calendar rolls are original. The 28” high case
is made of walnut and is clean and all original. Some dry splits between the glasses but that is typical. Ly-Calendar, page 136. $500$750.

138.
$250
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf calendar clock,
“No.10 Farmer’s”, ca 1880. Walnut case is 25” high,
has been cleaned and polished, but some smoke is
still hanging on, in places. It looks good, has all its
original parts and pieces except the ornate top
that has been replaced. Even the old dials are original. The two movements are original and functional, running, striking a coil gong, and calendar
changing. The pendulum is satisfactory and runs
the clock. Ly-Calendar #346. $300-$450.

134.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1920’s.
This 36” oak case has hung in a commercial environment, factory, train station, or similar environment for
it is smoky dark, scuffed and bruised from handling by
workers, not a careful homeowner. That said, all it
needs is some TLC, cleaning or polishing. Everything
looks to be original, all the wood parts, door latches,
beat scale, pendulum bob and wood stick, painted
metal dial, and pair of hands. It is missing the brass
weight but they are available from any supply house.

139.
$350
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn., top of the line City Series clock,
the “Pittsburgh”, ca 1880. This shelf clock is rare and very collectable, more so than most all of the more than 100 different City Series models except the “Louisville” and “St. Paul”, mainly because
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stock of Fashion finials when they went out of business so if you
ever need Fashion finials Horton’s has a large stock of them. The
Fashion glass is very good; there are two original labels inside, correct pendulum with wood stick, large brass bell, four hands, and
two original Seth Thomas movements. The 8-day movement is
signed, clean, and running. This could be a very nice clock if you
would have the Dial House paint the dials, and put some polish on
the wood. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 119; Ly-Calendar, page 286. $1500$2000.

those three had a special cut glass pendulum
with the French Fleur De Leis on the top of the
pendulum bob and acorns on the sides and bottom, and very special cases. I have sold the pendulum by itself for near the minimum of this
clock. The polished walnut veneer case is 23 inches tall and has a couple of bumps on the edges.
The original paper dial ring has a replaced homemade center paper. The hands are replaced, the
bell is not correct, and the supports behind the
dial look to be new, otherwise the clock looks to be original. The 8day movement is signed but is not running. All the special carvings
and adornments that set this model apart from others, are original
and in very nice condition. Ly-Seth Thomas #584. $400-$600.
140.

143.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Greek”, ca 1879. Walnut
case is 24 inches high, clean and in good original condition, with no
repairs or new wood. It has a side key lock, knob on the door, and
original glass. The old black label came loose in the
base of the case and is now in an envelope. It can
be glued back in place if you so desire. The nice ST
pendulum bob, nickeled bell, brass dial rings, and
hands, are all original stock. The two-piece dial is
signed and surprisingly in very good original condition. The 8-day lyre movement runs and strikes
hours on the nickel bell. Some collectors have
asked me how the “Greek” could be a City Series
model. There are many Greek/Greece named cities
in the northeast. Ly-Seth Thomas #545. $400-$600.

$950

French bronze clock with Napoleon and his horse
on top, ca 1880. The bronze case is 16 inches tall
and 11 inches wide, decorated with cast bronze
adornments all around the case. The one-piece
porcelain dial has chips at 4 and 12 o’clock and
hairlines around. The backside of the clock is just
as attractive as the front. Napoleon has a long
sword on his side and there is a bowed and beveled glass in a hinged sash, covering the movement opening. The 8-day movement is signed two
places, “Japy Freres” and another place, something “Paris”. The
movement is running and striking half hours and hours on a nickeled bell. There are floppy chain reins, and movable stirrups that he
has his feet in. The gilt or bronze is bright but would be much
brighter if the black were cleaned off the metal. Nice collectable
French clock. $1050-$1200.

144.
$350
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging, “Star Drop”, ca 1895.
Walnut case is 32” high, has an octagon top with 10
carved leaves around the bezel, grooves and unusual
trim also around the bezel, and grooves around the
bottom. The original finish has darkened but has a
good rich look. It has been kept clean and polished.
The bottom glass is perfect and features the “Wise Old
Owl”, and is the glass pictured on this model in the
clock books. The only bad thing about this clock is the
replaced dial but in most cases that improves the looks of a clock
considerably. Original hands, brass pendulum, wood stick, door
latches, and brass rings. The movement is 8-day, time only and running briskly. Some say this is one of the best looking long drop
clocks made by any company in that era. Ly-Gilbert, page 151. $350$500.

141.
$450
French three-piece bronze set, ca 1880. The 8-day round French
movement is signed, “Japy Freres”. It is typical of most all French
movements of that period, striking half hours and hours on a standing gong. A hinged bronze door covers the back opening. The clock
case is 13.5 inches high and the side pieces are 11 inches high, not
including the 2-inch-high bases. All three
pieces sit on a padded base that is covered
with gold gilt around the edges. Each of
the pieces has bun feet and is signed underneath in several coded ways. The large
base has some chips on the corners. I am
just a rookie in the clock business but over
my 45 years collecting and selling clocks I
have never seen a three-piece set with
bases. The front of all three bronze pieces are intricately decorated
with animals and foul. The dial ring is slightly soiled and should clean
up nicely. The hands are correct, as are the pendulum and key. $500$750.

145.
$450
Silas Hoadley, Plymouth, Conn. miniature, weight
driven, time and alarm shelf clock, ca 1825-1840. The
interesting and divergent time and alarm miniature
shelf clocks made by Hoadley are pictured and discussed in two articles by Bryan Rogers and Joseph
Arvay, and published in the NAWCC Bulletins, August 1996, page 601; and June 1998, page 328. This
mahogany veneered case is only 23.5” high, has a
stenciled splat and stenciled quarter columns.
There are chimneys and returns on top, ivory escutcheon in the door, a working lock, and two old
glasses. The lower glass is an old mirror with some loss. There is
new putty holding both old glasses. That could mean the “old”
glasses came from another clock, or it could mean the putty being
almost 185 years old may have fallen out and had to be replaced.
The mushroom top splat is an unusual feature on this clock. The
movement was apparently serviced, pinned with tooth picks, and is
complete and operating. There are good period hands that could be
original, two old iron weights, brass bob, excellent wood dial, and
an old iron bell below the movement. A very rare clock and one we

142.
$1300
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, ca
1879. The 32-inch walnut case has been cleaned and
restored back to near original condition, except, it
needs more polish. They took the cheap route
when restoring in that they bought new paper dials
from the old LaRose supply company rather than
spend the money for a repaint. The roller papers
were also changed. The previous owner also
bought Fashion finials from LaRose and stained
them to match the case. We bought the LaRose
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walnut case is 73” high, clean and polished and it could
have been refinished at some time for it looks like a
piece of fine furniture and is ready to hang and enjoy. I
will call it a little on the dark side and I am not positive it
is burl walnut, but the wood is very pleasing to look at.
There are two doors, both should have glasses, and
latches on the side. The top glass was broken when it
was handled for loading. We have a replacement glass
for you to nail or putty in place. There are no frills like
ripple or applied wood pieces. The movement rests on a
wood seatboard. The Swiss pinwheel movement is
typical, housed in an iron box with latching doors on
each side of the box. Porcelain dial with large brass dial surround
that stretches 14” across the inside of the case. Lyre pendulum,
brass weight, and three large hands complete the clock. The 8-day
time only movement is running. $1500-$2000.

almost never see. We have sold this model for $3000 and more in
the past. $500-$750.
146.
$400
“Chauncey Ives / Bristol, Connecticut”, pillar and
scroll clock, ca 1824. 30-hour time and strike weight
driven wood movement strikes on an iron bell each
hour. The clock has been serviced and is in running
condition. It has old iron weights, old pendulum bob
and hands. The wood dial is excellent. Inside the case
is practically a complete and very large paper label.
The door has had some work done on the wood
frame and both glasses are new. The mahogany case
is 30.5 to the top of the modern brass finials. The scrolls and base
are new. On top there are period metal covers over the wood rollers. $500-$750.

151.
$350
Lenzkirsch porcelain clock, ca 1891. The round 8-day movement is
signed Lenzkirsch and the serial number is “945363”, and according
to the company’s records it dates the clock 1891. The elaborate
porcelain case is signed with the “crossed swords” trademark of the
Meissen pottery company that started business in 1713, and continues today. They used many variations of the crossed swords trademark over the 300 years. This case is made of white paste, and then
kiln fired. The cupids are all perfect, so are the tips
of the various delicate parts of the case. I see no
breaks, chips, hairlines, etc. on the case. There is a
bowed and beveled glass in the brass sash, a
bowed porcelain dial with blue Roman numeral
hours, and Arabic minutes. There are very nice and
correct French hands. The back is the same, has a
bowed and beveled glass in the sash. The movement has a French type pendulum and it strikes on
a bell. $500-$750.

147.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. 24-inch dial gallery clock, ca 1914. The original
walnut case is crusty and retains the original finish
with scuff marks around the bezel. It is hinged on
the top. Original paper dial still looks good, however the previous collector has a new identical
paper dial that I will ship with the clock and you
can install if you so choose. Personally I like the
old original dial better. The 30-day time only movement is like the one pictured in Ly-Ansonia, page 203. $400-$600.
148.
$750
F. Kroeber, New York, “Regulator No. 49”, ca 1895. The
walnut case is 52 inches tall and has been cleaned and
polished. It has a very old paper dial and I cannot say
for sure that it is original. The case has an 8-day spring
movement that is time only and running. It has brass
dial rings and a brass pendulum bob with a wood stick,
all are original. Both doors have proper latches and
hinges. Both glasses may be original as the top one is
held with old putty and the bottom with wood strips.
There is a near perfect label on the back. The clock is
very unusual and looks to be original other than what
was mentioned. Ly-Kroeber, page 120. $1000-$2000.

152.
$375
French figural clock with Dore finish and an 8-day silk thread movement, ca 1855. The 8-day round French movement is signed
“Vincenti & Cie / Medaille D’Argent”. That means
Vincenti was the maker and Medaille was a metal
awarded the maker, probably by the French clockmakers guild. The door ring on the back is signed,
“Duverdrey & Bloquel / France”, another French
clockmaker that probably provided some parts to
Vincenti. The bright gold Dore case is 18 inches
high and 16 inches wide, complete, shows no repairs or other problems. The movement with nickel bell attached is the typical French style movement only this early
model has an original silk thread pendulum and is running and striking properly. The one-piece porcelain dial has a tiny flake at 9
o’clock that you can only see on close examination. The French
hands are exceptional. $500-$750.

149.
$1500
Swiss pinwheel regulator, ca 1890. The hands and pendulum are the identical types used in Kroeber pinwheel
clocks. The beautiful burl walnut case is 74” high, and
24” wide at the top. It is a rather plain case top to bottom except the burl stands out so well you don’t need
carvings and frills. There are two original glasses in the
door and both have the original putty. Excellent porcelain dial, brass dial surround, original hands, and a functioning 8-day pinwheel movement in an iron box. The
movement is in fine running condition and keeps running after removing the pendulum and weight. Both
doors of the iron box are intact. Brass weight, brass
pendulum ball, and the oval rods are silver and brass. It is a typical
Swiss pinwheel that we have bought and sold over the years, but
this one is exceptional because of the wood. $1750-$2000.

153.
$1350
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No.3”, ca 1879.
The 32” high walnut case has the original finish, not
as dark or black as many we have seen, but there is
some faint accumulation of smoke in the crevices. A
light polishing occasionally has kept a lot of pollutants from accumulating. We have the original Texas
star pendulum, and a winding key. Everything about
the clock appears to be original with the exception of
the repainted top dial. Correct door lock on the side,

150.
$1250
Swiss pinwheel regulator, ca late 1800’s or early 1900’s. This clock
has some verifiable provenance. With the clock is a letter indicating
it came from the custodian of a bank in Morrow, Ohio. He said this
clock was hanging in the bank when he started in 1910. The burl
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The 8-day movement is signed, “FHS / Germany”. It is running and
strikes bim-bam on a bell, half hours and hours. This is a very nice
clock, looks just like the expensive ones. It was made in West Germany. Note the large porcelain cartouche numerals on the brass dial
plate. The front and back doors are glass inside cast brass frames.
We have had this clock for many years and everyone who sees it
thinks it is the real thing. I have never seen another one so maybe
they are rare. $600-$750.

good “Fashion” glass, four correct hands, large/polished brass bell,
polished nickeled dial rings, and at least one original painted dial.
The two movements are original and functioning properly. The case
is clean and polished. Possibly the only flaw would be the upper
dial. Ly-Calendar, pages 284-286; Ly-Seth Thomas, page 118. $1500$1750.
154.
$500
Large mystery swing arm clock. This one is very unusual in
that it strikes the hours on a bell inside the 6-inch blue
ball. Most swing arm clocks are time only. This is a copy of
an early French swing. It winds in front like the French
clocks. American swings wind in the back. It stands 38
inches tall and the statue alone is 30 inches high to the bar
in his hand. We have sold these large figure swingers in
many variations, some with polished brass, some with dull
brass, and some painted bright gold. This swing arm has
brass accessories top to bottom. Many of these large
swingers will run 14 days but we sell them as 8-day runners. We have not tested it for duration of swinging. It is beyond me
how the price can be so reasonable for solid brass clocks. $600$900.

158.
$900
Waltham Chronometer mounted on gimbals.
Wooden inner box with an outer carrying case that
is belt strapped. The first mounted chronometers
purchased by the Naval Observatory were made by
the Waltham Watch Co. They were an 8-day, 15
jewel, 37 size movement mounted in a wooden
box. They were made over a 29-year period and
approximately 16,000 were made as box chronometers. The movement was originally an automobile
clock. Roth Bros. of New York upgraded some of
the automobile clocks from 7 jewel to 15 jewel and
mounted them in a box to meet Naval specifications at that time
before Hamilton got into the chronometer business. This unit is in
near perfect condition and is running. Inner box is numbered,
“1778”. $1000-$1500.

155.
$1250
Polyphon Musikwerke was founded in 1890 in
Leipzig, Germany, and in 1894 began selling
music boxes in America. Polyphon, Regina, and
Symphonion, the big three, had about 90% of
the music box market. In a year of two the disc
music boxes became obsolete as the phonograph became dominant in the home entertainment market. Most music box makers went out of business by
1914. This walnut meandering case is 11 inches wide and 6 inches
high with a colorful lithograph on underside of the lid. The comb
has 41 teeth and plays discs 8 inches to 8.25 inches. It is operating as
expected anc comes with more than 25 discs. The case lid has a key
lock in front, with a key. The winding lever is in front and is the activation knob. The case is in near mint condition. $1350-$1750.

159.
$1200
E. Howard & Co., Boston, “Regulator No. 10” also known as a
“figure 8”. This clock is a more recent model and is in
“like new” condition. The clock is walnut and is 34”
high. I removed the dial for the picture and noticed the
dial was painted by the “Dial House” in the 1990’s I
believe. The 8-day movement is weight driven and
signed, “E. Howard & Co. Boston”. The case has the
proper door latch and pendulum. The reproduction
No.10 Howards has generally been selling around
$2500. Originals have been selling in the $15,000 range
so that is why the good copies are bringing good money also. I do not know who made this clock. There are
no numbers or dates to indicate who or when it was
made other than the dial being painted. $1250-$1500.

156.
350
French 4-column Empire clock, ca 1890. “F.A.E.que /
E. Chatelain / Horlogeries”, stamped on the 8-day
movement plate, which would date the clock
around 1890. Brown (walnut color) wood case is
16.5” tall, has inlaid designs on the front and on the
base below the pendulum. The inlays are perfect.
There are ripple like moldings around the top and
base. The case is clean and should need no case
work. There is a very nice cast bronze sash around
the one piece porcelain dial. The dial is good with
very faint hairlines. The dial is signed but I cannot make it out. Original French hands and a replaced, proper type pendulum. Four
turned columns with bronze capitals and bases. A very attractive
clock that runs and strikes a bell on the hours and half hours. $400$600.

160.
$725
Gubelin, Lucerne, Switzerland, a manufacturer of fine watches and
jewelry since the mid 1800’s, and they also retailed clocks, many
made by other Swiss manufacturers. This clock on a
shelf is such a product. The painted wood case is covered with brass, has a key locking glass door in front
and a latching door in back. The dial, movement, pendulum, and case are all signed by Gubelin. The clock is
18 inches but on the shelf both are 25 inches high. The
dial is comprised of large porcelain cartouche numerals, porcelain inner dial, and original hands. Interesting
that the pendulum is also signed by Gubelin. The clock
is running and striking on a bell. $750-$1000.
161.
$775
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Niobe”, ca 1904. This
is a very nice original clock. True, the case has been
rubbed/polished, not refinished in the sense a harsh
stripper cleaner was used. As I keep repeating, very few
clocks are “refinished” anymore. Rubbing with a mild
polish removes the darkest of the smoke and pollutants.
This oak case is 45” tall, of course the old chains with

157.
$500
French Boulle, ca 1950’s. The large case is 23 inches
tall, made of wood and painted with gold. After the
case was painted gold it was then hand painted all
over to resemble real inlaid Boulle and brass. They
even painted the inside of the back door to resemble
Boulle and brass, just like the originals. On top is a
cast ornament and over the case are other castings.
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165.
$450
Label reads, “Time Is Money / Franklin Clocks / With
The Improvement of Bushing The Pivots With Ivory / Arranged And Manufactured By / Silas Hoadley, / Plymouth, Conn.”, ca 1830. Complete paper
label covers over half of the backboard. Bottom
painted glass is original, some paint loss. The upper
glass is original but broken, the mirror is a very nice
replacement. It has a good wood dial, correct
hands, pair of iron weights, brass bob, and iron bell
on top of the 30-hour upside down movement. I did
not hang the weights to the wood movement but
the previous owner had it running. 35.5-inch-high mahogany veneered case is not a cream puff, some veneer chips, but it is complete. Columns and splat have no stenciling but are nice clean polished mahogany. The door has an ivory escutcheon with key lock,
but no key. $500-$700.

large wood acorns on the ends fall much lower. Barley twist brass
weights and the cast brass pendulum bob are original. The clock is
complete, has had no evident repairs, and we believe everything on
and in the clock came from the factory. The 8-day movement is
signed, strikes a cathedral gong hours and half hours. It has a heavy
metal silver dial, raised numerals and minute marks, correct hands,
and a cast inner dial. Brass ornaments all over the case, all intact
and all original. This model usually sells at the big clock auctions
between $4000 and $5000. Ly-Ansonia #577. $1000-$1500.
162.
$500
Waterbury Clock Co. “Regulator No. 3”, ca 1891. The
nice oak case is 46” high, has been lightly cleaned and
polished, including the brass accessories and movement. The finish is original and has crazing or smoke in
the grooves. The four finials and other wood pieces are
all original. The old dial is signed, no chips, and original
but is stained. Everything else looks to be original or at
least what you would expect to see with this model
clock including the hands, brass pendulum bob, wood
stick, and pair of brass weights, pulleys in the top of the
case, beat scale, and parts of an illegible black label in
the bottom of the case. The large door glass is old, and
I would doubt is original to this case. Behind the dial is a signed, 8day, time only two weight movement that is clean and running
properly. Not as slick and nice as some of the other Waterbury Regulators we are offering, but only needs some cleaning and polishing.
Ly-Waterbury #555-A. $600-$800.
163.

166.
$250
“William S. Johnson, 16 Courtlandt St., New York”, on the paper
label inside the case. It also says, “Manufactured By”. That is using
the term loosely. He is reported to have bought cases and movements from others and assembled them, or he bought complete
clocks from others and put his label in them. It is unusual that his
name and address are stamped on the 8-day
brass movement. The 8-day movement is seatboard mounted, clean, running, and striking the
coil gong. Some Connecticut companies blackballed him and would not sell him movements
because he was undercutting prices. Some things
never change. The 30” high walnut case is in the
“column and cornice” family of clocks.
There
are chimneys and returns on top. Inside is a good
label, pair of 8-day iron weights, and pendulum.
The glasses are old, certainly difficult to say for
sure they are original to the case. The wood dial
has a coat of stain added taking away the bright white contrast and
making it blend more with the wood case. The 8-day brass movement is running and striking a coil gong. $300-$400.

$1350

Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No.3”, ca
1879. The 32” high walnut case has the original finish, but cleaned. Not as dark or black as many we
have seen, but there is some faint accumulation of
smoke in the crevices. It needs some polish and
rubbing to restore an original look. We have the
original Texas star pendulum, and a winding key.
Everything about the clock appears to be original
with the exception of the dials and perhaps the
three finials. They have excellent points and some
factory marks on the stubs, however anyone can
put those marks there. The paper dials have some
age on them but to make this clock part of your collection you
should send them to the Dial House to be painted. Correct door lock
on the side, good “Fashion” glass, four correct hands, large/
polished bell, polished nickeled dial rings. The two movements are
original and functioning properly. Possibly the biggest flaw would
be the dials. Ly-Calendar, pages 284-286; Ly-Seth Thomas, page 118.
$1450-$1700.

167.
$350
English Royal Air Force, fusee bracket clock, ca 1927.
The brass dial is signed “RAF” inside the wings and
crown. The movement is signed, “E.C.&W”, and is
signed underneath the 14-inch-high oak case,
“E.C.&W. / C.R.V. / 1927”. There is a bowed and beveled glass over the brass dial with recessed numerals
and original hands. A latch on the side releases the
bezel. The full hinged back door is key locking with a
key. The 8-day movement is running briskly. The large and heavy
brass pendulum is original to the movement. The suspension spring
was broken in transport. Simple repair. A very clean and complete
clock. $400-$550.

164.
$500
Limited Edition of an automaton antique automobile with moving
wheels, 8-day clock, and barometer. It is an exact copy of the
French Industrial type items so popular with collectors. The heavy
iron base is 21 inches by 10 inches. The auto sits on four posts protruding up from the base. That allows the
automobile wheels to turn freely when engaged when the hand brake is released. The
wheels and clock are operated from separate
mainsprings. The car itself is 20 inches long
and 12 inches high. Sitting on the base it is 15
inches high. It is not a small toy but a very
heavy all metal industrial type working item. The mainspring for the
wheels is wound thru the front. $600-$750.

168.
$450
Seth Thomas Clock Co. another very rare City Series model, “St.
Paul”, ca 1884. The polished walnut veneered case
is 21” high, and like the Pittsburgh and St. Louis, is a
very significant and imposing clock when compared
to other City Series models. The wood is very clean
and polished nicely and he even polished the back
of the clock. It also has the special brass pendulum
bob adorned with leaves and acorns, and a fine
beveled and etched glass center. Nickeled pendu-
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as are other parts of the music box and case, except there are two
missing guitar type strings. You can buy those strings at any music
store. The music box in the bottom of the case winds on the back of
the case. This may be a well know company in middle America but
their Harps were very rare. $500-$750.

lum hanger, nickeled gong base, and dial rings. The signed dial is
new paper on the old pan, hands are correct, and there is a complete label inside. The door locks on the side with the winding key.
This model has large acorns on the sides, spools on the door front,
burl walnut and other trim used sparingly around the case. The
brass lyre movement is 8-day, clean, signed, running, and striking
the cathedral gong. This clock like the Pittsburgh, books for $1000,
we have sold them in years past for considerably more, and we notice folks pay almost anything on EBay and at live auctions. Those
trying to collect the entire series of City named clocks are always
excited to find these rarer models. Ly-Seth Thomas #596. $500-$750.

173.
$1200
“John Sawin, Boston”, signed on the original painted
iron dial of this Ca 1835-40 lyre timepiece. This early
banjo is identical to the one pictured on page 135 in the
book by Paul J. Foley, “Willard’s Patent Time Pieces – A
History of the Weight Driven Banjo Clock – 1800-1900”.
The number “41” is written on the back of the throat
frame. The mahogany figured case with crotch veneer
is about 39 ½ inches tall and it is doubtful the ornament
on top of the case is original and the lead weight is a
later addition. All other parts appear to be original. The
original signed dial is raised painted, not ink. Original
Sawin brass movement, wooden bezel with period 5
leaf hinges and spring door latch. Dial has 3 original
triangular slots with “L” shaped hold down screws/
hooks. Original pendulum, old lead weight, original metal weight
cover @ bottom with brass hold down strip for pendulum. Weight
cover behind the center glass has been removed, nails remain. A
handwritten note on the back of the door reads, “This clock made
by John Sawin at one time apprenticed to Willard, afterwards his
partner, was made to order for Samuel Clarke at the time of his marriage to Sarah Houghton McKinley on Thanksgiving Day, 1840, at
then “Old North Church”. I did not hang the weight to test for running but turning the wheels by hand encountered no problems.
Recent sales in the north-east are running $4500 or more. $1500$2000.

169.
$275
“Atkins Clock Comp’y, / Bristol, Conn.”, London
model shelf clock, ca 1863. Near perfect 17”
rosewood veneered case with excellent gold
columns. Brass door knobs and all wood parts
are original and in excellent condition. Both
glasses have excellent gold foil paint, repainted
dial is very nice and hands are correct. Complete
paper label inside and an old brass pendulum
bob. It has an excellent 8-day movement that is
running and striking a coil gong. On the back of the small lower
door is the number, #81”, which may well be a factory number. This
clock is as nice as any London model we have sold. “The Clocks of
Irenus Atkins”, by King and Gregory, page 83. $300-$500.
170.
$350
Rare English fusee ships clock with dial painted on
glass and the 8-day movement visible behind the
glass. Both the movement and case are numbered
but no signature is visible. The heavy brass bezel
and bowed glass are held with a key lock on the
side. The back flange is 9.5 inches and the case is 5
inches high. The three hands appear to be original, the movement is
running and the clock is complete. It has a locking key and a winding
key. $400-$600.

174.
$850
“L. F. & W. W. Carter Calendar”, in a B. B. Lewis Calendar No.2 case,
ca 1862. Brothers Luther and William made calendar clocks in Bristol,
Conn. using the B.B. Lewis patent calendar mechanisms. The beautiful rosewood case is 32 inches, has two wood bezels with old or
original glasses. The 12-inch time dial and 8 inch calendar dial are both professionally repainted. The B. B.
Lewis perpetual calendar mechanism is behind the
lower dial and covered with a metal plate and a very
nice green label bearing the makers name and address, and identifying him as “The Inventor”. The
inside paper label on the backboard has slight wear
but is complete, identifying the maker and other
pertinent information. The two iron weights, pendulum, hands, both movements, and all case hardware,
appear to be original to the clock. There is a lock on
the bottom bezel, but no key. The rosewood is attractively polished
and ready for your enjoyment or resale. Both movements are functioning properly. This is one of the nicer Carter calendar clocks we
have ever offered. Ly-Calendar, page 41 and 171. $1000-$1500.

171.
$275
Boston Clock Company, crystal regulator, aptly named, “Crystal”, ca
1892. These unusual clocks have only one winding
arbor and the key can be turned clockwise or counter clockwise to wind the time spring or the strike
spring. The hands can also be turned in either direction. This four-glass crystal regulator is just under 11
inches tall, has a fine gold plated case, some gold
remaining but looks brass to me. Beveled glasses,
front, back and sides. Front glass has a small chip. If
it bothers you exchange for the door on the back.
The 8-day movement is running and striking the
gong on half hours and hours. The porcelain dial is very good and
the hands are correct. Ehrhardt, Volume 1, pages 74-75, pictures
Boston Clock Company clocks and explains about their rare movements. $300-$400.

175.
$300
Riley Whiting, 8-day wood movement double decker clock. A complete label inside reads in part,
“Modern Improved / Eight-day / CLOCKS / Made By /
Riley Whiting / Winchester, Conn.” He made wood
movement shelf clocks from 1828-1835. This mahogany veneered case is 36 inches tall, has very nice
veneer all over but undoubtedly you could find
some corner nicks if you look closely and the bottom board is a little scuffed on the sides. There are

172.
$450
Automatic Harp by “The Ward-Stilson Co. New London, Ohio”. There are six strings on a stained wood
case with tri-chromate transfer decoration. This is their
model #9582. They made other harps with different
string arrangements. The on/off music box lever is
near the base of the harp and it is playing one song.
Underneath the base is a paper label stating the name
of the tune being played. The label inside is complete
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distinguishable from the front. The label is perfect, 30-hour wood
movement is sound but has no cables, has a coil gong, later brass
pendulum, good wood dial and period hands, and a pair of iron
weights. The dial has an inscription on the back indicating it was a
wedding gift from “Mother Schurman”. $200-$350.

four turned columns on this double decker case style and it has a
cornice top. The top glass is held with what appears to be the original wood strips, and the bottom glass being the correct style, may
be a replacement painted by Tom Moberg, and is held with new or
additional putty. There are two ivory escutcheons and two door
locks, but no key. The wood dial with gold paint remains in pretty
nice original condition, a little dirty but paint is good. Note it has a
seconds dial and on the back are several penciled repair notes. The
hands are of the period, as are the pair of large iron weights. The 8day wooden movement, dial with seconds bit, cords and compounded pulleys on cords, hands, pendulum, pendulum rod and
weights are all original or of the period. Reference: “Eight-day
Wood Movement Shelf Clocks-Their Cases, Their Movements, Their
Makers”, by Bryan Rogers and Snowden Taylor. This case, movement, and glasses are pictured and discussed. $300-$500.

179.
$300
“Eli Terry & Son, / Plymouth, Connecticut”, 30-hour wood movement, pillar and scroll clock, ca 1823-1831. This was a partnership
between Eli Terry, Sr., and son Henry Terry. The mahogany veneered case is 31” tall and the case is very nice, as is the dial and
label. As usual the glasses are old but not original
to this case. The bottom tablet is a small painting
on a cracked glass with a second piece of good
glass in front of it. The door lock and escutcheon
are missing. Inside is the complete paper label,
good wood dial, period hands, old iron bell and old
iron weights. The wood movement is clean and
complete, but will need to be restrung before
hanging the weights. The top is original but both
scroll tips have been broken and repaired. Some
repairs, new wood, and strengthening on the base.
$400-$600.

176.
$350
“Seth Thomas, / At Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, excellent stenciled column and splat double decker case
with a large mahogany plate 8-day wood movement,
ca 1823. The movement was patented by Eli Terry and
Seth Thomas gave him credit on the near complete
paper label. There is more label on the backboard
than the pictures depict as the label is very dark. This
mahogany veneered case is 36” high. There are veneer chips on the corners and one on the lower door
and on the base. The doors have locks but no key or
escutcheons. Both glasses are replacements. The half columns and
splat have good stenciling. The chimney caps are intact, the hands
are period as are the pendulum and iron weights. It has a rare movement and wood dial and iron bell. $200-$300.

180.
$925
Seth Thomas / Plymouth Hollow, Conn., “8-day Parlor Calendar”, ca
1863. One of three early perpetual calendar models produced by
Seth Thomas. They purchased the patent rights to
this movement in 1862 and used the calendar
movement in a shelf clock they were selling the
same year, named simply, “Parlor”. You could buy
the clock with or without a calendar. The 30.5”
rosewood cases were designed with two large
columns on the side, one door, and three glasses.
This case has two very good labels and a key locking door. The door is beveled all around and the
trim around all three glasses is beveled. Every part
of the case is slanted and angled making a very
attractive design. The running movement is 8-day, lyre shaped,
signed, and running with two large iron weights that appear to be
for their earlier shelf clocks. Original dials, the top has some flaking.
The calendar movement, roller papers, pendulum, coil gong, and
hands, all are original or period. The center painted glass is excellent
and original. Overall in good condition and a good example of their
earliest calendar clocks. Ly-Calendar, page 258. $1250-$1500.

177.
$350
Rare carved column and cornucopia splat clock
with an 8-day wood movement clock by “JEROMEs’
& DARROW / Bristol, Conn”, ca 1830. Principals of
the company were Chauncey and Noble Jerome,
and Elijah Darrow. Chauncey made the cases, Noble
the movements, and Darrow the tablets. The mahogany veneered case is 36” tall, has original maple
capitals and column blocks. The top glass, wood
dial, hands, pair of 8-day iron weights, pendulum
bob, iron bell, and the 8-day wood movement, all
appear to be original to the early case. The mirror
with wooden backer board is a later addition. The door has a key
lock and ivory escutcheon. The movement is time and strike with
ivory bushing and was restrung and teeth restored. The paper label
is complete. This clock is well documented and has been pictured
and discussed in several research studies, i.e. “From Rags to Riches
To Rags: The Story of Chauncey Jerome”, page 38; and Ly-American
Clocks, Volume 3, just to name two. $400-$600.

181.

$750

English brass skeleton timepiece with single chain 8day movement, on a white marble base with oval
glass dome, ca 1870. It has a scalloped and pierced
dial. The overall design is nicely proportioned. The
pendulum appears to be original and the clock is a
very strong runner although we did not test it for
long term. Winding chain fusee movements to their
limits give me the heebie jeebies. The marble base
has matching round marble feet underneath and the
original glass dome has minor edge chips. Without
the dome it is 14 ½ inches high, 16 inches with dome. $800-$1200.

178.
$150
“Barnes & Bacon, Bristol, Conn. 30-hour wood movement shelf
clock, ca 1833-1840. This is a new company to me. I
don’t believe I have ever had one with this name.
This clock is a half column with a carved eagle splat.
The columns are painted black. The 33-inch-high
mahogany veneered case is very nice except missing the two returns on top and the lock and escutcheon on the door. The top glass may be original
with some putty repairs and the bottom glass has a
good original painting but it may not be original to
this case. It also has a double crack that is hardly

182.
$350
English brass skeleton timepiece by “Simcock Warrington”, ca 1890.
A plate below the dial has the makers name, Sincock, and his town,
Warrington, engraved. This is a very nice subminiature skeleton with
nicely turned pillars and six spoke wheels. The chain fusee 8-day
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rect, good inside label, pendulum bob, and overall not a bad No.1. It
looked better as I spent more time going over it. Ly-Calendar #669.

cylinder movement is running. This group of
skeleton clocks has been stored in the basement of a Catholic church for many years. This
one was hesitant to run until I put a spot of oil
on the cylinder movement, then it took off running. No. 181 above started running without any
hesitance. It is 11 inches tall without the dome
and 13 ½ inches with the original dome in place. The frame is mounted to a wood base with turned wood feet underneath. $500-$750.

186.
$1150
E. Howard & Co., Boston, “Regulator No. 10” also
known as a “figure 8”. This clock is a more recent model and is in like new condition. The clock is walnut, 34”
high. I removed the dial for the picture and noticed the
dial was painted by the “Dial House” in the 1990’s. The
8-day movement is weight driven and signed, “E. Howard & Co. Boston”. The case has the proper door latch
and pendulum bob, pendulum stick, an iron weight of
the proper size, and the brass pulley. The reproduction
No. 10 Howards has generally been selling around
$2500. Originals have been selling in the $15,000 range
so that is why the good copies are bringing good money. There are no numbers or dates to indicate who or
when it was made other than the dial being painted
and the movement signed properly. $1250-$1500.

183.
$250
Miniature brass skeleton timepiece, probably
English made, not signed anywhere. It is running
but no doubt needs oiling. Mounted to a wood
base with turned wood feet. The original glass
dome has a crack on the back side. I doubt this
cracked dome is original to this clock, fit not so
good. It is 9 inches tall, with dome 9 ½ inches tall.
Very thin wire on the fusee. $300-$500.
184.

187.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Double Dial calendar clock, “Parlor Calendar
No. 10”, ca 1896. This is the early model with
acorn finials on the top four corners and a fancier trim on the base. The walnut case should be
36” high and decorated top to bottom with
carved objects, turned columns, grooves and
etchings, applied wood trim, and various shades
of burl walnut. To me this is one of ST most elaborate cases and a great progression in case
styles since their beginning in the 1860’s. This
case has been lightly cleaned and rubbed, and is
just dark enough to have a nice aged look. As far
as we can tell it is complete except for the top
trim. I will enclose photos of a near perfect No.10 we sold last year.
Any good cabinet man should be able to complete the case for you.
The dials have been professionally repainted by The Dial House with
all names and trademarks the originals would have had. The hands,
rollers in the lower dial, brass bob, and two large iron weights, all
look to be original. The large weights descend each side of the case.
The 8-day time movement and perpetual calendar movement are
operating properly and it strikes the hours on a cathedral bell. The
bell is attached to a nickel gong base. On the inside of the door is a
complete black label and behind the calendar movement is the original white label. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 110-111. In the past we have
observed this model selling as high as $10,000. Our estimate for this
nice example is $1000-$1500.

$3000

English Skeleton clock, 2 fusee, striking on a
large gong on the back and a nickel bell on
top and attributed to Wm. F. Evans of
Handsworth, England, ca 1860. Similar
clocks can be found in Derek Robert’s book,
“British Skeleton Clocks”, page 148. The
large clock is mounted to a wood base with
turned brass feet underneath. The double
fusee 8-day movement is running but sluggish. As I mentioned with another skeleton
clock in this collection they have been in the
basement of a Catholic church for years
after they were left to the church by a parishioner. I have been surprised that any of
them attempted to run for they have not
been serviced in decades. The clocks were shipped to us from west
of the Rockies and during that ride the original dome to this clock
shattered in a million pieces. The large gong strikes the hours and
the nickel bell sounds the half hours. The clock mentioned in Robert’s book has an identical bell/gong strike system. A plaque attached to the wood case reads, “Time is, Time was, Times past”.
The clock, as pictured, stands 25 inches tall. The unusual pendulum
with the wood stick, round cylinder, and brass top and bottom, is 15
inches. Note the ivory skull attached to the strike advance cord. I
laid it on top of the wood base for the picture. The wheels have 6
spoke crossings and other rods and levers I cannot explain. $3000$5000.
185.

188.
$3000
Seth Thomas “Office Calendar No. 3”, or the Peanut as known to
most clock collectors, ca 1863. A very hard to find model in good
original condition. The case is 24 inches tall and covered with mahogany veneer. Some minor patchwork
on the rounded bezels. The case has its original finish,
now dark but it suits me the way it is. The dials have
been repainted, the hands are correct, the two glasses
are old but have been out of the bezels and put back,
probably when they repaired the veneer. There is a
key lock on the case side, and there is a key with it.
The movements are original to the clock. The 8-day
time movement is round, has two springs but is time
only, and the correct original calendar movement was
made by the Mix Brothers. The movements are functioning correctly, and the other parts, pendulum, keys, etc. are the type we see

$300

Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 1”, ca
1875. Nice No. 1’s are very hard to find. The No. 1’s
were made with mahogany veneer and stood 28
½” tall. The St. Louis, Mo. based company was operated by the Culver brothers, Henry, Lucius and
Wallace. They obtained movements from Seth
Thomas Clock Company and in the beginning
housed them in veneered cases. As is generally the
case, this one has a couple of small chips on the top
but the rest of the case is good. In fact, it may be
better than any I have sold. Everything is original
except the cutout in the calendar dial. I suppose
Bubba wanted to see the pendulum move. The dials show a little
wear, but to be original they are not bad. Both movements are cor-
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a beveled glass, it has correct French hands and pendulum, good
beveled glass on the back, and a typical round 15 day French movement with nickel bell attached. The movement is running properly.
$1750-$2000.

with this model. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 92; Ly-Calendar #600. $3300$3600.
189.
$2500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 3 ½ Parlor-Black
Dial”, ca 1881. The clock has an 8-day spring movement and strikes a nickeled bell each hour. Other
nickel accessories include hands, pendulum, and
sashes. The clock case is 20.5 inches high with good
original carvings on the top, around both dials, and
two large carved ornaments on each side. There is
some silver paint around the side carvings. The
clock certainly is not mint for it is very dirty mostly
from being in storage and the upper black dial
shows wear. That is an easy fix for they were paper dials originally
and you can order replacements. All the carvings are complete and
have no breaks or repairs. The top dial is original and the bottom is
silver paint on glass and it is original. It has the correct glass pendulum bob with the letters, “ICCCo” engraved on the front. This is the
two-backboard model but Bubba managed to glue them together in
his home workshop. He also did not like the nails holding the backboard on the case so he engineered a better way to hold them on.
We have sold several of this model over the years and it has always
been a very collectable model bringing $5000 to $6000, if very nice.
It needs a good cleaning inside and out, and a new upper dial. Ly
Calendar, pages 132-135. $2750-$3000.
190.

192.
$750
French carriage clock that I have owned since I
started collecting clocks in 1970. It has sat in our
living room desk, behind glass doors for some 45
years without running. The brass case is like new,
clean and polished. It stands 7 inches high and has
five perfect beveled glasses. The porcelain dial has
three original hands, a time ring and an alarm ring.
The dial is signed by the selling dealer, “Bigelow
Kennard & Co., Boston”. The movement is signed only, “Made In
Paris”. The serial number on the movement and on the original
winding key is, “15001”. The movement strikes quarters and hours,
or quarters, or silent. The controls for the sequence is underneath
the case. The original carrying case is also signed, “Bigelow Kennard
& Co. Boston”. The movement is running and striking. I sure hate to
sell it but a lot of “stuff” has to go away. $750-$1000.
200.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Arch Top”, ca 1880. An early
mantel clock, I suspect was first made much earlier
than 1880. This case is rosewood veneered, standing
only 16” tall, and has many curves and delicate veneer challenges. This model usually has some small
veneer chips on the base and perhaps a couple of
small dents or chips elsewhere on the case, but you
won’t find any on this case. This one is nicer than one I sold for $550
not long ago. You have to love the wood grain on this case and the
way those craftsmen in the 17th century knew how to lay veneer.
Inside is a complete paper label, a coil gong, and the 8-day signed
movement. The clock is running and striking as it should. The dial
has been professionally repainted and the hands are correct. LySeth Thomas, page 717. $200-$400.

$4000

French fire gilded bronze Empire style clock, ca
1810. The female figure is the personification of
astronomy. She is working with typical astronomy instruments. The dial has a star in the center
and the zodiac calendar around the outside of
the chapter ring. There are many clocks similar
to this one, pictured in the book, “French
Bronze Clocks”, by Elke Niehuser. This clock has
an 8-day movement with silk thread suspension
and is running and striking a bell. The movement is signed, “Medaile Dargent / Paris”. Signed behind the wheel
winding the silk thread are other words, but I cannot read them
without removing the wheel from the movement. The clock is 26.5
inches high and 20 inches wide. The clock has been appraised for
three times our minimum, but probably for a New York or overseas
market. $4500-$6,000.

201.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of the earliest City Series
clocks, “St. Louis”, ca 1874. I am sure most collectors
could care less about the City Series clocks but to me
they were some of the finest mantel clocks made in
that era of clock making. This case is 15.5” high and is
covered with very good walnut veneer. None of the
veneer was easy, for it has convex and concave rolls,
and skewed and flat veneer. Other than hauling
bumps and bruises the veneer is good. Old painted tablet has been
rebacked; dial has been repainted, has an excellent paper label, and
coil gong. The eight-day movement is running and strikes the gong
on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 208. $150-$300.

191.
$1650
“Tiffany & Co. New York”, signed on the dial of this exceptional 19th
century marble and bronze 15-day clock from the Egyptian Revival
period, ca 1880. The clock came from the estate of the late Prussian/
German General, Moritz Ferdinand Freiherr von Bissing. Born into a
wealthy family he enjoyed the good life of
wealth, military and political titles while adding to the family’s wealth. The clock has no
doubt been in several fine collections since
his death in 1917. The last sale of this clock
was for $6750. The marble and bronze clock
weighs 94 pounds. The base weighs 73
pounds and the statue of Shakespeare alone
weighs 21 pounds. That is more than most tall
clocks. The clock is 23 inches high and 22
inches wide. The statue is signed “T. Hebert”, a famous French
sculptor. The case is decorated with rows of female figures each
side of the dial. The statue and clock top are pegged for fitting, so
that guarantees the statue and base came together. The sash holds

202.
$50
“S. B. Terry, Terryville, Conn. Caveat Filed A.D. 1851”,
copied from the complete paper label inside this
miniature shelf clock. The mahogany veneered case
is 10 inches tall, complete and original, and showing
only normal expected wear, after all it is over 165
years old. The dial has been repainted, hands are of a
correct type, correct pendulum and a key are inside.
The one day time only movement is running. Door
latch on the side. It may not be the most beautiful
clock in your collection but it may well be the oldest. $75-$150.
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clock, ca 1875. Manufacturing espionage was at
work in the mid-17th century just like today. Strange
how all the clockmakers made similar clocks. The
rosewood veneered case is 10 inches high, door
latch, rebacked lower glass, original top glass, about
75% of paper label inside, repainted dial, bad hands,
old pendulum bob, and a one day time only movement. See Gregory & Kings Book, “Clocks of Irenus
Atkins”, page 90. $75-$150.

203.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Connecticut”, miniature clock, “Cottage O”, ca 1886. This is one of a
great many cottage clock made by Seth Thomas in
various case and movement styles, but most all were
about 9 inches tall. Collectors for generations have
tried to collect a complete set of the clocks that take
up very little room on the shelf. It is a rosewood veneered case, original glasses, door knob, pendulum, and a one day
time only movement. The dial was repainted and the hands are a
correct type. Ly-Seth Thomas #677 and #683. $100-$200.

209.

$50
“S. B. Terry, Terryville, Conn. / Caveat Filed A.D. 1851”,
copied from the complete paper label inside the miniature cottage clock. The mahogany case is 10.5 inches
tall, has two good glasses, side door latch, complete
label, old pendulum bob, original dial is dirty with
some paint loss around screws, old hands, and a one
day time only movement. Silas undoubtedly made this
cheap clock for us poor Kentucky hill folks. $75-$150.

204.
$50
“Welch, Spring & Co. Forestville, Conn.”, miniature
cottage clock, “Rustic”, ca 1869. Walnut case is 11
inches tall, very close grooved designs all around the
case. Gold on door has been refreshed, glasses rebacked and old dial repainted. The one day time only
movement is running, has an old, probably original
pendulum bob, and the hands are replacements.
There is a door latch on the front and most of an original label inside. Ly-Welch #1445. $75-$150.

210.
$50
“Atkins Clock Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, almost identical
to #208 except the label is nicer and the dial has
been repainted. Something I have not seen before,
a label inside on the base, in addition to the complete label on the backboard. Atkins was forever
experimenting and doing things different. I will call
this case mahogany veneered, standing 10.5 inches
high, and in excellent condition. The movement is
one day time only, and running. See #208 for same reference. $75$150.

205.
$50
“George B. Owen / Manufacturer of American
Clocks / New York”, cottage clock, ca 1852. Almost a
complete label on the case back. He later sold out to
Gilbert and worked for Gilbert as General Manager.
This stylish walnut case is 10.5 inches tall, access the
pendulum from underneath, has a brass sash, flat
glass, replaced paper dial and hands. And a time only
one day movement. Folks I know this group of miniature clocks is not grandiose, but they are part of our early American
clock history. $75-$150.

211.
$50
“S. Thomas / Plymouth Hollow / Ct”, miniature shelf clock named,
“Cottage D”, ca 1865. There was never a label in the case. The movement is signed as indicated on the first line. The slant
based mahogany case stands 9 inches high, has two
old glasses, door latch on the side, replaced hands
and a repainted dial. It has a one day time and alarm
movement and an old pendulum and key. The alarm
rings on a large iron bell in the case bottom, guaranteed to wake you up. Ly-Seth Thomas #637. $75-$150.

206.
$100
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Octagon Top”, ca 1865. The rosewood veneered
case is 14.5 inches tall, required the expertise of a topflight veneer guy in the Seth Thomas factory, because
of all the different turns and twists of the veneer. It
looks very good but on close examination you can see
some veneer chipping along the base. The chips have
been covered and therefore hard to detect. Two original glasses, a door latch, complete label inside, repainted dial, replaced but proper hands, and a correct pendulum bob. The movement runs 8-days, strikes an iron bell on the hours, and the alarm
rings on the same iron bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #2496. $150-$250.

212.
$50
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Connecticut”, miniature shelf
clock, “Cottage C”, ca 1855. Rosewood case is 9 inches tall, two old
glasses and door knob latch on the door. The clock is
a slant bottom model with octagon top and octagon
frame around the dial. Inside is a complete label,
original painted dial, probably replaced hands, and
old pendulum bob. The movement is one day, time
and alarm. Alarm sounds on a large iron bell in the
case bottom. Ly-Seth Thomas #640. $75-$150.

207.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of the City Series, “Athens”, ca 1880.
Very nice 17-inch walnut case. The case is plain compared to many other models but it has a Cathedral
look with peak top, applied buttons and other ornaments as well as some grooved designs. Of special
note is the fine nickel dial rings and bell. Also right
behind the pendulum is the nickel bell that sounds
each hour. The original dial is signed, hands are correct, and the old black label is on the base but very
dark. The 8-day movement is running and striking the
hours properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #502. $150-$300.

213.
$150
“E. Ingraham & Co. / Bristol. Conn.”, walnut mantel clock mosaic
trim, “Grecian”, ca 1869. The 15” high case has a reddish tint, wonderful mosaic placements of colored woods and artistically spaced wood colors and grains around the
bezel and moldings. Undoubtedly the nicest clock of
this style I have ever seen. Original dial with brass
rings, dial with flaking all over, alarm set ring, correct
hands and original glass in the bezel. Inside is the
complete green Ingraham label on the backboard

208.
$50
“Atkins & Co. Bristol, Conn.”, common octagon top miniature shelf
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very rare horse shoe eight-day movement and two
sets of double pulleys at top for compounded
weights that is found only on Eli Terry, Jr. 8-day
brass clocks. That is the good part of this clock, now
the not so good. There is a partial label indicating it
was made by Eli Terry and made and sold in Terryville, Conn. There are no weights or pendulum,
splat may be a replacement, upper door has no lock,
and hinges on lower door are replacements. Some
more good things; the wood dial is original, capitals
and returns are original, wooden mounting block for
bell is present, and there are old fancy steel hands. Money to made
here for your fixer up guys. $300-$500.

and a smell label on the back of the door. It has an iron bell and
alarm movement in the case bottom. The upper movement and
alarm movement both strike the bell. Fitted with an 8-day time and
striking movement that is near perfect and in operating condition.
Brass bob and brass door hook included. Other than the flaking dial
a very nice example. Ly-Ingraham, page 258. $200-$350.
214.
$50
“S. C. Spring / Bristol, Conn.”, miniature shelf clock,
ca 1858. Later went into business with Elisha Welch.
This rosewood veneered case is 11 inches high, has
half columns on the front, painted black and there
are other black painted areas. Good old door glasses, painted dial and complete paper label. The
movement is one day time only and running. $75$150.

219.
$125
“Jeromes & Darrow /Bristol, Connecticut”, makers of
looking glass wood movement clocks, ca 1828-1834.
Chauncey Jerome made the case, brother Noble made
the movement, and Elijah Darrow made the tablets.
This mahogany case has a full door with stenciled half
columns and stenciled splat. The case is 35 inches tall,
complete and original including capitals and returns,
pulleys, door lock with escutcheon, iron bell, old brass
pendulum, great dial with trumpet grommets similar
to other Jerome clocks shown in the Ken Roberts
book. It has an old mirror, old hands and a pair of iron weights. The
clock ticks and has not inner problems but I did not hang the
weights. $150-$300.

215.
$25
New Haven Clock Co. novelty dresser clock, standing 6
inches high. About as perfect as you will ever see,
EXCEPT I cannot make it run. It is so nice it does not
appear to have ever had the back off. I would bet if
you take a few minutes and put a spot of oil here and
there it will run. Perfect porcelain signed dial and
hands. The gold finish on the metal is near perfect. $25
-$50.
216.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging clock, the “University”, ca 1913.
Gilbert advertised this clock in their catalogs this way, “Gilbert’s No.
3022. (Code Word) University”. This style case is more commonly
called a “store regulator” or “shop clock”, for they
were very inexpensive clocks when sold new, selling
for around $7 or less. Most were used in stores and
shops as the synonyms imply. The case has dark original finish. It retains all the original wood parts except
for a trim piece on the base. The top glass is original
the bottom is possibly a replacement. The dial is
dirty and worn. The movement is 8-day, time only,
and running. The brass bob, wood stick, and winding
key, are all correct for this model. On the back of the
case is a paper label. Ly-Gilbert #440. $150-$250.

220.
$250
C. & L. C. Ives triple decker empire case clock with
two doors and three glasses, ca 1833. A very rare
early brass movement clock with an original carved
splat top. It has good chimneys and caps but no returns. 38” high mahogany veneered case has a few
tiny chips on the front of the case and some missing
veneer on the sides. It has veneered columns with
carved Corinthian tops. Beveled veneer doors and
original mirror that is losing the silver backing. It has
ball feet underneath. The finish is dark, no attempt
has been made to clean or polish the case. There are
full turned columns on the upper third of the case and a sleigh bottom. Top glass is a replacement; mirror possibly a replacement, picture in bottom door is a replacement. There is a very nice label, and
a good dial with minor. 8-day strap brass movement is very dirty,
cables are broken, and has an old pendulum and weights. It comes
with a pair of old 8-day iron weights, old brass pendulum bob, original coil gong, and old hands. Both doors have key locks, but no key
or escutcheons. $300-$500.

217.
$150
“Eli Terry, Jr. / Terryville Connecticut”, copied from the practically
complete paper label inside this stenciled column
and splat shelf clock, ca 1831. The mahogany veneered case is 31.5 inches tall and the veneer is
good all over. Well, it is over 185 years old, and I am
sure there is a small veneer chip or two along the
base if nowhere else. This is his three-glass model
making it a little different. The two big glasses are
original and the small bottom glass has a thin paper design and a backer board. It wasn’t put there
yesterday, been there a long time. The chimneys,
returns, pulleys, door lock and other accessories
are original but there is no escutcheon over the
lock, and no key. The 30-hour movement has a 42-tooth escape and
runs. It has a very good wooden dial, old hands, old brass pendulum, and pair of iron weights. $150-$300.

Visit Hortonclocks.com for
updates and corrections to the
catalog, as well as additional
pictures!

218.
$250
Eli Terry, Jr, Terryville, Conn. two door mahogany case with half
columns and splat, ca 1831. This clock is unusual because it has the
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224.
$150
“Birge, Mallory & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, empire style
column and cornice case with brass movement, ca
1837. This style Empire case preceded the Seth
Thomas style. The columns are round and slender,
and the sleigh rails at the bottom are more slender, and there are turned bun feet underneath.
The very nice label covers two thirds of the backboard. Mahogany veneered case is 38 inches high
and has good veneer all over, but you can no
doubt find a nick or repair if you look closely. Apparently the painted tablets are original and have some paint loss.
There are two good door locks, brass escutcheons, but no key.
There is a complete label, period hands, nice wood dial, and no pendulum or weights. The coil gong is a replacement. It has a strap
brass movement patented by Joseph Ives five years previously and
signed, “BM&Co”. The 8-day, two weight movement is complete
and operational. Reference: “NAWCC Bulletin Supplement 18 by Lee
H. Davis, pages 40-42 for this case and movement. $200-$400.

221.
$225
“George Marsh, / Bristol, Conn.”, half column and
splat case with an 8-day wood movement, ca 1830.
Shortly after making this clock he moved to Farmington, Conn. where he made clocks until he moved to
Ohio in 1834. The mahogany veneered and case is
35” tall and in the condition you would expect for a
clock over 180 years old that has evidently had no
restoration. The case retains its original finish, now
very dark. The chimneys, caps, and one return are all
in place and original. It has very nice stenciled half
columns but the splat has lost its stenciling. The single door has a
lock, no key and no escutcheon. I am not sure of the glasses. Both
could be original or replaced over 100 years ago, hard for me to tell.
The wood mirror backing is as old as the hills. The 8-day movement
with ivory bushings is original to the clock and mounted to the backboard with 2 wooden hold downs with original screws. There are no
extra holes in backplate of movement or backboard for mounting
the movement. The movement ticks when you roll the wheels by
hand, but has no weight cords. The dial is faded, and it has old
hands and a bell. The weights are compounded to run 8-days. There
is no pendulum. $250-$400.

225.
$150
“Orton, Preston & Co. / Farmington, Conn.”, 8-day
wood movement, half column and splat case, ca
1835-1837. The mahogany veneered case is a tad over
35 inches tall, all wood parts in place, and the splat
has lost some of its height. The veneer is very good
and you may find a couple of tiny edge or corner
nicks, but there are no repairs evident anywhere.
There are two door locks with ivory escutcheons but
no key. Both glasses have been replaced. The label is
sparse but Orton is visible. The dial is dark, there are
old hands, the gong or bell is missing, and there are no weight
cords, weights, or pendulum. Obviously it needs some restoration
or could be used for parts. This model 8-day movement does not
come around very often. $200-$400.

222.
$300
“Marsh, Gilbert & Co. / Farmington, Conn.”, ca 1833. After 3 years in
Bristol he moved to Farmington and with his brother in law, William
L. Gilbert and some other partners, formed Marsh, Gilbert & Co.
Marsh moved to Ohio in 1834 but it is believed Gilbert continued
manufacturing in Conn. and Marsh marketed them in Ohio. Mahogany veneered double decker case is 36” tall, good veneer all over,
but there is a chip on the top door, and you may find a few small
chips on the back edges, and some light hauling
scratches on the edges, but overall good. The
carved fruit bowl splat is very nice and the stenciled
and gold leafed columns are very good also. There
are two door locks but missing one ivory escutcheon, and there is no key. The top glass is a replacement, the mirror we believe is original and held with
stenciled surround, but we can offer no proof. The
two iron weights are replacements, and of course
we cannot be sure about the pendulum bob as to
originality. Good painted wood dial and a pair of
period hands. The 8-day movement is operational
but we do not hang heavy weights on clocks this old. The weights
are compounded. The alarm arbors have been removed from the
movement but the winding hole in the original dial aligns perfectly
with the alarm arbor hole in the movement. Dial strip holes and dial
aligns. $400-$600.
223.

226.
$335
Seth Thomas Clock Co. walnut City Series clock, “Greek V.P.”, ca
1879. Walnut case is 24” high, has all its original wood parts including a pedestal with urn on the top. One of the cleanest clocks I have
encountered. If you did not know better you could argue it is new. It
has hardly any smoke inside, outside, underneath,
or on the backboard. Nickel accessories are polished, including the screw heads. There are nickel
dial rings, nickel bell, and a nickel pendulum rod.
The original brass ST pendulum has an embossed
emblem in the center with the letters, “STCCo”. It
has been soldered around the edge to keep the
two pieces of the pendulum together. I would
think glue would have been better. Deluxe 8-day
lyre movement is clean, signed “ST” and “Seth
Thomas Clock Co. / Thomaston, Conn.” It strikes
the nickel bell on the hours. This clock also has an
alarm movement and it also rings on the nickel bell. The original dial
is signed, hands may not be original. Complete black label inside is
near perfect. If you like your clocks clean, you will not find a cleaner
one. This model is uncommon and you almost never find one that is
near perfect. Almost makes me want to collect City Series clocks
again. Ly-Seth Thomas #545. $350-$500.

$125
“E. Terry & Son, / Plymouth, Connecticut”, column
and splat shelf clock with a wood movement, ca
1831-1832. The mahogany veneered case is 34.5
inches tall, with stenciled quarter columns and
splat. The veneer is good all over, chimneys, returns, and door lock with no escutcheon or key.
The top glass is original, bottom one replaced. Inside is an excellent label, pair of iron weights, old
pendulum, old hands, and excellent wood dial. On
top is a wood block and pin for shipping clocks in
crates. The 30-hour wood movement is ticking by
hand turning, did not hang weights, well in fact it
has no weight cords. $150-$300.

227.
$90
Seth Thomas “Chime Special 106”, ca 1930. Mahogany case stands
10 inches high and is 20 inches wide. It retains the original finish,
now darkened, but in very good condition. Bowed and beveled glass
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233.
$65
Seth Thomas mantel clock with black adamantine finish, ca 1904. It
is most like one of the “Hussar” models that have lions on the ends,
double adamantine onyx columns on the sides with green adamantine trim above and below the columns. The case is 18 inches wide
with gilt metal trim around the case. It has a
good signed dial, correct hands and pendulum
bob. The back movement opening has a metal
cover and most of a paper label. Inside is the
signed 8-day movement that is running and
striking half hours on a Cathedral gong. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 480. $75-$125.

in the hinged sash. Five-inch silvered dial with
raised bronze numerals and original hands. It is
fitted with an 8-day quarter hour Westminster
chime movement that strikes on rods. Dial and
movement are signed. Clock is running. LySeth Thomas, page 174. $100-$175.
228.
$190
Seth Thomas & Sons, crystal regulator, “Empire No. 15”, ca 19091913. Eight-day round movement, hour and half
hour strike on Cathedral bell. I would call it a hanging coil gong. Four-inch porcelain dial, imitation
mercury pendulum, and correct original hands. The
clock is running and striking. Overall the case retains a nice gold finish but does have some loss
near the base. The beveled plate glass in the back
door has a corner chip, the other three are good.
The dial is signed, “A. Kurtzeborn & Sons”, and the
movement is signed “ST”. Ly-Seth Thomas, #737.
$200-$300.

234.
$95
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria”,
ca 1880. Rosewood veneered case is 18” high and
the veneer is good all over. Gold around the glass
has been enhanced. Old black label inside has taken
a beating but and is very dark but all there. Nickel
bell, nickel pendulum stick, and brass bob and dial
rings. It has a very nice signed dial and correct pair
of hands. The brass bob is one of their later models.
The 8-day movement is running and striking the Cathedral bell on
the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 211. $100-$150.

229.
$50
Seth Thomas adamantine case mantel clock,
“Belmont”, ca 1917. The finish of the adamantine is very unusual, deep rust, black, brown. I
don’t know what they called it unless it was
their pearl adamantine finish. The case is 13
inches wide, clean and all original. It has a flat
glass in the sash, plastic type dial is excellent
and hands are original. Two labels on the back, one complete, one
sparse. Wood back is removable to access the 8-day movement and
gong. The clock is running and striking properly. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 436. $100-$200.

235.
$65
E. Ingraham & Co. wood cased mantel clock,
“Garnet”, ca 1886. The walnut case is 20 inches tall,
complete and all original. On the base, inside the
case is inscribed in the wood the Ingraham name
and address. The two-piece dial is not signed but it
looks old. The hands, signed gong base, coil gong,
pendulum and door glass all look correct and original. The movement runs 8-days and strikes half
hours and hours on the Cathedral gong. Ly-Ingraham #911. $75-$150.

231.
$145
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Omaha”, ca 1894. Seth
Thomas made excellent clocks in the late 1800’s, as
well as some other clock makers, but in the early
1900’s they went for quantity instead of quality. I
retained some of the quality clocks and finally beginning to sell them. This fine walnut cased clock is 19”
tall, has all the little ball ornaments and railing on
top, strong gold striping on the door, very nice finish
on the case, and is running and ready to display. The
painted dial is slightly worn, but clean, and retains
the ST logo, nickel dial rings, and correct pair of
hands. On the floor of the case is a good black label.
The nickel pendulum bob has the ST logo in the center, and a nickel
pendulum leader. The clock strikes on a large Cathedral gong (nickel
gong base) on the hours. The 8-day movement is running briskly
and striking properly. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 202. $200-$300.

236.
$95
E. N. Welch wood mantel clock, ca 1880. Welch
made this clock for the Fowler Mfg Co. Limited, with
offices in New York City. Welch made clocks for
many different companies’s to be used as awards for
salesmen or prizes for customers. Fowler was one
such company. Identical clocks with labels are pictured in Ly-Welch, pages 404-405. The walnut case
is23 inches tall and is complete and in good original
condition. The painted tablet is still good. Our clock,
plus those in Ly-Welch, have an alarm movement and brass bell. The
pendulum, gong, brass dial rings, and 8-day movement are all original to the clock. It is running and striking the gong on half hours and
hours. $100-$150.
237.
$75
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock,
“Assortment A, No. 5”, ca 1900. By this date clock companies were
producing zillions of cheap mantel clocks in oak and
walnut, each trying to outsell the others. Sound
familiar? Cases were cut with a jig saw, with etched
designs and applied wood or metal ornaments.
Alarms or gongs cost more. This walnut case is almost 23 inches tall, all original and complete including the original glass, dial, hands, pendulum, alarm
movement, gong and bell. There is no label. LyWelch #1314. $100-$150.

232.
$50
Atkins Clock Company, Bristol, Conn. “Common Round Top” mantel
clock, ca 1873. Always experimenting, always losing money, Atkins
made at least a half dozen models of the round top
with slight variations. This clock has some good attributes, an original dial and hands, complete paper
label, and original rosewood veneer 17-inch-high
case. It is dark, one or both glasses are replacements,
although they are old glass. It has an 8-day movement that is running and striking a coil gong. Reference – “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins” by Gregory and
King, pages 87-88. $75-$125.
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238.
$65
Ansonia Clock Co. wood cased mantel clock, “K Assortment, Kensico”, ca 1901. This walnut case is almost 23 inches tall, all original and complete including the glass, pendulum, signed gong base, signed
original dial, and 8-day movement that is running and
striking half hours on the gong. The case is dark, but
very clean. Some of the designs on the class are missing and there is no label. Ly-Ansonia #1911. $75-$125.

“Wonderful Peach Cruise of the US Fleet”. The case is pretty much,
“as found”, it is clean, retains a dark finish, has a full label on the
back, and everything about the clock is original. The dial is signed
and in original condition. Inside is the 8-day movement that is running and striking half hours on a wire bell. This clock also has an
alarm that rings on a brass bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #2283. $75-$125.
243.
$25
Seth Thomas cottage clock, ca 1865. The original
walnut case is 14.5 inches high and is clean and polished. Original door glasses and door latch with
brass knob. Inside is a complete paper label, coil
gong, brass pendulum, and signed 8-day movement.
It is running and striking hours on the gong. The dial
has been repainted and the hands are replaced. $50$100.

239.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. wood cased mantel clock with calendar, Thermometer, and Barometer, named, “Combine, Calendar”, ca 1891.
They also made this model without a calendar but it still had the
thermometer and barometer at the bottom. The named it,
“Combine”. The very nice walnut case is 22 inches tall, has the original glass, pendulum, gong, and 8-day time and striking movement. The paper dial is a replacement.
There are matching wood trim pieces on the bottom
ornaments to replace the missing barometer and
thermometer. It takes an expert eye to catch the
replacement for they were professionally made and
stained perfectly to match. Not that it matters one
hoot but I much prefer the way it looks now without
the cheap appliances Waterbury placed there. LyWaterbury #256. $125-$200.

244.
$175
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn, “Admiral
Sampson”, ca 1900. This clock is one of the “Spanish
American War” commemorative series. We seldom
see clocks in this series for there were very few
made and collectors have them all and rarely put
them up for sale. The pressed oak case is 24 inches
tall and in good original condition including the special glass. The dial paper has been replaced but the
pendulum and all other parts are original. The hands
are questionable but the wire gong, the alarm movement, and brass
bell are original. Ly-Welch, page 460-461. We have seen the clocks in
this series sell all over the scale. Generally it depends if the collector
needs it to start or fill in their collection. $200-$300.

240.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series mantel clock, “Atlanta”, ca 1886.
Rosewood and walnut veneer case is 19 ½” high,
original finish is polished, now only a little darkened
with crazed finish but still extremely nice with near
perfect gold striping and banding around the case
front edges, and the gold is still very bright. This
clock is all original including the glass, pendulum,
nickel gong, nickel dial rings, and two piece signed
dial. There is a complete black label inside on the
base but it is very dark. The doorknob, gong and
movement are original and correct. Movement is 8-day, running,
and striking the Cathedral bell on the hours. One of the best Atlanta
models I have ever offered for sale. Ly-Seth Thomas #508. $150$250.

245.
$110
New Haven Clock Co. banjo clock, “Waring”, ca 1923. The
mahogany finished case stands 36 inches tall, has very
attractive glass panels, and a metal eagle on the top. The
8-inch metal dial is signed, and has age darkened. I suspect that the bezel is a replacement but the hands are
probably original. On the case back is a complete paper
label. The 8-day pendulum movement is running and striking half hours and hours on a Cathedral gong. A nice banjo
clock for this low minimum. Ly-New Haven #219. $110$200.

241.
$110
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Chief”, ca 1881. There is a complete label on the back designating this clock as the,
“Eight-day Chief”. The 21-inch-high walnut case is
clean and polished, has grooved and etched designs
over the entire case and a carved ornament on the
top. This model was modified several times in the
factory with the tiny round balls placed differently
around the case top. The pendulum is correct, the
glass is original and excellent, it has a signed gong
base with wire gong and nickel dial rings. In the
bottom are a signed beat scale and a small drawer
on the base with a fancy pull knob. The 8-day movement is running
and striking hours on the gong. Ly-Kroeber, page 282. $125-$200.

246.

$115
Seth Thomas miniature pillar and scroll, “Cambridge”,
ca 1928. The mahogany case is 25 inches tall, complete and all original. It has an 8-day movement that
is running and striking a finely tuned gong on half
hours and hours. This clock has an original mahogany
panel instead of a painted tablet in the bottom of the
door. The door has a key lock with key. Top glass is
original as is the dial, hands, gong, pendulum, finials,
and movement. Ly-Seth Thomas #2236. $150-$200.

247.
$115
Seth Thomas Clock Co. pillar & scroll, “Plymouth”, ca
1921. A reproduction made by Seth Thomas with some
modern improvements, and a considerably lower price
than the ca 1830 models. This clock has an 8-day brass
movement, strikes hours and half hours on a Cathedral
bell (gong). Mahogany cabinet case is 24” high, mahogany finials, turned columns, and good scrolls and
feet. Very nice painted tablet and painted metal dial,

242.
$50
Seth Thomas mantel clock, one of the Fleet Series,
“Fleet No. 3”, ca 1913. Cases in this series of 3 clocks
were made of old oak, standing 23 inches high, all had
the same tablet showing three ships that steamed
around the world in 1909 on what they called the
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Clean and polished 20.5” high case. Railing around
the top with brass spindles, all are present. It is a
plain case otherwise with just a few etched designs
and some deep grooves along the base. This model
has four fairly large wood feet underneath and they
are missing on this example. Most of the original
black and gold label remains on the base inside. It
has nickel dial rings, nickel Cathedral gong base,
nickel pendulum bob with damascene, and a nickel
pendulum rod. The 8-day movement is signed, running, and striking
the Cathedral gong. Dial is original but worn, hands are not correct,
and the glass is original. Ly-Seth Thomas #513. $100-$200.

correct hands and pendulum. Clock is near perfect and like new. LySeth Thomas #2238. $150-$200.
248.
$150
Atkins Clock Company, / Bristol, Conn.”, London
model shelf clock, ca 1863. A very nice 17” rosewood veneered case with plain columns and a dark/
smoky original finish. Wood door knobs and all
wood parts are original and in excellent condition.
Both glasses have excellent gold foil paint, a painted dial is original, now with chipped paint. Complete paper label inside and an old brass pendulum
bob. It is not a rare case but it has an excellent 8-day movement
that is running and striking a coil gong. References about this model
and similar models can be found in the book, “The Clocks of Irenus
Atkins”, by King and Gregory, page 83. $200-$300.

253.
$150
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn, “Admiral
Dewey”, ca 1900. This clock is one of the “Spanish
American War” commemorative series. We seldom
see the clocks in this series for collectors have them
all and rarely put them up for sale. The pressed oak
case is 24 inches tall and in good original condition
including the special glass, dial, pendulum, and all
other parts. The signed paper dial is original and
complete but has darkened slightly. The hands, pendulum bob, and wire gong, are original. Ly-Welch, page 384. We
have seen the clocks in this series sell all over the spectrum. Generally it depends if the collector needs it to start or complete a collection. $200-$300.

249.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co. hanging, “Hartford”, case, ca
1911. Solid oak case is 32 inches high, and the wood
parts are good. Both latches need attention, and bottom glass has had the decals added. The 8-day movement is signed “New Haven”, and is not a calendar
movement, but time only. The dial paper is relatively
new so I suppose the calendar hand was put on to
make it look complete. Extra holes behind the New
Haven movement are where the original Ingraham
movement was attached. The pendulum, again I suppose, came
with the New Haven movement. The dial pan evidently is original to
the case, but again, I cannot be sure. A good looking, inexpensive
clock, if you do not mind it being a marriage. $50-$100.

254.
$450
Ansonia Clock Company, hanging clock, “Capitol”, ca
1894. This clock is double spring, time and strike. This
54” high case is made with black walnut and is clean
and polished, and all finials appear to be original. There
are three glasses, a Lady Minerva bust on the top, and a
side door latch. Inside is a metal beat scale, a brass bob,
wood stick, bell for the strike, brass dial rings, good
hands, and the 8-day signed movement, all seemingly
original to the case. The double wind movement is running, keeping excellent time and striking the bell on cue
each hour. The old dial pan has been repainted at some
time on the original zinc dial pan. Ly-Ansonia #597.

250.
$50
E. Ingraham Co. mantel clock, “Gila”, ca 1915. Ingraham named a series of their clocks after rivers in the
US. The Gila River is a tributary of the Colorado River
flowing thru New Mexico and Colorado. It is not a
plain clock as pictured in the books for it has a simple
calendar, barometer, and thermometer. The 23-inch
oak case is complete, original, and exceptionally
clean. The paper dial is a replacement, hands are
correct, glass is perfect, pendulum is correct, and the coil gong is
original. The 8-day movement is running, striking the gong on half
hours and hours, and operating the simple calendar. Ly-Ingraham
#1048. $75-$150.

$500-$700.
255.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Queen Anne” wall clock, ca
1880. Original ebony finished cherry case. It is very
difficult to get a good picture of a coal black clock. It
is black inside, outside, and on the back. Inside is a
complete and original black label. If you like the color
you will like everything else for it is all original except
the replaced paper dial. There are three hands, pendulum, gong, door lock, glass, and all the little finials
and spindles, all are original. The movement is 8-day,
heavy duty, has a seconds dial, and it is signed, running, and striking properly. The external fly is on the
strike side. The case is 36” high. The movement, label,
case, etc. are pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas, page 326. In
years gone by we have sold many Queen Anne’s for over $2000.
$300-$500.

251.
$50
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Vixen”, ca 1880. The walnut
case is 21 inches tall and is complete and original.
There are etched designs on the base, sides, and
top. Around the top are three applied trim pieces
and the carved piece on the tiptop. The door is held
with a hook latch, the door glass is original, and on
the back are remnants of a label. The pendulum in
this clock is probably worth half the clocks value. It
is signed on the back, has beveled glass over the
slow fast adjuster, and flour de ley leaves above the
glass. It has nickel accessories, the bell and outside
dial ring. The inner ring is brass and the paper dial is a replacement.
The 8-day movement is signed, running strong, and striking hours
on the bell. Ly-Kroeber, page 351. $75-$150.

256.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. parlor clock, one of their largest and most
collectable City Series clocks, the “St. Paul”, ca 1880. This model has
a special pendulum. There is an etched glass insert in a brass casing,

252.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. walnut City Series clock, “Buffalo”, ca 1886.
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either. Excellent case has no damage or repairs, and is clean. $300$450.

with brass acorns on the sides, and brass fleur de leis on the top. It
is a very special pendulum unlike any others. The case is 21” high,
made of walnut with some burl walnut trim on the front. Sadly, the
clock has some small problems that a noncollector would probably not detect. On each
side of the door there should be three small 1”
square trim pieces, top, bottom, and 1/3 of the
way down from the top. All six pieces are missing. The dial is now paper, on the old pan, not
painted or signed. There is a good label inside.
The nickel dial rings and nickeled gong bell are
original, hands and pendulum are correct, same
with the 8-day time and striking movement. The
movement is signed and running. Ly-Seth Thomas #596. This model always brings a high price and we have sold
them for over $1000 in the past, and know of sales over $1500.
Some work needed here to command that kind of money. $300$500.

260.
$300
Fortuna mystery swing arm clock. An outstanding Asian
reproduction of some of France’s early swing arm
clocks. The 8-day movement winds in the front, French
style, and is encased in a very attractive brown 4 inch
ball. It is 30 inches tall, the statue alone is 25.5 inches to
the top of the bar holding the swing arm. This statue is
solid brass and polished, not dull as many are. It has
been running for us but may need to be put back in
beat after shipping or hauling. This is one of the nicest
swing arm clocks we have sold. Do you know what an
original Fortuna is bringing these days? $2500-$3000.
$400-$600.
261.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. calendar clock, “Consort”, ca
1910. Good looking 31-inch-high oak case is clean and
polished. The dial is apparently a replacement for it is
clean and bright. Brass pendulum bob, wood stick, 3
hands, and the glasses all look to be original to this
clock. The movement is 8-day, strikes on a wire bell,
and has a simple calendar. The clock is exceptionally
nice and if not for the correct, signed paper dial, it
would be a keeper. Ly-Gilbert #196. $100-$200.

257.
$150
Seth Thomas, “St. Louis”, one of their earliest City
Series clocks, ca 1874. I am sure most collectors
could care less about the City Series clocks but to
me they were some of the finest mantel clocks
made in that era of clock making. This walnut case
is 15.5” high and very smoky black all over. Undoubtedly has never been cleaned. When the gold
trim around the door was clean and bright it made
for a nice looking clock. None of the veneer was easy, for it is convex, and other than some normal bruises the veneer is good. Old
painted tablet has some paint loss but still makes a good appearance. The dial is original but has paint loss all over, and the hands
are replacements. There is an excellent paper label, iron bell and coil
gong. The eight-day movement is running and strikes the iron bell,
alarm rings on the coil gong. There is an old brass pendulum, key,
and door latch. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 208. $150-$250.

262.
$95
“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.”, miniature triple decker
empire style mantel clock, ca 1843. Jerome made several variations
of this case, i.e. full size 8-day, hollow column, full
column, true triple deck, etc. This case is 27.5 inches tall, beautiful rosewood veneer, three glasses,
two door latches, and solid half columns made of
a slightly lighter shade of rosewood or similar
wood. All the glasses may be replacements but
they did install old glass. The 30-hour brass movement is signed, “Chauncey Jerome, New Haven,
Conn. U.S.A.”. The label is half gone, coil gong
remains, metal dial may be from another clock,
and there is a pair of old iron weights. This case
and many similar cases are pictured on page 70 of
the NAWCC Bulletin Supplement #15, “From Rags To Riches To
Rags / The Story of Chauncey Jerome”. $100-$200.

258.
$350
New Haven Clock Co. 30-day calendar clock, “Rutland”, ca 1914.
Solid mahogany case is 48” high and almost 20” wide
at the top. Great original finish, some light crazing has
a few flakes in places. If you want it completely original you can live with the crazing but if you want it
showy you will need to clean and rub, or maybe completely remove the crazing. It is a typical NH case, rather plain. It has some applied wood pieces top and
bottom otherwise just very simple jig saw work. Door
latch on the side and a good glass in the door. Original
signed dials, correct old hands, nickeled dial rings,
brass pendulum, and correct beat scale. Remember it
is a 30-day running clock, does not strike, but is double
wind with a seconds dial. Ly-Calendar, page 210. $650-$1000.

263.
$175
E. Ingraham Co. Coca Cola clock, ca 1890’s. Original case, Coca Cola
glass, and Coca Cola dial. It is showing its 125-year
age but all original parts are there. The 8-day movement and the dial are not signed and there is no
label; however that is not unusual for this type advertising clock. Both glasses are original and have
good paint while the paper dial suffered the most
aging. The screws and screw holes holding the dial
in place are original. That always impresses me because it means Bubba has not been tinkering with
the clock. I would bet it hung in a drug store or restaurant for over 100 years. The pendulum and stick
are original and the movement is running. The 35inch mahogany case still has the original finish plus 125 years accumulation of pollutants. $200-$300.

259.
$250
French miniature grandfather clock, ca 1895. The large
oak case is 19 ½” tall, decorated with applied brass ornaments and feet. Eagle on top, four large brass feet underneath, beaded brass moldings in three places, an imitation door in the center with hinges and a latch. French 8day cylinder movement, time only, and it is running. The
movement is not signed, at least on the back plate. Tin
can type cover over the back opening to the movement.
Beveled glass in the brass sash, porcelain dial ring, brass
inner dial, and it has original hands. The dial is not signed
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model is not very common. I have collected City
Series clocks over 40 years, owned hundreds, and
notice I have only had five in that time. The walnut
case is 19.5 inches high, complete, original, and
clean. It still has the silver designs on the original
glass that match the nickel Seth Thomas pendulum
bob and pendulum leader. The door has a side
hook. Inside is a dark label, coil gong, brass alarm
movement that rings on a brass bell, brass dial ring,
correct hands, and an original signed dial. The movement is signed,
running, and striking hours on the gong. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 205.
$200-$300.

264.
$125
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging Coca Cola clock,
“Gilbert No. 3022 University”, ca 1929. The mahogany
finished case should be 31 inches high but is missing
the bottom one or two inches of the base. It is also
missing the round eye hook on the door but that is
an easy fix. The two glasses are original and retaining
good paint. The dial has “Coca Cola / 5c”, below the
hand arbor but is so faint you have to study it close
to read it. The 8-day time only movement is running,
hands and pendulum are correct. Ly-Gilbert #440. $150-$250.
265.
$125
Chelsea Clock Co. Boston, “Corvette”, ca 1947. Clock and matching
barometer are mounted on a brass rod allowing both to be tilted to
suit. It has matching 2 ¾ inch dials, bronze cases,
yellow brass cradle, and spokes. It sits on a 9 inch
wide wood base and stands about 5.5 inches
high. Both silver dials are signed and the clock is
running. $150-$200.

270.
$185
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series model,
“Mobile”, ca 1894. This is another hard to find model. In my 40 years collecting them I have seen only 3
-4. This one came to me with a small collection of
City Series clocks. That is about the only way I can
get one. The walnut case is 22 inches high, has
some grooved designs on the sides, base, and the
top. You might call the top pieces carved. You will
find some small nicks but nothing you would not
expect to see on a clock this old. The glass, door latch, brass pendulum bob, brass pendulum leader, Cathedral gong, hands, and the
dial, are all original. The dial is showing its age being a little bit dirty
and has a few paint chips. It is original and signed. There is a black
label below the pendulum, still mostly intact. The 8-day movement
is signed, running, and striking the gong each hour. Ly-Seth Thomas
#560. $200-$350.

266.
$50
Novelty 4 dial table clock, ca vintage. Vintage means I
don’t know its age, but the wood case is held together
with Philips screws and all four movements are quartz I
would say it is not real old. It is 25 inches tall and fairly
heavy. All 4 dials, hands, etc. are identical. The clock is
complete and with good batteries all the movements are
functioning. $100-$150.
267.

$250

271.
$165
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Rome”, ca 1894. The walnut case is a little smoky dark and stands 22.5 inches high. It is complete and original inside and out. Very good old
glass, signed two-piece dial, original hands, silver
dial ring, silver pendulum bob, and nickel cathedral
gong. There is a key lock on the side. Inside on the
base is a dark label. The movement is 8-day with
half hour strike. I have had almost every City Series
clock they made, but the Rome is one I could never
find until later years. I was very glad to find this
one so now that I have had all 100 plus models I
will be content to part with them. Ly-Seth Thomas
#594. $200-$350.

Ansonia Clock Co., New York, crystal regulator,
“Marquis”, ca 1904. The 15.5-inch-high case is polished brass, and that is found on most all of their
crystal regulators. What sets them apart are the
ornaments around that brass box case. This model
is similar to many others just a little difference in
the placements of the ornaments. I believe the
ornaments may have been repainted sometime in
the past, if so they did not leave any footprints
where they removed all the ornaments. It has four
perfect beveled glasses, correct hands, open escapement, and a signed two-piece porcelain dial. The dial has hairlines in the 12-1 area. The imitation mercury pendulum and the twopronged winding key are correct. It is running and striking half
hours and hours on a standing Cathedral gong. Ly-Ansonia #334.
$300-$450.

272.
$225
French bronze with large statue of Amor by the side. The 8-day
round French movement is signed, “Medaille 1000 Paris d’or / S Marti”. The bronze banner on top may have a small
piece missing. The statue may have been repainted
dark chocolate, a typical color used on early
French statues if they were not gilded. The base is
white marble with four bronze feet underneath.
There is a bronze beading around the marble and
around the base of the clock tower. There is a beveled glass in front of the pendulum and a plain
glass behind the pendulum. It has a bowed beveled glass over the bowed porcelain dial. The
hands are missing. The round French movement strikes a bell attached to the movement, a typical French movement arrangement.
The movement is complete but very dirty. We did not check for running. It has a very ornate French pendulum. Great potential with this
clock but it does need some attention. $250-$400.

268.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co., a City Series clock, “Boston”,
ca 1884. Walnut case is 21” high, no frills, a plain but
attractive mantel clock. Needs polishing and you may
choose to have the dial painted, but otherwise ready
to sit on the mantel. There is a chip underneath one
finial. Push button latch on the side, and an old door
glass. Part of a label inside, Texas star pendulum that
is only found in a few City Series clocks. Painted dial
is good, just a little soiled. The hands, nickel bell,
brass alarm movement, and brass alarm set ring are correct. The
movement is 8-day, time and hour strike. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $200
-$300.
269.
$165
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. City Series, “Reno”, ca 1885. This
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domes in past auctions and I am told you will see one at auction
occasionally. I know that Timesavers used to sell them, not sure if
they still do. The movement is 8-day, signed by Ansonia, it is clean,
running, and strikes a nickeled bell. Undoubtedly the clock has been
thoroughly cleaned, and all parts look almost new. The minimum
leaves you plenty of room to buy an appropriate dome. Ly-Ansonia,
page 95. $150-$250.

273.
$185
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. a City Series model, “Carson”, ca 1884 and so stamped on the back
door. The back door has a key lock. The signed
movement runs 8-days, strikes hours on a Cathedral gong and half hours on a bell. ST described
the case as, “sheet brass case, nickeled body, gold
gilt ornaments at head and base, and bronze alligator panel”. As you can see this clock is pretty much
just a nickeled body, with the gold and alligator
panel worn down to nickel. We have sold this model in years past for $800-$1000. Original porcelain dial has a chip on
the strike side winding arbor and hairlines over the dial. The dial is
signed and one grommet is missing. Even though the case is basically just nickeled now it is still a very attractive clock standing 14.5
inches tall. It has a beveled glass in the sash. Ly-Seth Thomas #517.
$200-$300.

278.
$35
E. Ingraham & Co. wood cased mantel clock, “Crystal”, ca 1880. This
case is a little fancier than other octagon top clocks
Ingraham made. The door is gold paint covered with a
really nice glass. There are some small paint chips on
the door. The old dial is dirty but complete. Inside is a
black paper label covering the backboard. There is
some loss of paper, maybe 25%. The walnut case is 15
inches tall, complete and original. The one day movement is running and striking the coil gong. LyIngraham #868. $50-$100.

274.
$100
Ridgeway floor clock, made in Germany, ca 1970’s. The 8day movement is running and signed “Gravely Furn. Co. /
Made In Germany”. It strikes Westminster chimes, is running, and has a strike-silent lever. The plain case is light
walnut, and there are no frills or extras except the finial.
The two doors catch with a magnet and the back over the
movement is removable. That is a nice extra. The pendulum
and pendulum rod are brass. The dial is very attractive with
cast brass spandrels on the corners, a silver dial ring, and
silver globe above the dial. $100-$200.

279.
$50
New Haven Clock Co. banjo clock, “Willis”, ca 1928. Near
perfect example and all original. They call the eagle and
side rails, “Gold Ornaments”. I probably would not go that
far. Mahogany case is 18” tall and has “Solarchrome Panels”. Convex glass, correct hands, and a signed silver dial
indicating the movement is a 12-day runner. It winds and
sets from the back. Bottom door opens to –a jewelry box,
whatever. Ly-New Haven
#191. $100-$200.

275.
$140
French marble clock with a signed 8-day bell striking movement.
The dark green marble case is 10 inches high and 9.5 inches wide,
with brass beading around the outside edge of the
front and an applied brass ornament below the
dial. The bowed porcelain dial has some chips
around the numbers 10 and 2, has original hands,
and a bowed and beveled glass in the brass sash.
The 8-day movement is a typical French movement,
round, with bell attached. It rests on four brass
feet. $150-$250.
276.

280.
$75
Chauncey Jerome cottage clock, ca 1850. Mahogany
veneered case is 16” high, and being typical Jerome
the case style is different than other clockmakers of
his day. The case is similar to other unusual shelf
clocks pictured in his catalogs, but none are exact.
Note the mirror in the Gutta Percha glasses. Glasses
are original and held with original wood strips. It
has the original dial and hands, dial apparently has
some flaking but it looks fine as it is. If it were a $1000 clock you may
wish to repaint it. Old brass bob, wire gong and the signed eight-day
movement, are all original to this clock. 100% of the old paper label
is still on the back of the bottom glass. $100-$150.

$50

New Haven Clock Company, New Haven, Conn. thirty-hour Ogee cased clock, ca 1881. This 26-inch-high
case is made of the wood they called “Zebra”. Ogee
clocks are not as popular as they used to be but this
one is special. It has a complete paper label, good
functioning brass movement, original metal dial,
original glasses, and all other parts are also original
including the iron weights, pendulum bob, etc. It is
running and overall in excellent condition. You
might want to hold on to this one until they become
popular on the mantels again. Ly-New Haven, page 307. $75-$150.

281.
$25
New Haven Clock Co. “Round Gothic, Extra”, one of
their mantel clocks, this one made with rosewood
veneer, ca 1880. It is 17” high. The veneer is good all
over, the rounded parts still has very good veneer.
Both glasses are original, so is the painted dial, perhaps the hands are, old brass bob and a key. The
movement is eight-day, signed, running, striking a
coil gong. Probably 90% of the label is still on the
backboard. The bottom glass has some minor flaking, apparently only the white paint in some of the flower petals. LyNew Haven #1219. $35-$75.

277.
$120
Ansonia Clock Co., “Crystal Palace No. 1 Extra”, ca
1880. This is the latest of four No. 1 Extra models
made by H. J. Davies and sold by Ansonia Clock Co.
and the American Clock Company. The gilded metal
figures are the Hunter and Fisher. Between them is
an old original mirror now covered with a paste on
design, and a Davies patented pendulum. This model is 17” tall, and is missing the glass dome. We have sold Ansonia

282.
$40
Waterbury Clock Co. mantel clock, wood case,
“Celtic”, ca 1881. Rosewood case is about 18 inches
tall, gold paint around the outside of the one-piece
door. The square part of the door has an unusual flair
that you can hardly see in person much less in the
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the clock is “Made In USA” stamped on the silver dial. The mahogany case is almost 30 inches wide and 12 inches high, clean and all
original. The brass sash has a bowed glass,
original hands, and a slow/fast regulator. On
the back is a hinged wood door. It has an 8day movement that is running and striking
half hours on a gong. Pendulum and key are
inside. $75-$150.

photo. Along the top of the square is a piece of wood trimmed out
like leaves. The gold is to nice not to be recently done. The dial is a
new paint, hands are probably also new. Most of a paper label remains inside. The movement runs 8-days and strikes a coil gong. LyWaterbury #1500. $50-$100.
283.
$35
Seth Thomas mantel clock, adamantine finish case is called,
“Domino”, ca 1906. Finished in Brazilian onyx adamantine the case
stands 10 inches high and is original throughout. You will find some
bruises to the adamantine one the corners of the
base. The dial is dark, signed two places, has correct
hands and has a flat glass in the sash over the dial.
The back is removable and it has a complete label.
Inside is the signed 8-day movement that is running,
striking hours on a gong and half hours on a cup
bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #1461. $50-$100.

288.
$25
American made mantel clock, ca 1900. Two complete labels on the
back, neither indicating who made the clock. The
label says in part, “American Manufacture / Xenia”. I
found an identical clock on the internet sold at auction in 2013 for $250 and they said it was made by
Waterbury and named Xenia. The oak case is 22 inches tall, complete and all original. The dial, glass, gong,
and 8-day movement are all original. It is running and
striking half hours on a gong. $50-$100.

284.
$125
“Manufactured by W. H. Scott for John M’Menomy,
197 Chatham St. New York”, a 4-column weight clock,
ca 1850. Some, perhaps him, made a great many of
these 4 column clocks for other companies, including
Seth Thomas and others. The 30-hour brass movement in this case is not signed. It takes two wafer
size weights to power the movement and sound the
gong each hour. It has a complete and nice paper
label, wood dial and period hands and pendulum. The
26-inch-high walnut case is smoky black, never has been cleaned. It
is running and striking correctly. Note it is missing the lower glass.
$150-$250.

289.
$200
Rolling Plane novelty clock. We were able to get another of these
interesting clocks and have had it on our desk running for a few
months, so can assure you it should perform for you also. These
clocks are not antiques, but made in recent times. You never wind
this clock but you do have to pick it up once each day and sit it at
the top of the incline. It will stop when it reaches the bottom unless
you move it. It runs on its own weight, a heavy weight inside that
keeps it rolling down the incline. You cannot see it move but in one
24-hour period it will move most of the way down the incline. The
dial is porcelain, the 12 is always at the top as the dial stays level and
the outside brass case does the moving.
The carved wood platform is 21” long. I
think everyone should have one of these
for it relieves stress and keeps the mind
active, watching it all day. $250-$350.

285.
$60
Holloway & Co. an English clock company made
cases, and put in them American movements, ca
1844-1887. This clock is a version of the American
Ogee case style driven by an 8-day spring movement. Inside the case is a complete label that
states in part, “Superior Eight-day English Made
Clock”. The 8-day movement is not signed. It is
running and strikes hours on a nickel bell. The old
metal dial pan has been repainted. The glasses are
original, the bottom painting has some paint flaking. The mahogany
case is 26 inches tall, clean and polished with some edge scrapes
from hauling. $75-$150.

290.
$75
English round gallery clock. The mahogany case is 16 inches in diameter and the painted metal dial is about 11.5 inches.
The dial is bright and clearly visible but is covered
with age cracks. The only signature on the dial is,
“Victory”. The 8-day brass movement is running
and striking a coil gong. The three hands appear to
be original. On the base is a latching door to access
the pendulum. $100-$200.

286.
$100
Atkins Clock Company, Bristol, Conn. early shelf
clock they called their “London” case to replace
the “Parlor No. 1”. It was first made about 1860.
In this small 17” high rosewood veneered case
there is a time and strike movement with a coil
gong. The case and movement are pictured and
discussed in the book, “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory & King. The case including the
door knobs, columns, and other wood parts, are
all original and it retains the original finish. The old dial is good and
the mirror is probably original as they sometimes used mirrors rather than a gold foil tablet. The pendulum rod is part metal but
mostly an original wood stick and it has a typical brass pendulum
bob. Inside the case is a complete paper label. $150-$250.

291.
$175
New Haven Clock Co. wall clock, “Obi”, ca 1883. The walnut case is supposed to be 49 inches high, but is missing
the top 5 inches of the case. There is a good paper label
on the back, case has grooved designs, nothing real fancy
but still looks good, long and slender. Original glass, pendulum bob and stick, metal door latch, coil gong, original
dial and hands, and an 8-day time and strike movement
that is running. It would pay to have the top made. LyNew Haven #540. $200-$300.
292.
$125
Seth Thomas ships clock, “Engine Lever”, ca 1900.
The nickel case is 7 inches in diameter, flanged front
and back, hinged bezel with clip fastener. The dial is
5 inches, has three original hands. Movement is 8day time only. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 776. $150-$250.

287.
$60
Large American made tambour clock, ca 1910. The only signature on
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box, probably never put to running before. I don’t know if they
come from the factory with oil in the pivots or not. It would not hurt
to oil the movement. $1000-$1500.

293.
$135
Seth Thomas ships clock, “Lever No. 4”, ca 1938.
This is the smallest of all the ships clocks. It is in a
brass case, 5 ¾ inches in diameter, 4-inch etched
silver plated dial. It has an 8-day, 7 jeweled lever
time movement. Polished brass case with back
flange drilled for screws to attach to a wall. Screw
type moisture proof bezel. Movement has compensated balance
and Breguet hairspring. Ly-Seth Thomas #2661. $150-$250.

298.
$250
French carriage clock, ca 1890. The 8-day movement is
signed only, “France”, the porcelain dial is signed by a
San Francisco dealer. Two porcelain dials in front, one
for the time and the small one for the alarm. The movement is running and striking hours and half hours. There
are five beveled glasses and I see two miniscule corner
chips, hardly worth mentioning. The brass case is 6.5
inches tall, hinged back door with knob. The clock is
clean throughout. The case shows wear but is all together and is very frayed in places. Original key is in the
case pocket. $300-$500.

294.
$75
New Haven Clock Co. carriage clock in a mahogany case standing 6
inches high. There is a beveled glass over the porcelain
dial. The dial and movement are signed. On top is a
brass handle, on the back is a brass door latch and underneath is a brass bell that sounds the half hours and
hours. It runs and stops, no doubt needs oil. Came from
a long dormant collection. Not pictured in Ly-New Haven. $100-$200.

299.
$125
E. N. Welch hanging nickel cased, “Metal Lever”, ca 1880. The movements were supplied by Ansonia, New Haven and
E. N. Welch, and they made them with 1 day and 8day movements. This clock has a one day movement. There is enough of a paper label on the back
to identify the maker and the model. They make
this model with dials ranging from 4 inches to 8
inches. This one has a 6-inch paper dial, now slightly worn and unsigned. The nickel case is 8.5 inches
across the back. This clock is pictured in Ly-Welch, page 232. $150$250.

295.
$350
Seth Thomas “Ship’s Bell”, ca 1920. It has the factory
date stamp on the backboard. The ships clocks with a
bell attached are very rare and we have seldom had
one for sale. The brass case is 11 inches tall, very clean
and polished. It has a hinged bezel. The Seth Thomas
catalog says this model has only a one day movement. I did not test it for running but it does strike
ships bells on the half hour and hour. The silver dial is
signed, has three original hands and overall is in excellent condition.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 758. $400-$600.

300.
$150
French carriage clock. The bronze case is 6 inches
high, handle is stationary, four large turned feet, and a
hinged front door with beveled flat glass. The silver
dial is etched in the center, dial rings and numerals are
etched and filled with black paint. It has original hands
and a special winding key. The lid over the watch size
movement is removable revealing a beautiful and very
unusual cylinder movement that is signed, “Orme / Lambeth / 4189”.
It is running. A very rare and unusual carriage clock. $200-$300.

296.
$1250
French double carriage clock in original carrying case, ca 1895. Item has four functions,
clock, barometer, thermometer, and compass. Dial is signed, “Made In Paris”, case
signed on the top, “M.S.S. August 20th 1895”.
All functions are operating properly. The
brass case is 7 inches wide and 6.5 inches
high. The leather carrying case has been carried a few too many times. In need of gluing or stitching or whatever you do to them. There is beveled glass over the clock, barometer,
compass on top, and the movement platform viewing port on top.
The back has doors with knobs over both the movement and the
barometer. On the four corners are full round columns and four bun
feet underneath. The original winding key is in the leather carrying
case. I cannot find where another double carriage has been sold in
the US. $1500-$2000.

301.
$150
Modern Great Wheel skeleton clock standing 19 inches tall and 12 inches wide. It appears like it is enclosed in a glass dome but actually it is a thick piece
of glass with the porcelain dial and hands in front of
the glass and the movement, great wheel, and pendulum, behind the glass, all resting on an oval marble
base. It is very appealing, not gaudy even though it
has some brass trim around the base, brass feet, and
brass posts holding the glass and movement upright.
It is running with a slow pendulum movement. I notice the women like this clock and the men like the Ferris Wheel
clock. Interesting. $150-$250.

297.
$900
French multi-functional carriage clock, ca 1980. Movement is signed,
“Made In France / Eleven Jewels”. Made by L’Epee a French company that was the inventor of the platform escapement for carriage
clocks and have exported clocks worldwide. It was
one of the few French clockmaking companies that
survived WW II. This is a rather large case, with a
bronze finish, standing almost 8 inches tall with handle up. It has five beveled glasses, repeat button on
top, and four round columns on the corners. The
porcelain dial shows Roman numeral hours, Arabic
minutes, and three dials on the bottom, days of the
week, hours of the day for alarm function, and days
of the month. It is running, but is new in the original

302.
$150
Coin operated machine, “Lucky 7”, made by Vendor Mfg Inc. Nashville, TN, ca 1950’s?? I found some Lucky 7 machines
on the web, but they were large pinball type machines, and selling for big bucks. This is a 5-cent
machine, desktop size, put your money in the slot,
turn the handle and a pair of dice that are lying on a
rubber mat begin to vibrate and the dice jump
around until the vibration stops and then the dice
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regulator has a bright gold finish, beveled glasses all
around, jeweled pallets, and a signed porcelain dial
with one small fracture at the right winding arbor.
There is a fancy standing gong and the original 2-jar
pendulum, more ornate than found on many other
models. Signed movement is running, striking on
the half-hour and counting the hours. No recent
Antique Clocks Price Guide sales but one in similar
condition sold on eBay this winter for $355. $350$500.

come to rest. If you get seven, you win. What? I guess that depends
on the players. The metal box is 14 inches long, 10 inches wide. Key
lock on the back, with key. $200-$350.
303.
$150
Coin operated card game, “Twenty One”, ca
1920’s. Played like regular Black Jack. Insert your
coin, any denomination, pull the handle and you
are given two numbers. In my deal I got 7 & 5. The
House pulled their lever and got, “Beat 18”. I then
pulled a small lever below the dial to draw a card/
number. I drew 4, still good. I pulled a second lever and drew a 10,
busted. House won. It does not look like you get a payoff from the
machine, probably play with friends, one being House. I cannot find
a maker’s name. There may be one somewhere on the inside parts.
$200-$350.

403.
$200
Seth Thomas Column & Cornice, 1850-1865. This
Empire sleigh-front clock is 32.5 inches high with
near perfect rosewood veneer all around, two
original matching glasses in very good condition,
a replacement dial and old and appropriate
hands. There are some veneer repairs on the top
edge of the cornice, a few missing pieces in the
corners, and I think the base edge has been reveneered all around. The columns are mock turtle shell in nice shape and the capitals and plinths
are gold leaf, unrestored. There is most of a good Plymouth Hollow
label inside, and the typical 8-day time-and-strike movement is
signed, Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, and has the American eagle
imprint. It is running and striking appropriately, with an old bob and
two old/original 8-day iron weights. The glass over the dial is old
and I don’t think any of the glasses has ever been replaced. Other
than the dial, this clock is all original and is an outstanding example
of early ST Empire clock. One of the best we have offered in a while.
$300-$500.

304.
$450
Black Forest Cuckoo clock movement imported to the United States
where the cases were made and sold by the
American Cuckoo Clock Co. Philadelphia, Pa.
about 1900. This large case is 25 inches tall, original and very dark having never been cleaned.
The three-weight movement runs one day and
strikes on the coil gong one time at 15 minutes
after the hour. 2 times at 30 after, etc. On the
hour it also sounds the cuckoo’s. It was put in
good running condition by the previous owner.
Note the near complete label on the backboard.
The movement is not signed. $500-$750.
400.
$675
Wm. Gilbert Regulator No. 14, ca. 1901. Gilbert produced this 50-inch wall regulator in oak only, and this
one is in fine shape. It has a 12-inch dial trimmed in
nickel with a seconds dial inset. The outer paper dial
is signed and presumably replaced long ago, while
the inset dial, harder to replace, is yellowed. The
hands are as shown in the catalog photo (Ly, Gilbert
Clocks, p. 577), there is a nickeled weight with a nickel
pulley and a bright shiny nickel pendulum bob on a
wooden stick. The glass is a replacement, the pendulum bob might possibly be. The brass plate movement, 8-day, time-only, with dead beat escapement and retaining
power, is running and keeping time. The backboard has been painted black, as shown in the catalog photo, and there are remnants of
a label on the back. A better-than-average example of this clock.
One sold on eBay two years ago for $1100.

404.
$25
Waterbury “Daunt” dresser clock, 1914. A 7-inch high
easel clock made of spelter or brass (can’t be sure
which it is here), refinished nicely, with a 2.5-inch celluloid dial, time only, one day backwind. The dial is
yellowed, the minute hand is loose, the knob to set
the time on the back is missing, and the clock only
runs for a short while. I guess it’s mostly a looker.
Signed on the back and on the dial. $50-$100.
405.
$175
Waterbury “Shelf” clock, ca. 1860. The case style was
patented by C. Jerome in 1857 and was manufactured
by Waterbury with a signed Jerome 30-hour, weightdriven movement. There is a label on the inside of the
door glass divider “Patented April 1857” attesting to
the Jerome claim on the case. Both glasses are old
and have been rebacked; the dial is an old glossy paper replacement. There is a good label inside, with
two 30-hour weights and an old bob. The rosewood
case stands 26.75 inches high with no missing veneer, but a couple
of small side-trim pieces are missing from the top of the right chimney cap. The movement is running and striking as expected on an
old wire gong. A nice looking clock, don’t you think? $250-$400.

401.
$125
Waterbury Heron, ca. 1906. Offered in oak only, a 12-inch dial with
pressed wood around the doors. The dial pan was
replaced when we were young and holds a clean
unsigned paper dial with original hands. The lower
glass is original, the upper glass over the dial replaced. It has a correct Waterbury pendulum, a
signed beat scale, and a signed 8-day time-only movement, running and keeping time. It is 32 inches tall
and has a nearly complete label, behind plastic, on
the back. A penciled note says it was sold in 1911. No
recent sales on eBay or ACPG. $150-$250.

406.
$300
Pickard & Punant French figural, ca. 1860. This French figural clock
stands just 12 inches tall on a gilt bronze base with
alabaster inserts. The girl is playing a tambourine
with a music stand and several horns next to her,
cast in a rich bronze finish. The clock has a porcelain
dial, no glass or bezel. There are two very faint hair-

402.
$250
Ansonia “Peer” crystal regulator, ca. 1914. This 12-inch tall crystal
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door label dates this clock to after purchase of the
company by the New Haven Clock Co. The mahogany-veneered clock is just under 16 inches tall with
black painted trim all around. Some wear is evident,
especially around the door latch. There is what appears to be a burn mark on the top surface, but it
doesn’t detract significantly. The metal dial retains
most of the original paint and is relatively clean; the
hands are appropriate but do not quite match. The gutta percha
inserts with gold trim are in good shape, no cracks, with a typical
idyllic country picture. The interior retains the original wallpaper.
The 8-day time-and-strike unsigned movement is running and striking a wire gong. A nice example of this model. $100-$200.

lines in the dial, too faint to show in our photo. Original French
Breguet hands. The movement is signed and strikes the bell on the
half-hour and counts the hours. It is running and keeping time.
$500-$1000.
407.
$250
Ansonia “La Cannes”, 1904. A 12-inch tall porcelain case in apple green with mauve and pink
irises on the front and gold highlights all around.
The signed porcelain dial is flawless behind a beveled glass in a rococo sash, with an external escapement. There are no chips, cracks, or evident
repairs, and crazing is only evident on the back of
the case. The signed Ansonia movement is running and keeping
time, striking on the hour and half-hour. $350-$500.

411.
$400
French Art Deco onyx clock, ca. 1920. This beautiful archetypal art
deco clock is 12.5 inches tall and 12.25 inches
wide, with a white onyx base and top and green
onyx accents in front and on top. Can’t you just
see Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dancing
around a room that looked like this clock? Beveled glasses all around, bright brass framing
with two curved metal mirrors on either side
(forming an ogee curve), and a fancy brass diamond-shaped pendulum. The onyx is clean and crack-free. The
metal dial is rather dark but I think it was designed that way, as it
does not show uneven oxidation, wear, or soiling. The pendule de
Paris movement (signed Marti) has an outside count wheel and
strikes a bell on the hour and half-hour. The strike arm needs a bit
of adjustment to properly strike the bell; the movement and pendulum have matching numbers. The clock is running and striking on
cue. $500-$1000.

408.
$75
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1863-1913. Seth Thomas marketed the
17-inch “Round Band” clock for at least 50 years, a remarkable run
for this small, sturdy clock. It was made in 1-day and
8-modes, most often featuring charming eglomise
paintings of pastoral scenes and famous locations.
Most of these painted scenes haven’t held up well
over the ensuing 100+ years, so it is a pleasure to
find those few where the painting is still intact. This
one shows a hunter with his dog wooing a young
maiden gathering firewood. The temptation to
collect these inexpensive clocks based on the always appealing tablet is hard to resist. The case is walnut, in nice
shape, the movement signed, and there is a good Thomaston label
inside. The molded metal dial has been repainted, not perfectly,
some time ago. The clock is running robustly, striking the hour.
$100-$150.

412.
$75
Seth Thomas “Tudor No. 3”, ca. 1881. The rosewoodveneered case is 12 inches tall. The veneer is missing a
few small segments on the bezel and the veneer is
loose along the bottom of the door. The glass is old
and bubbly, the door knob original, and there is an
excellent label inside the door. The metal dial has been
repainted, the ST hands newer. The signed small lyre 8day movement is keeping time and striking a wire gong on the hour
and half-hour. One of 40 cottage clocks made by Seth Thomas. Got
‘em all? $100-$180.

409.
$750
Eli Terry & Sons “Pillar & Scroll”, 1823-1831. For 8
years Terry & Sons were prolific producers of 30hour pillar & scroll and stenciled column clocks,
after which Eli Sr. retired. This wooden works
clock is in excellent and original condition. The
door veneer is intact, there is an ivory escutcheon
with a working latch and key, the upper and lower glasses appear original. There is considerable
flaking to the tablet but the image is there. It’s at
that stage where it could be repainted, but
doesn’t have to be. Because so much of it remains it could be repainted to match the original. Of course the
scrolls have been broken and repaired, but the repairs are barely
noticeable. The brass urn finials have brass posts and no vertical
seams. There also are two repairs to the veneer on the base, but
the scrolled trim and feet look original. The wood dial is typical of
Terry clocks of this period, very clean with no losses. The movement is very clean and the gears show no breaks or missing teeth.
The weight cord on the time side is broken so we did not hang a
weight, but the gears turn by hand and the escape wheel turns. The
strike side is working, striking the iron bell. There is only one set of
holes in the vertical supports for holding the movement in place,
with the pins in place. The interior label is complete and easily read
– “N.B. The public may be assured that this kind of Clock will run as
long without repairs, and be as durable and accurate for keeping time,
as any kind of Clock whatever.” $800-$1500.

413.
$100
Seth Thomas “Cabinet No. 2”, ca. 1870. Just 9 inches
high by 7 inches wide, in rosewood veneer with a brass
bezel, newer glass, and a repainted metal dial with
replacement ST hands. The 30-hour movement appears to be the J-type, signed, running and striking on
the hour on an iron bell. A couple of veneer chips at
the base. You hang the pendulum bob from underneath. There is
just a remnant of a label on the back. No sales anywhere that I can
find. $125-$175 estimated, based on similar clocks.
414.
$175
French black marble clock, ca. 1890. This marble
clock is 14 inches high and 14 inches across, in
black marble (Belgian slate) with white marble
accents. There are black inlays in the white marble, and a grey/white marble inlay in the base.
There are gold-filled incisings all around. The gold
-and-black dial sits behind a thick beveled glass.

410.
$100
Jerome & Co. cottage, ca. 1875. The patent date of 1870 on the
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The visible escapement has ruby pallets. The pendule á Paris movement is signed “Marti” and numbered, and the pendulum has a
matching number. It strikes a gong on the hour and half-hour, and
is running and keeping time. It is missing a brass button foot on the
right rear, but other than a few flea-bites to the marble edges of the
base, this clock is in excellent condition. $250-$500.

finish, nicely aged. Lower glass old, dial glass newer.
The dial has been repainted. Hands are correct, pendulum bob bright and shiny, with a new pendulum
stick. Old weight and old beat scale. The signed
movement is running and keeping time. No label.
$800-$1200.

415.
$1200
Ithaca “Index”, ca. 1875. There are several versions of the “Index”,
this being the most common. They differ in the top piece. The walnut case is 31.5 inches high, clean and unmarred.
There are carved incisings on the door and dial
boards. The paper dials are certainly original, with
the calendar dial indicating that it was made for
Lynch Brothers, who I believe were clock retailers.
Although the time dial is torn, it’s a tough call whether to replace, as a bright new dial would contrast
with the darkened calendar dial. The glass is also
original, but the Index lettering is worn. The unsigned 8-day movement is running, keeping time,
striking the hours on a large nickel bell, and the calendar is advancing. Three sales over the last 3 years on eBay averaging $1700; Schmitt’s sold a very similar condition model in 2011 for
$2300. $1500-$2000.

419.

$45

Seth Thomas “No. 1 Boudoir”, 1931. A
swinging frame desk clock of two-toned
mahogany with a 4-inch gold colored metal dial. Holds
a 4-jewel 8-day backwind movement #103A that is running and keeping time nicely. Case is fine, but could
benefit from a thorough cleaning. It stands 7.5 inches
tall; there is a label on the bottom. These clocks sell for about $40
on eBay.
420.
$100
Atkins Octagon Top, 1859-1879. A 10.25-inch case
with good rosewood veneer all around, two old
glasses and a nice Atkins-style gold stencil backed in
black. Just a 30-hour movement, time only but with
an alarm that winds separately (the winding port is at
the upper left and visible only with the door open).
Hands aren’t exactly correct, but will do; door latch is
non-functional. Good label from Bristol. Running
and keeping time, if you don’t mind winding it every day. $85-$120.

416.
$1400
Ithaca “No. 4 ½ Favorite”, ca. 1881. From the same
collector as #558, who clearly valued clocks in original condition. This 31-inch dark walnut case with
black trim has its original finish with the typical small
chips and scuffs. The dial board is very nice, with
gold incising and the ‘flip-up’ panel over the window
to start or stop the pendulum. The glass is certainly
original, with the gold ‘FAVORITE’ lettering. Both
dials are also original, the calendar dial indicating that
the clock was made for R.H. McGhee & Son. The
unsigned 8-day time-and-strike movement is running
and striking appropriately on a wire gong; the calendar is advancing. The calendar roller dials may have been replaced
long ago, and the backboard is now attached with two hinges.
Three sales over the last 3 years on eBay, averaging $1400; Schmitt’s
sold two refinished models in 2012 for $2000 and $2500. $1700$2000.

421.
$150
J. C. Brown Cottage, ca. 1850. The refinished rosewood case is 14.75
inches high; the veneer is in good shape with some lifting on the
right side where it appears that heat damage to the back occurred.
If there was ever any gold stenciling on the case itself there is no
sign of it now. There is a chip at the top right corner. The upper
glass has a crack running across it which is not visible except at certain angles, and there seems to be a coating over the entire glass
from the inside, perhaps to seal the crack and stabilize the glass.
The typical gold stencil on this glass is nearly complete; sometimes you see this backed in black, but
not always. The lower cut and frosted glass is old
(there is a large bubble on the right side) and usually
is suggested to not be original, as these clocks often
had a reverse-painted scene or image of Brown, but
there are a number of examples of this clock with a
frosted lower glass. The door handle is original ivory/
bone. The signed dial has been repainted, the hands correct and
probably original. The eight-day time-and-strike movement is signed
Forestville Manufacturing and is running and striking as expected.
There is a nice green label inside. These clocks are not uncommon
but remain popular and vary widely in price. $100-$250.

417.
$2400
Chelsea Clock Co. “Regulator No. 3”, 1900-1904. An
uncommon clock, all the more so when found in
cherry, as here. The clock is 37 inches long with a 12inch dial and was designed to compete with the Seth
Thomas No. 2 regulator, with the weight falling in
front of the pendulum. It differs from the more
common Chelsea No. 1 Pendulum where the flat
weight falls behind a weight shield. The movement
is numbered 86292, dating its manufacture to between 1900 and 1904. It is running and keeping time.
Both glasses are old; the metal dial was probably
repainted some time ago, and some chipping has been touched up
at the winding port. The case has been thoroughly cleaned if not
refinished. A single comparable sale in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide: a cherry-case model sold at Schmitt’s in 2012 for $4900.
$3000-$5000.

422.
$125
F. Kroeber “Cabinet No. 51”, ca. 1888. One of many
cabinet clocks marketed by Kroeber in New York in
the late 1800’s. This one can be found on page 138 of
Ly’s book on Kroeber clocks. It stands 14 inches high
and has a 4-inch chapter ring on a new paper dial. The
bezel is shiny brass with an old flat glass. The case is
walnut with a mahogany color and looks to be the
original finish, cleaned and waxed. You can even see
the gold paint in the incising on the front. The signed 8-day movement is dirty but is running and keeping time. It strikes a Kroeber
wire gong on the hour and half-hour. No sales records that we can
find; we estimate $125-$225.

418.
$600
Seth Thomas Regulator No. 2, ca. 1900. An oak case with an old
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time. Nice label on the back. A number of recent sales on eBay,
averaging $330 over the last several years.

423.
$195
Chauncey Jerome “Column & Cornice”, 1845-1855.
A 26.5-inch case with good mahogany veneer, a few
chips along the base and the center section of the
segment between the upper and lower door having
been replaced. No doubt the entire case has been
refinished, and the columns originally may have
been gold leaf or black, or a combination of both.
The upper and lower tablets are the main attractions here – original and in outstanding condition;
the dial glass is old as well. The metal dial has been touched up but
looks good and there is about half of a label inside, clearly indicating
a Jerome case manufactured in New Haven with a label printed by
Benham in New Haven. The 30-hour weight-driven brass movement
is also signed by Jerome and was made in Bristol, dating it to before
the fire that destroyed his Bristol factory in 1845. The clock is running and striking as required. $200-$325.

428.
$210
Ansonia “Surrey”, ca. 1910. Ansonia put out a number of metal case
clocks in the early 1900’s with a “Colonial Brass Finish” and all of
them have suffered the same fate over the years, with the brass
finish being worn off by excessive polishing. This
one is in better shape than most, but still has its
issues. You can see that it has been buffed to a
bright shine and can also see spots where the copper undercoating is showing through. There is
some fine pitting on the sides, and some spots
where there is still tarnish. Shiny clocks are next to
impossible to photograph and all the imperfections
seem to be magnified, so please consider that this
clock looks great from a more reasonable distance. There are some
scrapes and wear to the dial, and some of the numbers have been
touched up. It has an 8-day half-hour strike movement that is running and keeping time. Sale prices for these brass clocks vary with
the quality of the finish, ranging from $100 to $250.

424.
$35
Seth Thomas “Baxter-2E”, 1948. This is a selfstarting electric clock, time only, no alarm. A
“solid mahogany case is enhanced by judicious
use of highly polished brass side pieces.” Indeed. The hands are correct and include a sweep second hand, 4.25
inches high by 8.5 inches wide, shaped glass over the silver and
ivory dial. Red indicator dot when the power goes off, resets to
white when you set the time. Gosh, they thought of everything!
Running and keeping time. We replaced the old cracked cord. You
gotta like the sleek modern styling. $35-$75.

429.
$1800
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 5”, 18751889. The No. 5 has the long-drop pendulum and
recessed seconds bit dial. The case is walnut, nicely
refinished, and the dials have been repainted and
calendar rollers repapered. The finials are replacements. The glass is new and the Fashion lettering
are decals. The hands are correct as is the signed
Seth Thomas movement, the calendar movement,
and the cathedral gong. The pendulum bob is normally nickel with a damascened pattern but this one
is brass. Not sure that matters, as it is not visible. The clock is running and the calendar is advancing. Fashion No. 5’s are pretty uncommon; Schmitt’s sold one in 2014 for $1600 and Harris sold one in
the same year for $2500. We sold this clock in 2015 for $2075.

425.
$100
Atkins “Octagon Top”, ca. 1875. This clock has a very
nice rosewood veneer with ebonized trim and stands
just over 10 inches high. The veneer is in excellent
shape with no chips or scrapes. It has two old glasses
and a repainted dial that has been “aged”. The unsigned 30-hour time-only movement is running. The
label is for a retailer out of Boston but it is almost certainly an Atkins clock.

430.
$2350
Welch, Spring & Co. “Regulator No. 5”, ca. 1874.
Welch, Spring & Co. made several models in this
same style, differing in size and movement (spring or
weight-driven). This model is the second largest,
behind the 68-inch No. 1 Regulator. It is 51 inches in
length, top to tip of bottom finial, and driven by two
brass weights. It is time only, running fifteen days.
The case is walnut with a dark finish, possibly original, with some crustiness in places. The diagonal
variation in color of the two halves around the dial is
due to a change in grain direction and the bright
lighting for photography, and is unnoticeable in normal light. There is a chip to a trim piece on the right side of the base
that is not noticeable, and one top finial has a large chip that can be
faced to the back, making it unnoticeable. All the finials look original. The glass in the door is wavy and probably original, the dial
glass has been replaced. One lower side glass has been replaced,
possibly both as the putty holding them in is new. There is a key and
working lock on the door. The painted dial has some chips, especially around the winding ports. The hands are original. The pendulum
bob and stick look original, as do the weights and beat scale. The
bob and stick show some wear and one weight shell has a small
gash that can be faced to the back. The clock is running and keeping time, although it is sensitive to position. Although some examples of this model have a seconds bit, the catalog photos show this

426.
$225
Waterbury “Rambler” carriage clock, ca. 1906. This 5-inch carriage
clock has been replated in a rich gold finish, looking much like a
factory-new clock would. There are three beveled glasses, a signed
porcelain dial, and a bell on the bottom to strike the hours and halfhour. The handle is not correct but looks fine. The clock is running,
fast, and the strike spring is broken or not attached
so it doesn’t sound the hours. There is a repeater
button that restrikes the hours, useful if you keep
this clock on your nightstand (and you fix the strike
spring). There is a list of patent dates on the rear
door, the most recent being 1891. You rarely find
these clocks in replated (or good original) condition.
427.
$295
Ansonia “Queen Elizabeth”, 1901. This is the later version of this clock, with the 1880 version having a different crest and base. It is a 37-inch oak case with a dark
finish in need of renewal. The glass is old as is the
signed paper dial, which also could stand to be renewed; we can do that for you for $25. The hands are
new, the pendulum bob old and with a spot of oxidation near the pendulum stick. It holds an 8-day timeonly signed movement that is running and keeping
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day repeater with an alarm function and is running, keeping very
good time, but is not striking the hours. We do not have a key with
this clock, but you probably have a standard clock key that will
work, and carriage clock keys can be obtained from TimeSavers.
The cobalt blue enamel finish is attractive, the dial is porcelain, there
are four beveled glasses, and the bronze finish is good. There is no
signature or country of origin marked.

clock without. The most recent sale in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide was for $2700 at Schmitt’s in 2011, and it lacked the bottom
finials. Includes a Welch winding key. $2400-$2800.
431.
$225
Jefferson Electric Co. “Suspense”, ca. 1958. The Suspense is the
largest of the mystery clocks produced by Jefferson
Electric Company. It is just over 13 inches tall, finished in 24K gold over a zinc alloy. This finish here is
pretty good, but overzealous cleaning has removed
some of the gold finish on the sides and base. The
lettering on the glass shows no losses; the dial is
plexiglass, suspended by a beaded chain. As with
the Golden Hour clock, the dial turns and the hands
are attached to the dial, with the hour hand swinging freely and geared down from the minute hand and dial. The
motor at the top turns the chain. The motor is a bit noisy but is
running and keeping time. The cord and plug are original. We sold
one in our last auction for $240. $225-$300.

435.
$725
SB Terry Quarter-Half Column shelf clock, ca.
1842. There are two examples of this clock in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide, both from 2007 or
earlier. It seems everything SB Terry did was unusual; here it is the unusual sides (quarter column
set on a half-column). It has the unique printed,
signed paper dial over wood and a large escape
wheel, both SB Terry signature elements. The
upside down 30-hr movement has two solid brass
wheels, is weight-driven with two small square weights (original)
and is running and striking as expected. The backboard is papered
but no label is visible. The mahogany veneer on the 22.5-inch case is
in excellent shape with no repairs, and the ivory escutcheon and
door latch (no key) is in place. The thin case is only 3 inches deep.
Both glasses are old, possibly original, but I think the tablet has
been repainted. One of the examples in Antique Clocks Price Guide
shows a similarly painted glass, while the other has a Fenn-style
glass. The most recent sale of this model (2007) went for $750 at
Cowan’s.

432.
$750
French champlevé repeater carriage clock, ca. 1900. This multicolored enamel champlevé carriage is 8 inches tall with the handle up.
The case is silver- or nickel-plated and most of the plating is still
present, although it shows areas of tarnish that would no doubt
clean up with Nevr Dull wadding polish or Simichrome. It has a
white enamel dial signed “Marrella & Co.” with
trefoil hands, a seconds hand, and an alarm dial.
There are four beveled, arched glasses and a beveled glass on top over the silver platform lever
escapement with jeweled pallets. The clock is
running, fast, but the strike is out of sequence and
I don’t know how to adjust that. There are way
too many armatures and gears in the back to sort
out. I assume it is an eight-day movement. The
handle is also lost from the back door and so it’s
best not to close tightly. It’s not signed anywhere,
and the country of origin is not indicated. It’s really quite nice and only needs a bit of polish to really make it sparkle.
Two keys are included. A similar clock in gold can be seen on page
180 of Derek Roberts’ book “Carriage and other traveling clocks”.
Champlevé clocks sell from $500 to $1500 and up.

436.
$15
General Electric “The Dimension”, 1954-1959. Model
7H257, a large solid mahogany block with an unusual
dial and a Mid-Century Modern look. The clock is 8.5
inches wide and 5.75 inches tall. There is a sweep
second hand and an alarm that buzzes. The red dot indicates a power failure until you reset the time. The finish on the case is poor,
there is faint marker pen ink on the top and it needs to be refinished. A couple of cracks to the glass on the lower right and some
wear to the finish on the bezel.
437.
$150
Waterbury “Bogie”, ca. 1906. An unusual novelty
clock with a clear glass barrel that surrounds the
movement. A 2-inch signed ivory dial with a seconds
dial and the Waterbury insignia, also signed on the
back of the clock. Time only, 8 days, winds in back,
running. Beveled glass in front. Originally “Rich
Roman Gold Plated”, still in pretty good shape. A neat little clock (4
inches high) that is not common.

433.
$400
Brass carriage clock with filigree trim, ca. 1900. This standard size
carriage clock stands 6 inches high with the handle up
and has a 2-inch porcelain dial with a filigree dial insert.
There is a bright gold front behind a filigree mask, with
filigree side panels all behind beveled glasses. The
glass in the door shows some chipping in the corners,
and there is some dried brass polish behind the glasses
on the sides that would clean up easily if you’re willing
to take it apart. There is no signature anywhere I can
see, and no country of manufacture indicated. The key
that comes with it states “Made in England”. It is a time-only 8-day
movement, and is running and keeping time. Very nice, I think. An
identical carriage clock sold at Schmitt’s in 2004 for $500.

438.
$340
Seth Thomas “Austin”, 1884. If this isn’t the nicest Austin you’ve
ever seen you need to send us a picture of yours. Look at the burled
walnut on the front, the clear finish all around with no nicks or
scratches. Yes, this clock has been professionally rejuvenated. The
metal ornaments top and bottom have been
rebronzed; the signed porcelain dial is without chips,
the hands are Seth Thomas issue and found on other
Austins. The signed 8-day movement is running,
striking a bell on the half-hour and counting the
hours on cathedral gong. It stands 15.5 inches high.
We sold one in Jan 2015 for $385 and one in May
2016 for $445.

434.
$250
Large champlevé carriage clock, ca. 1970’s? In contrast
to the two previous carriage clocks, this clock is probably of more recent vintage. It stands almost 8.5 inches
tall with the handle up. The workmanship is of a lower
quality than the European carriage clocks. It is an eight-
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443.
$2500
Samuel Abbott Coffin clock, ca. 1830. This very simple
pine case with a dark and likely original finish is 30 inches long and 10 inches wide. A similar clock is shown in
Distin & Bishop, The American Clock (1983) on page 78
and is attributed to the Shakers of Maine around 1830.
There is no label, inside or out. The banjo-type movement is signed “Abbott” and runs 8-days, time only,
and is keeping excellent time if the hands aren’t pinned
too tightly. Both glasses are old, as are the hands; the
heavy iron dial has been repainted. The clock is driven
by a lead weight. There are 14 Sam Abbott clocks listed in the Antique Clocks Price Guide but none match this clock, and there are no
coffin clocks that match either, so pricing is hard to estimate. $2500$4000.

439.
$175
New Haven “Willard” banjo, ca. 1929. A 41-inch springdriven banjo, 8-day, striking the hour and half-hour on a
brass rod. This one has a replaced metal dial with correct
hands, a convex glass over the dial, and an original throat
glass with some touch-up. The lower glass “The Hancock
House” is a replacement. Dark mahogany case with proper finials and adornments. Movement is running and
striking on schedule. $100 - $200.
440.
$1200
Sawin & Dyar banjo timepiece, 1822-1828. John Sawin partnered
with a Dyar in Boston to make lyre and banjo clocks for
a brief period before Dyar exited the firm due to financial difficulties. This mahogany case is 31.5 inches high
with the eagle finial. Both glasses are original and in
good shape, although the tablet depicting three girls
playing with a boat in a stream is broken across the
lower right corner. The convex glass over the dial is
new. The iron dial has the original paint and signature
“Sawin ___ Dyar, Boston”, although the signature is
faint and the dial is dark. The hands are original. The 8day brass movement is typical of these makers and is
shown and described in Petrucelli and Sposato,
“American Banjo Clocks” (1995). The weight looks to
be a replacement. The clock is running and keeping time. No sales
records in the Antique Clocks Price Guide for this model. We estimate $1200 to $1500 based on similar clock sales.
441.

444.
$1950
Silas Parsons Massachusetts Shelf Clock, ca. 1820. Parsons made tall case and shelf clocks out of Swanzey NH.
This cherry-cased clock stands 30.5 inches high. The
case has been refinished, there are repairs to the feet
and skirt. The glass in the front door is old, repainted,
and there are two old side glasses. The iron dial appears to have the original paint; the hands look original
and the minute hand tip has been restored. The large
pinned brass movement is running and keeping time,
driven by a large zinc-cased weight. The brass pendulum bob hangs from the back on a wooden stick. No
Parsons sales records that I could find.

$4500

445.
$725
Welch, Spring & Co. Wagner Mantel, 1877-1884. A
beautiful walnut case, 27 inches high with the center
finial, in an old finish. It doesn’t need a thing; everything looks original except the paper dials. The 8-day
time-and-strike movement is signed and is running
and striking as expected on a wire gong. The calendar is advancing. There is a good black label inside,
and the interior back is flocked in black. Three sales
in the Antique Clocks Price Guide, one of which was
one we sold in 2003 for almost $1700. The most recent sales were at
Schmitt’s for $900 in 2013 and $1050 in 2010. Page 195 of Ly’s Welch
Clocks, Second Edition. $750-$1000.

J.C. Brown Wall Acorn, ca. 1850. Brown manufactured wall acorns only for a short time around
1850, under the Forestville Manufacturing label.
This clock lacks a label, but retains the green flock
wallpaper on the back wall. The mahogany case is
very nice, with one repair on the upper left corner
behind the door. The lower glass was replaced
and repainted a long time ago, the upper glass is
original. The metal dial looks original, no evidence
of a signature, and has been touched up in places.
The hands are original. It is 28.5 inches tall. The
movement is unsigned but typical of these timeonly, 8-day clocks, and it is running steadily and
accurately. Hard to price these clocks as there are
few sales; Schmitt’s sold one in 2009 for $5000.

446.
$1200
Welch, Spring & Co. “Audran”, 1882. A beautiful walnut case, 31 inches high, with intricate carvings and
details top to bottom. The finish is excellent, probably an old refinish. The dials are old paper and match
the dials shown on page 131 of Ly’s second edition of
Welch Clocks. The upper glass is original, can’t tell with
the bottom glass. There is a good label on the back
of the calendar mechanism and old black flock paper
inside. The 8-day brass movement is unsigned and is running and
keeping time, and striking on the hour and half-hour. The calendars
are advancing. This model is not common; the first one I have seen
on eBay in at least 5 years sold in December for $1540. $1200-$1600.

442.
$1900
Ithaca Large Iron Case, ca. 1860. Iron case clocks
were some of the first clocks made by the Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. They made two models, a large (21
inches long) and a small (19 inches); this is the larger
and more common model. Several movements were
used, including a 30-day double-spring Hubbell pendulum movement, as found here; a Pomeroy 8-day timeand-strike; and a 30-day Hubbell lever movement.
The clock is running and keeping time, and the calendar is advancing. The case has probably been repainted, as has the center piece. Both glasses are old,
and both paper dials could be original. The minute hand has been
repaired, and the calendar hand has been repainted if not replaced.
There are only two sales of large iron case clocks in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide, both over a decade ago for $2250 and $3865.
These just don’t come up for sale very often. $2000-$4000.

447.
$4400
George Marsh & Co. hollow column shelf clock, ca. 1834-1835. This
clock was made for George Marsh, probably by Birge, Case & Co,
using a Joseph Ives-type strap brass 8-day movement. It stands 37.5
inches high and 18 inches wide. It is a large and impressive clock, to
say the least; the movement itself is 8 inches wide. The mahogany
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get it to tick. We didn’t try too hard. There are only two other examples of this style of clock by this group in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide. $150-$275.

case is in excellent shape; the dial appears to have
been professionally restored, and the tablet is an
outstanding repaint by Hunter Kurtz. The upper
glass is original as is the mirror behind the dial, the
hands, and the gilded eagle splat. There are two
thin square weights (not original) that run up
through the columns and have cutouts in the base
so that they can fall through to the shelf on which
the clock sits. The clock is running effortlessly, striking the hours on a large iron bell. This very clock last
sold in 2013 for $8400 at Schmitt’s; there are no other recent sales
in the Antique Clocks Price Guide. A very rare clock. $5000-$8000.

451.
$225
Waterbury “Sts. Peter & Paul”, ca. 1867. A sculptured
iron-front by N. Muller, 20 inches high, in an old
bronze finish. No missing pieces, a bright brass bezel
with a new glass and a new paper dial. Proper hands.
The wood case looks to be a replacement and so
there is no label, but the 8-day time-and-strike movement is signed, running, and striking. One of several
religiously-themed iron-front clocks. $225-$300.

448.
$1800
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. No. 2 ½ Brisbane, ca. 1880.
The finish on this walnut case is polished to perfection. It’s a big clock, 42 inches long, 16 inches wide,
and 7 inches deep. Both paper dials are old but not
quite ready to be replaced unless you are really finicky. The hands are correct and the full-length glass
in the door is original. The 8-day time and strike
movement is signed as “Manufactured for the Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. by E. N. Welch” and is running
and striking a cathedral gong on the hour and halfhour. The calendar movement was serviced by Joel
Warren a few years ago and is operating correctly;
the roller dial covers are still in good shape. There simply isn’t anything wrong with this uncommon Ithaca clock. Only one sale in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide in the last decade, at Schmitt’s in 2007
for $3100. $2500-$3500.

452.
$500
L.F. & W.W. Carter “Calendar”, 1862-1868. The rosewood case is 32
inches long in outstanding shape, and all but the very
bottom piece of the base is original. The calendar
glass is old, the dial glass is newer, both have old
paper replacement dials. The upper dial is on a replacement dial pan, and has been lacquered. The
time and calendar hands are correct, but the upper
dial calendar hand does not fit tightly and will need
some fixing. The weight-driven 8-day time-only is
correct, with solid plates, retaining power, and a
steel-pivoted rolling pinion. We do not have the
weights and did not test the movement; it calls for
two cylindrical weights of about 6-8 lb. A pendulum bob is included.
There is a pretty good black label inside behind clear plastic, and a
good green label on the back of the calendar door. A nice example
overall once weights are added. $500-$800.

449.
$275
Riley Whiting Carved Column and Crest, 1828-1835.
Mr. Whiting died in 1835 but he was quite prolific in
the early 1830’s, with numerous examples of similar clocks. This 30-hour wooden works shelf clock
is 35 inches high and 18 inches wide. The mahogany veneer is in excellent shape, with one small
missing segment on the side and a repair to the
door crosspiece. The carved crest appears to me
to be a replacement; the carved columns are original. The very nice tablet “St. Brides Avenue, London” is repainted on old glass, unsigned; the dial glass is original.
There is an ivory escutcheon and lock. The dial board is in nice
shape and the movement will run for 5-10 minutes with the 30-hour
weights. A good and typical label inside. $275-$450.

453.
$3000
Elmer O. Stennes “Girandole wall clock”, 1970-1972.
This is an absolutely gorgeous clock, 44 inches long,
with a painting of “Aurora” in a chariot driving two
winged horses on the bottom glass, heralding the
arrival of dawn. The case is flawless, with only slight
wear to the gilding. The sordid story of Elmer Stennes
is well known; if you need to get up to speed The
Clock Guy has reproduced the Jeanne Schinto story
that ran in the Yankee in 1997. This clock, or at least
the case was made while Stennes served two years of
a term for the manslaughter of his wife; the “M.C.I.P.”
imprint on the floor of the case stands for “Made case
in prison” or, “Massachusetts Correctional Institute at
Plymouth”. It also bears the stamped number “37” which can also
be found on the throat frame. The 8-day time-only movement (#4,
Weymouth Mass.) is signed and running, driven by a signed lead
weight. The dial is signed and bears the Stennes fly symbol at the
bottom. $3000-$5000.

450.
$150
Jeromes’ & Darrow Empire Shelf Clock, 1828-1833.
Chauncey made the cases, Noble made the movements, and Elijah Darrow painted the tablets and
dials. In this instance Darrow’s contribution is
probably gone, as the tablet has been nicely repainted by Tom Moberg and the dial board (or the
movement) is not original to the case – note the
filled and redrilled winding holes. The clock stands
33 inches high on paw feet. The dial glass is original; the two decorated horizontal glasses are
probably replacements for mirrors. The lower hinge for the upper
door is broken and the door is not secure when opened. The lower
door may be a substitution, as there is no locking mechanism but
there is a slot in case for a turn-latch. There are a lot of veneer chips
along the cornice edge but otherwise the case is in reasonable
shape. We hung the weights and got it to strike, but we couldn’t

454.
$300
Chauncey Jerome “Octagon” timepiece, ca. 1853. Jerome made
several models of this clock in the early 1850’s. This one holds an
interesting single fusee, 8-day movement in a rosewood case with
ripple trim. Similar models can be seen on page 83
of “From Rags to Riches to Rags, The Story of
Chauncey Jerome” by Chris H. Bailey (a Supplement
to the Bulletin, 1986). The original painted 12-inch
dial is signed and has some inpainting to cover
chips. The signed movement is running, although
dirty, and keeping time. Access is gained from the
back, and there is a door on the bottom left that
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pairs, but we could not keep it running for more than a few minutes,
and we couldn’t get the strike side to strike. We didn’t try too hard.
It strikes a bell mounted on top of the case, as is typical for this style
of clock. There is a nice and complete label inside. All in all, a pretty
nice example of a not-too-common early clock. $450-$600.

swings down to allow you to reach the pendulum bob. A dark label
inside, and a hand-printed copy just in case, taped above it. Hands
are period replacements, newer glasses top and bottom. A nice
example of an uncommon clock, 22 inches top to bottom. Half-adozen examples in the Antique Clocks Price Guide, selling for $300$400 in recent years.

458.
$575
Hills, Goodrich & Co. O.G., ca. 1841-1845. An 8-day
weight-driven O.G. in a 31-inch mahoganyveneered case with gilded columns on either side
of the cast iron base-mounted brass movement in
a brass can, surmounted by a gilded gesso acanthus splat. The interior of the case is black with
angled mirrors on the sides to reflect the gilded
columns. The weights are angled to fit in the angled space between the movement and the case.
The original painted metal dial mounts by pins
onto the brass movement housing; the hands are old and appropriate. There is a good but yellowed label behind a sheet of plastic,
and an old pendulum bob. The upper glass is probably original, and
the mirror below it is certainly old if not original. There are two
covers to the weight pulleys on top. The clock is running and striking nicely on a wire gong. Only two sales in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide, most recently (2013) for $1100. $600-$900.

455.
$1500
T.E. Burleigh, Jr. Presentation Banjo, ca. 1980. Ted Burleigh worked
out of Winchester MA both restoring early New England clocks and
making some of the finest reproduction clocks available. He made a
limited number of girandoles, presentation banjos, and
most famously, the Aaron Willard “Grafton wall clock”.
This Presentation Banjo appears to be No. 7 out of 19.
It is carved mahogany with gilt trim, a brass bezel and
side arms and a convex glass over a painted and signed
aluminum dial. The tablets have gilded images with a
white background. The 8-day time-only weight-driven
movement, signed Kilbourne & Proctor, is running and
keeping time just fine until the weight reaches about
the midpoint, where it seems to be rubbing up against
the weight shield and stopping. You should be able to
fix that (at worst, taking off the weight shield). The
dial is showing some degradation beneath the paint,
which is lifting in several places, and some of the gilt
on the acorn finial has chipped off (it can be faced to
the back). The only example of this clock in the Antique Clocks
Price Guide sold in 2010 for just shy of $5000 at Schmitt’s. $2000$4000.

700.
$150
Ansonia Clock Company miniature alarm clock,
1878. This is a very unusual little clock in a nickel
case and the dial is only 2 inches. It runs 30 hours
and the movement is wound by turning the entire
back of the clock. The original tin can is nicer than
any I have ever seen. The printing on top, bottom and all around the
side is clear. It is signed everywhere of course, and also says on the
can, “Prize Metal Awarded Paris Exposition, 1878”. Ly-Ansonia #5
$150-$250.

456.
$1100
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, 18751889. Solid walnut with a clean finish, 32 inches
high with the finial. Original dials with crackled
paint and one area of inpainting at the numeral IX.
Original hands all around. Old glass with good
painted Fashion label. Calendar rollers are old,
maybe not original. Large signed Seth Thomas
movement “Manufactured for the Southern Calendar Clock Co.” is running and keeping time, striking
the hour and half-hour on a large brass bell; calendar is advancing. Two good labels inside. All three finials have lost
their points; we can include a new set of finials ready to be stained
to match for $25. Average sale price on eBay for Fashion No. 4
clocks over the last several years is $1422. $1200-$1500.

701.
$25
Nice little contemporary cuckoo clock. It is no doubt a
one day movement that is in running condition. It is
missing one of the two weights and the pendulum. The
long chains, backboard and all other parts are intact. $25
-$50.
702.
$100
Seth Thomas “Chime Clock No. 14”, ca 1911. This is a five-bell model
in a 14 inch high mahogany case. The case has small chips that would
cover over with some cleaning and polish. Bowed
glass over the 6-inch etched silvered dial. As is so
typical of the Sonora Chime silver dials it has fingernail or key scratches and has never been cleaned. The
dial is signed, “Seth Thomas / Sonora Chime / Made by
Seth Thomas In USA”. The full size back door has a
round opening covered by cloth and perforated
brass. The Sonora Chime movement is marked,
“90B”, and the 8-day running movement marked, “89 O”. The
movements are performing properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #405A. $200$400.

457.
$450
Jeromes & Darrow reeded pilaster and scroll, 18281833. Several manufacturers produced this style of
clock around 1830 using “groaner” 30-hour wooden
movements. A nice example is discussed on page
148 of Ly’s American Clocks, Volume 3 and a Jerome,
Darrow & Co. example is shown on page 53 of
Robert W.D. Ball’s American Shelf and Wall Clocks.
This one is 34.5 inches tall excluding the heavy
seamed brass urn finials. Some were made with
mirrors in the middle glass; this clock holds an unsigned replacement eglomise painting on newer
glass; the lower glass is also replaced. The dial glass is very old but
the putty is newer. There are a few chips to the mahogany veneer,
including some missing strips on the side-end pieces. None are too
noticeable. The scroll-top is original but the right scroll has been
broken and repaired. The entire front opens with the hinges on the
left. The large wooden movement is complete and shows no re-

703.

$50
Musical Piano, about 20 years old. There are 10 metal
records/discs that are placed inside the piano, and
operate like an old record player, except it is electric.
Many of the discs are of Christmas music favorites.
The piano is complete with stool, foot petals, music
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holder, and looks in every way like a real Steinway piano. $50-$100.

hands. One day backwind movement is running. $100-$150.

704.
$150
French Empire portico clock, ca 1880. A smaller size
wood case stands 15.75 inches high, four turned feet
underneath and four full wood columns, all with good
black paint. The case is decorated with bronze ornaments, capitals, bases, sunburst pendulum, and dial.
Hands are original as is the nickel bell on the 8-day
movement. It has the typical round French movement,
running and striking half hours on the bell. It is not
signed anywhere. $200-$350.

711.
$50
Ansonia Clock Co. enameled iron cased clock.
The case is 14 inches wide and 10.5 inches high,
and it is complete of all its parts. Some of the
numerals on the old paper dial are beginning to
come lose. Some of the black paint on the iron
case has been strengthened or repainted. It has good gold still in
the etched designs and the bezel, glass, and hands are original. On
the back is the original metal cover. The 8-day movement is signed,
running, and striking a gong as intended. $75-$150.

705.

712.
$25
Three small clocks: Unsigned porcelain clock, 6 inches wide, porcelain dial, no seconds hand, chipped and hairlines. Case is fine, no
breaks or chips. One day movement is running. Plastic desk clock
with easel back. Backwind one day movement is running. Back of
movement is signed, “Pickwick / Made By
Western Clock Co.” Dial and hands are phosphorus coated for nighttime viewing. Waterbury Clock Co. carriage clock, “Conductor”,
ca 1893. Brass case is 4.5 inches tall, has a
very nice 2-inch ivory dial with original hands and is signed. There
are three good beveled glasses and a hinged and latching back
door. The one day time and strike movement is running and the
movement is signed. The silver bell is underneath.

$250

Junghans, Germany, acrobat automaton in excellent condition, ca 1900. Rarely seen for sale anywhere we were fortunate to have two recently,
May 2015 auction #252, and this example. The only
significant difference is the uniform worn by the
acrobat. The oak case is 15 inches tall, original and
complete. The stage scene has original paint and
the Junghans trademark “J” in the bottom right of
the stage scene. The acrobat has good paint but is
missing his foot and shoe. The sash has a flat glass over the dial and
hands. The 30-hour movement is running and the acrobat goes thru
his routine. A separate spring and lever activates the acrobat. The
nickel movement is clean and is signed. The winding key is in a slot
on the hinged door. This one may be your last chance to own one of
these rare automatons. $300-$500.

800.
$10
Regency Swiss calendar wristwatch. Stainless steel with gold
trim, quartz, water resistant, #5207. Running.

706.
$75
Blinking Eye Lion clock. Movement is running and eyes are moving
pretty rapidly horizontally. Mounted on a composite base. I suspect the whole thing is made of
composite materials and painted. Beveled glass in
the brass sash, porcelain dial, original hands, and
overall a nice original novelty clock. $75-$150.

801.
$5
Azzaro Chrome calendar wristwatch. Japan movement, water resistant. Some wear to bezel and links. Running.
802.
$5
Pulsar Quartz day and date wristwatch. Stainless steel, water
resistant, 556503 movement. Some wear to glass. Running.

707.
$25
Sessions Clock Company banjo, “Revere”, ca 1927. Mahogany finished case with decorated glass panels is 36 inches
tall. Case generally in good condition with a few scratches
and nicks. Bowed glass/gold plated sash over the 6 inch
iveroid signed dial. It has an 8-day time only movement. I
forgot to put the finial on top for the picture. It is original
and correct. Bottom glass is broken. Ly-Sessions #48. $25$50.

900.
$5
Kroeber Clocks, American & Imported, by Tran Duy Ly.
901.
$5
New Haven Clocks & Watches, by Tran Duy Ly.
902.
$5
Sessions Clocks, by Tran Duy Ly.

708.
$75
Early column and splat shelf clock with a 30-hour wood
movement. Mahogany veneered case is 31 inches tall,
half columns are plain, replaced mirror, and the top
glass is old. The wood movement is complete and running. It has a very nice wood dial, old hands, iron bell,
pair of iron weights and an old brass bob. There is no
label on the backboard and I did not try to identify the
movements maker. $75-$150.

903.
$5
Ingraham Clocks & Watches, by Tran Duy Ly.
904.
$5
Waterbury Clocks & Watches, by Tran Duy Ly.
905.
$5
Seth Thomas Clocks & Movements, Third Edition, Volume
1, by Tran Duy Ly.

710.
$75
New Haven Clock Co. novelty clock, ca 1904. As their novelties go, this one is tall at 13 inches. Bronze finish over copper,
case is dirty but will wash off easily. It is complete but one
foot is a little off kilter. It can be bent back. Bowed glass in
the sash, nice signed porcelain dial and very elaborate pair of

906.
$5
Seth Thomas Clocks & Movements, Third Edition, Volume 2,
by Tran Duy Ly.
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907.
$5
Gilbert Clocks, and Gilbert Clocks Supplement, by Tran
Duy Ly.

922.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day movement with alarm ring and hands,
# 8 ¼, back mount, clean and running.

908.
$1
Two early books by Tran Duy Ly, Welch Clocks and
Ansonia Clocks. Both well used.

923.
$10
Seth Thomas lyre movement, 8-day time and strike, back
mount, running.

909.
$1
Clock Identification and Price Guide, by Roy Ehrhardt.
Volume 1.

924.
$10
Seth Thomas, large 8-day lyre movement #5 7/8, time and
strike, back mount, running.

910.
$1
Clock Identification and Price Guide, by Roy Ehrhards.
Book 2.

925.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day movement, time and strike, running,
back mount.

911.
$1
Clock Identification and Price Guide, by Roy Ehrhardt,
Book 3.

926.
$10
Ansonia Clock Co. 8-day time and strike, back mount, with
hands, running.

912.
$5
Two Hundred Years of American Clocks & Watches, by
Chris Bailey.

927.
$10
Ansonia Clock Co. 8-day time and strike, back mount, running.

913.
$25
American clock keys, over 200. Most signed by major
clock makers.

928.
$10
Ansonia Clock co., 8-day time and strike, front mount, 5 ½
drop, running.

914.
$5
Seth Thomas Metronome. If you are taking piano or other
music lessons, or have a child or grandchild taking lessons,
you must have a Metronome.

929.
$10
New Haven Clock Co. 8-day time and strike, back mount,
running.
930.
$10
New Haven Clock Co. 8-day time and strike, back mount,
running.

915.
$5
About 25 clock pendulums and 2 clock standing gongs.
916.
$10
Bundy Time Recorder 8-day, 15 day ? movement. Not
signed, in running order.

931.
$10
Seth Thomas 4 ½ inch brass pendulum for Regulator #2.

917.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day, time and strike on half hours, front
mount, with dial and hands. Running.

933.
$10
Misc. clock parts, more than a dozen alarm movements and dial set rings, disassembled Seth Thomas 8
-day movement, dial pan.

918.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day, time and strike, front mount, half
hour bell, with pendulum and hands. Running.

934.
$10
Brass bezel with 12-inch glass and hinge. All original.

932.
$10
New Haven 4 ¼ inch brass pendulum for a regulator.

935.
$10
Paperweight, signed “PPR”, abbreviation for Pennsylvania Railroad? This unusual piece of American
history has been collected by clock addicts more
knowledgeable than me to be a Railroad collectable.

919.
$10
Seth Thomas movement 44E, 8-day, time and strike, back
mount, running, with hands, clean and running.
920.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day, time and strike, front mount, running, with pendulum and hands.

936.
$5
“A Century of Fine Carriage Clocks”, by Joseph Fanelli,
Edited by Charles Terwilliger. The clocks pictured and
discussed are some of the finest to be found anywhere.

921.
$10
Seth Thomas 8-day movement 89AL, front mount, time
and strike, running.

937.
$1
Heavy duty brass clock hangers, like those on a Seth
Thomas No. 19.
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938.
$5
“The Contributions of Joseph Ives to Connecticut Clock
Technology”, by Kenneth Roberts. Hard back.

952.
$30
Case pocket knife, 3 blade, never sharpened. Handle signed on one side, handles are very good. 3 ½
inches long.

939.
$5
“The American Clock”, by Distin and Bishop. Hard back,
like new.

953.
$20
Walnut shelf, near new, in excellent condition. It is
29 inches wide and 7 inches deep on top. Note the
two hanging rings on top. $25-$50.

940.
$5
“A Treasury of American Clocks”, Brooks Palmer. Hard
back

954.
$25
Cast iron Southern Railway torch or lamp. It is 12
inches wide and 5.5 inches high. Inscribed on the
side of this rare old piece is, “SO RY / EM 245”. The
screw on cap on top has the same inscription. $25$50.

941.
$5
“The Book of American Clocks”, Brooks Palmer. Hard
back.
942.
$5
“Seth Thomas Clocks & Movements”, Tran Duy Ly. Ca
1996, like new.

955.
$1
Three watch books, price guides, etc.

943.
$1
“Survey of American Clocks – Calendar Clocks”, Andrew &
Dalia Miller. Ca 1972, the book has been very useful to me
over the years.

956.
$1
A group of Clock books (8) that got no bids in the
Sept 2016 auction.

944.
$1
Four small clock books, Seth Thomas, Jerome, Gilbert.
945.
$1
Three Bulletin Supplements, Connecticut Clockmaking,
American Spring Driven Clock, and Welch, Spring and
Company.

LATE ADDITIONS/OMISSIONS
193.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Plymouth Hollow, Conn. early model of the
“Regulator No. 2”, ca 1863. This clock was made during the time the
name “Plymouth Hollow” was being changed to “Thomaston”, to
honor Seth Thomas. I have seen identical clocks with
Thomaston labels. This early model does not have a
seconds ring and the weight descends down the middle of the case and behind the weight baffle board.
There is a complete paper label and beat scale on the
baffle board. It is unusual to find them both intact,
especially in such good condition. The large iron
weight, pendulum bob, and wood stick, are all original
for this model. The 8-day brass rectangular movement
is not signed, but they rarely are, and it is correct and
original to the case. There is no pulley on the wire.
You will note that the movement has a second’s hand post. That
means to me that the movement was one of S. B. Terry’s movements purchased in their 1859 bankruptcy sale. The movement is
identical to movements I have seen in other S. B. Terry regulators
and many early Seth Thomas regulators. Another big plus for this
150-year-old clock, is the original paint on the original dial pan. The
only chips are around the screws and the hand arbor, plus a small
scratch or two. The 34” high cherry case is very nice and all original
except the backboard. It would fly right on thru most auctions because you can hardly tell. The clock came from a long-time collector
who is beginning to downsize his collection of fine wall regulators.
This model has always sold in the $2000-$3000 range when in good
original condition. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 274. $1500-$1750.

946.
$35
Bronze desk thermometer, makers name signed on
the back. Thermometer is working properly. Advertising on the front is, “C. A. P.”. The case or stamped
bronze plate shows buildings and a bridge. A tiny sign
on the building says, “Steel Virginia Bridge”. $50-$100
947.
$25
Metal bank, figure of Lion, 5.5 inches tall. Screw in side
holds two pieces together.
948.
$20
Ink pen, signed “Fifth Avenue”, 14k ink point is
signed, “Welsh”. One end is ink pen the other end
is lead pencil.
949.
$50
This novelty piece is a top ornament for mantle clocks.
It stands about 9 inches tall, has a good dark finish, and
the animal/stool on which she sits is missing a piece off
the rear leg. $50-$100.
950.
$20
Nutcracker – lift the dog’s tail, mouth comes open.
Place a nut in the dog’s mouth, press down on the
tail, bingo-the nut cracks.
951.
$40
Case pocket knife, 2 blade, never sharpened.
Shows some wear, handles are intact and “Case”
is signed on one handle. 4 inches long.

194.
$950
S. B. Terry “Regulator No. 1”, ca late 1850’s. Mahogany veneered
case is 40” tall, has a slant bottom, and rounded wood bezel. The
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general case style was continued by Seth Thomas after they acquired the bankrupt inventory from the creditors of
Silas B. Terry. They made some small changes at first,
eliminating the slant bottom, etc. The original slant
board is present but it appears the weight has fallen
into it at one time. The stabilizer blocks that hold the
movement in place are gone but a new one was put
there to hold the movement as it was transported to
us. The putty holding the glass is new suggesting that
the glass was replaced. The bottom tablet is original
and the weight baffle board with the beat scale intact
is also original. The old dial pan and three hands are
original. I failed to attach the seconds hand for the
picture. The weight appears to be original as is the pendulum, pulley, and the 8-day brass movement. Certainly not a bad clock, in fact
with just a little work could be very nice and could command upwards of $1500. It is one of the very early brass movement wall
weight regulators. $1000-$1250.

RADIOS!
R-100.
$115
Crosley Model 9-102 tabletop AM radio, ca.
1948. This is a 6-tube superheterodyne AM
radio with an internal antenna in a dark brown
plastic case with a lighted plastic dial. On-off
volume knob, bass-treble knob, and tuning
knob. The finish is bright, no cracks or breaks.
The plastic dial cover shows some distortion from heat on the left
side, with a slight crack on the upper right side. The radio powers
up and receives AM stations with good volume, but there is a noticeable buzz. Dial is lit, dimly, and the tuning bar does not show up
well. Power cord looks original, with some cracks, and could stand
to be replaced. 14 in x 8 in x 9.5 inches high, 12 lb. $100-$200.
R-101.
$130
Emerson Model 594A small tabletop AM radio, ca. 1948-49. This is a
restored 5-tube superheterodyne AM radio
with a built-in loop antenna in a dark brown
plastic case, 11 in x 5.5 in x 7 inches high and
weighing 5 lb. The finish is mirror-sharp and
there are no cracks or breaks. Original knobs
for on/off/volume and tuning. The tuning dial is
lit. The radio powers up and has good reception for AM radio stations due to the long loop antenna, with good volume; the tubes,
capacitors, and resistors have been replaced as necessary. The
power cord and plug have been replaced for safety. These dark
brown cases are often labeled “Bakelite” but Bakelite was replaced
by more modern plastics after WWII. No Makers/model label. $130$200.

709.
$50
Seth Thomas mantel clock, “Cambridge” one of the
College Series, ca 1900. The walnut case is 23 inches
tall, complete and original except the metal cover
over the gong base is missing. The coil gong is there.
It is dark, never cleaned of the accumulated smoke,
etc. It has the standard ST pendulum used on those
clocks, brass bell for the alarm to sound, brass leader
and dial rings, old dial and hands, and an 8-day time,
strike and alarm movement that is running and performing properly. Inside is a complete paper label. Ly-Seth Thomas #2260. $50-$100.

R-102.
$90
Motorola Model 5R1 small tabletop AM radio, 1950. This model
came in six colors, here in ivory. It is a 5-tube
superheterodyne AM radio in a painted dense
plastic case, 8.25 in x 5.25 in x 5 inches high.
There are some small paint chips along the
edges, but overall the case is in fine shape with
a good glossy finish; the gold lettering is still
strong and the two dials (on/off/volume and tuning) are original.
The electronics have been checked, set to specifications, and faulty
tubes replaced. Capacitors are new; original power cord and plug.
Unit powers up and pulls in local AM stations with good volume and
minimal buzz. A great mid-century modern look! Model information printed on backboard. $100-$150.

What’s the return policy on clocks and radios?
- You don’t like it, we take it back! If it is not
as described, we refund all costs including
shipping both ways. If you simply decide it is
not what you wanted, send it back and we
refund purchase cost and buyer’s premium.
It’s that simple.

R-103.
$60
Jewel Radio Corp Model 915 AM-clock-radio, 1950. This is a 4-tube
radio with a Telechron alarm clock that could
sound either a buzzer alarm or turn on the radio
– what a concept! The dark plastic case is complete with no cracks or damage, and with a
shiny finish. The dials are original. The case is
10.5 in x 6 in x 6.25 inches high with nice printed
instructions on the original backboard. The cord and plug are original. Clock-radios came on the scene in the 1940’s and really took off
in the 1950’s. $60-$100.
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has good AM reception and volume with minimal hum. There are
several interesting features to this radio: It has five push-buttons for
preset stations (I’m not sure how you set them), the four original
labeled wood knobs (on/off/tone, volume, tuning, and an AM/SW
switch), a dial that indicates the countries associated with various
SW frequency ranges (want to tune in Java or Prague?), and a “cat’s
eye” tuning tube that glows green and focuses as you tune in a station – how cool! I imagine the plastic dial cover and grille cover
cloth are replaced, as is the wood backboard and power cord.
There is a switch on the back that lets you plug in a phonograph and
play it through the radio. Another attractive radio from the golden
age of radio – that sold for $19.95 in the 1939 Sears, Roebuck catalog. $200-$300.

R-104.
$90
Emerson Model 544 small tabletop AM radio, ca. 1947-48. This is a
wood case, superheterodyne 5-tube AM radio, 11 in x 6 in x 7.75
inches high. The veneer on the front shows a nice grained pattern,
while the top and sides are smoother and
have been stained when the case was refinished. All capacitors have been replaced and
the tubes and resistors checked and replaced
as necessary. The radio was realigned; it picks
up several stations and plays loud and clearly.
The on/off/volume knob and tuning knob appear to be original and there is an Emerson decal under the speaker
grille. The dial is backlit; the plastic dial cover is a replacement. The
cord and plug are an old replacement and the cardboard backboard
is missing. A nice little radio that would look good on a shelf or
counter in your home! $100-$175.

R-108.
$165
Emerson Model 425 portable AM radio, 1942.
This is a portable AM radio with a telescoping
handle on top so you can carry it from room to
room. It is 10.5 in x 6 in x 7.5 in high in a refinished maple case with a walnut veneer front.
It’s a 5-tube superheterodyne receiver with
restored electronics, but reception is poor in my basement. The dial
and dial cover are original, as are the on/off/volume and tuning
knobs. The backboard and power cord have been replaced. Emerson logo decal on the front, the dial lights up when power is on.
$175-$225.

R-105.
$160
Emerson Model 503 small tabletop AM radio, 1946-49. This is a
small (11 in x 6.75 in x 8 in high) wood case, 5tube superheterodyne AM radio in restored
condition. This model came with several
different dial types; note the “Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Corporation, NY USA” on
the lower half of this original dial. There is
also an Emerson logo button on the lower left. The walnutveneered case and blond wood grill have been refinished, the wood
backboard is original, and the electronics have been restored so
that the radio sounds great with good volume and no hum. Tuning
in your favorite baseball team’s radio play-by-play will be a pleasure
with this beauty! The dial is lit up brightly when the power is on.
The power cord was replaced for safety. Another still-stylish radio
from the late 1940’s. $150-$250.

R-109.
$25
Bendix Model 753W portable alarm clock-AM radio, 1953. This is a
small (10.5 in x 6 in x 9.5 in high) wooden case radio “The Bedford”
in a blond or whitewashed/pickled oak finish that is worn and in
need of rejuvenation. The front plate is glass
with the clock set back. The alarm turns on the
restored, 5-tube superheterodyne radio. Both
the clock and the radio are working fine, with
good reception and clear sound. The power
cord has been replaced. $50-$75.

R-106.
$85
Crosley Model 20 “Fiver” tabletop AM/SW radio, ca. 1942. This is a 5
-tube tabletop radio in a very nice walnut
case (15 in x 8 in x 8.5 in high, 11 lb). Note the
subtle banded trim band around the middle.
In the 1920’s Crosley Manufacturing Corp.
was the largest radio producer in the world,
working out of Cincinnati OH; they produced
radios from 1921 to 1956. This radio is working and pulls in several AM stations with good volume and minor
buzz; we could not get any shortwave transmissions, but we did not
try too hard. For shortwave, a longer antenna wire is usually needed; there are two antenna wires coming out of the back that would
need to be connected to a longer wire for better reception. There is
a switch on the back, POL-BC, that allows you to switch between
police band radio (shortwave) and AM antennas, and the middle
knob in front switches the tuner. You also can have phonograph or
TV sound input to this radio, as described on the chassis label. The
dial and knobs appear original; the dial cover is a replacement. The
dial is nicely lit when the power is on. The grille cloth may be original and could stand to be replaced; replacement radio grille cloths
are readily available on eBay and easy to install. $100-$200.

R-110.
$170
Philco Model 84B cathedral AM radio, 1934. This is the early version
of this model, a 4-tube superheterodyne radio in a
dark wood (mahogany?) case with a lighter wood
inset around the speaker. Old or original finish,
original knobs; speaker cloth, dial, and power cord
have been replaced. Tubes and resistors were
checked and replaced as needed, and radio was
realigned. The case is 12 in wide, 8 in deep, and
14.25 in high; there is no back on the case. A great
looking radio, and it sounds as good as it looks. $175-$250.
R-111.
$170
Crosley Model 10-136E tabletop AM radio, 1950. Just look at this
black beauty! Doesn’t it look like it is ready to roar off down the
road? Crosley made several radio models that
resembled automobile dashboards and front
grilles – perhaps not surprisingly, as Crosley
also made automobiles in the 1940’s. Their
radios look racier than their cars, although
they made a sharp-looking roadster in 1951.
This radio is made from heavy black plastic with a gold metal dial
and knobs. The case (12.5 in x 6.5 in x 7 in high) shines like a mirror
with no noticeable scratches, nicks, or breaks. The electronics have
been gone over and defective capacitors, resistors, and tubes replaced as needed. It plays well with good volume and no hum. The

R-107.
$200
Silvertone Model 6250A tabletop AM/SW radio, 1939. This is a
wooden case AM and shortwave radio manufactured by Sears, Roebuck & Co. in 1939. The
walnut case (14 in x 7 in x 9 in high, 11 lb) with
pecan (?) trim has been refinished; the 6-tube
superheterodyne radio has been restored and
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power cord is original and there is an input jack for a phonograph
connection. This radio brandishes 50’s style – put it on your midcentury modern shelf and watch the attention it draws. $175-$250.
R-112.
$325
Silvertone tall case clock-radio “Alden”, 1931-32. So,
here’s something you don’t see every day; a tall case
clock-radio. Just like a tall case (grandfather) clock, but
with a radio in the bottom, and the clock is electric; in
this case, a Hammond electric. It’s a 6-tube superheterodyne AM receiver made by Sears, Roebuck & Co.
“The cabinet is a piano finished in handsome walnut
veneer” and stands 63 inches high, so it is equivalent to
a grandmother clock. It is in excellent shape; I see no
defects, chips or scratches in the finish, and it seems
likely it was refinished not too long ago. It has a 10-inch
speaker in the bottom and will pick up AM stations
when a long wire antenna is attached (included). There
are three wooden knobs to control the radio: on/off/volume, tuning,
and tone. The small dial is lit from above. Both power cords have
been replaced and the electronics gone over and replaced as needed. The clock is a spin-start and is running and keeping time. I am
told these are not all that uncommon, but it is the first I have seen.
As these clocks sold for $62.50 in the depth of the Great Depression,
you can imagine that you had to be remarkably well off
to purchase one. $350-$500.
R-113.
$500
Crosley Model 124 tall case clock-radio “Playtime”, 193132. Another tall case clock-radio, 67 inches tall, this one
from the Crosley Radio Corporation. The case is of
walnut veneer on the front and sides in fine condition
with a nice burled walnut veneer around the clock face
and above the 10-inch speaker. The dial appears to be
paper and is in excellent shape; I can’t exclude the possibility that it is a replacement paper dial, but it is identical to those I can find on other examples of this model
and the interior shows no signs of the dial board ever having been
removed from the case. The clock is a “spin-start” and will start up
if you turn the handle in the back at the right speed. The restored 8tube, superheterodyne radio powers up and picks up AM stations
with good volume and sound; it requires an extended wire antenna.
Both power cords were replaced. The dial is brightly lit from behind. Three original knobs in front to control on/off/volume, tone,
and tuning. Another expensive depression-era clock; this one listed
for $95 in 1931 – that’s almost $1500 in today’s dollars. $500-$1000.
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BID/AWARD FORM
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF BIDS IS MIDNIGHT, January 31, 2017
Use a second sheet as necessary

NAME: ______________________________

DAYTIME PHONE: __________________________

STREET: _____________________________

EVENING PHONE: ___________________________

CITY/ST/ZIP: __________________________

EMAIL/FAX: _______________________________

SPENDING LIMIT: $______________ (List items in order of preference)
ITEM
NUMBER

SHORT TITLE

BID
AMOUNT

BIDDING INSTRUCTIONS

SHIPPING?

AWARD

TOTAL PURCHASE
10% PREMIUM
KY TAX (6%, KY residents only)
TOTAL DUE (cash or check)
Convenience Fee for payment by credit card or PayPal (3%)
I understand that by submitting this bid form I have entered into a legal contract between myself and Horton’s Antique
Clocks. I have read and understand the Terms and Conditions document on the website. I agree to pay for every item for
which I am the winning bidder, up to my spending limit, and will make payment within 15 business days unless other
arrangements are approved by Horton’s Antique Clocks.

☐ I agree to the Terms and Conditions above

DATE: ______________________________

Return this completed form by email (Hortonclocks@aol.com), FAX (866) 591-6616, or postal mail to Horton’s Antique
Clocks, 3864 Wyse Square, Lexington, KY 40510-9706.

BID SHEET INSTRUCTIONS


Be sure your name and shipping/mailing address are current and correct. Do not use a post office box number.
Include a phone number where we can reach you; FedEx also requires a phone number. Include an email address
if you use email.



List your items by catalog number in order of preference if you have a spending limit. A short title/description
helps you and us to correctly identify the clock. Your spending limit might be a dollar amount, or a clock number
amount (i.e., no more than two clocks).



Your bid must be at least the minimum; bid what you are willing to pay for the item, but no more. Remember,
most bidders win their clocks for less than their maximum bid.



Add a note with bidding instructions, if necessary. For example, “I only want this clock if I don’t win clock #___”.



We will arrange shipping through several local shipping firms if you request shipping on the above form. They will
contact you with an estimate of cost, and provide shipping options.



We will fill in the Award column amount for clocks you win, and total the amount due. If you wish to use PayPal or
a credit/debit card add the 3% convenience fee to your total.



Call, FAX, or email us with you payment arrangements and we will get your clock(s) on their way to you!



Please allow 3-4 weeks for your clocks to arrive; we only have a few trusted shippers, and we are not their only
customer. You may call or email us anytime to find out the status of your delivery. We will try to arrange to have
the shippers notify you by email of your shipment status. Bear in mind that shippers often require packages over
$500 to be signed for upon delivery; you may wish to have your clocks sent to a business address if no one will be
at your home to sign. Alternatively, you can arrange through the shipping firm to have the packages sent to a local
outlet (UPS Store, FedEx Office) for pick-up at your convenience.

Phone: Carroll Horton, (859) 381-8633
FAX:
(866) 591-6616
eMail: Hortonclocks@aol.com

Thanks for shopping with Horton’s Antique Clocks!

